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Abstract 
 
This study presents a critical investigation into the teaching of computer ethics.  A 
qualitative pluralistic approach (a mixture of qualitative approaches) was used to 
investigate case studies of teaching computer ethics to university-level students from 
Bahrain.  The main issue was that ethics to Arabs and Muslims is a matter of religion 
than a matter of philosophy whereas the dominant perception in the academic literature 
which discussed computer ethics teaching is that computer ethics is a form of practical 
philosophy and hence separate from religion.  In order to shed light on this, the study 
investigated computer ethic’s perceptions and teaching practices which were occurring 
in universities in Bahrain.  The study found that the issue was not a matter of perception 
but rather a matter of confusion and a misconception.  Computer ethics was being 
confused with morality, religion, basic computer skills to name just a few. And such 
confusion was causing computer ethics to gradually disappear from the curriculum and 
become substituted with concepts which were not necessarily capable of building 
students’ ethical thinking.  The study recommends that computer ethics teachers and 
policy makers from Bahrain distinguish computer ethics from religion, morality and 
from any other concept and identify it as an independent field of study, also teachers 
need to involve their students in social and ethical analysis of various kinds so that 
students understand that ethics is not a set of rules on what is forbidden and allowed 
aimed at providing straightforward answers to a given problem but rather ethics is a 
‘cognitive tool’; a mechanism through which different competing ethical theories and 
standards are used to reflect on a given problem.    
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Glossary  
 
Abduction - Reasoning process which starts with a seemingly unrelated or incomplete 
set of data and then proceeds to reach the likeliest possible conclusion.  
 
Access - Gaining permission to conduct interviews, observations or collect data in a 
particular social setting.  
 
Applied Ethics - A branch of philosophy concerned with analysing moral 
controversies.  Examples of applied ethics are bioethics and business ethics.   
 
Bias - Inclination or prejudice for or against an idea or a concept. 
 
Cognitive Thinking - Mental process through which learners analyse, evaluate and 
solve problems.  See also Knowledge Construction.   
 
Conceptual Framework - A collection of ideas which the research problem, question, 
literature review and field data collectively project. 
 
Conflated - Confusing two concepts together and giving rise to a fallacy.      
 
Convention - Standards or rules. 
 
Cultural Relativism - Truth or what is valid is relative to individual cultures.  
 
Deduction - Reasoning process through which the researcher moves from a hypothesis 
or an assumption about the real world to observations or findings.  The hypothesis is 
tested along the way.       
 
Epistemology - The study of the nature of knowledge, addressing such questions as 
what is knowledge and how to acquire it? 
XIII 
 
Ethics - The study of moral systems.   
 
Explanatory Critique - A critique which follows the diagnosis of a certain 
phenomenon, it is part of an explanation of why a certain belief or behaviour is 
considered false.  
 
Gatekeepers - Individuals who have the power to grant or withhold access to people or 
research sites. 
 
Hypothetico-Deductive Model - Also termed the scientific method.   This is a model 
for scientific investigation and involves the formulation and testing of hypotheses.  It is 
in contrast with inductive research methods. 
 
Idealism - A stance towards reality which holds that the social world consists of ideas 
originating from perceptions and that reality exists only in the mind.  Idealism is the 
opposite of realism.  Realism is the belief that reality exists independently of observers.  
 
Induction - Reasoning process through which the researcher moves from observations 
of individual instances to the formulation of a theory.   
 
Inference - Reasoning process which drives conclusions from a certain premise.  The 
process can be inductive or deductive.  
 
Inherent - Originating or existing in something.  
 
Knowledge Construction - Learning process which involves cognitive thinking and 
analysis.  
 
Mechanisms - Also termed causal mechanisms or generative mechanisms. 
Mechanisms are the interplay of cause and effect between one transfactual condition 
and another.   
 
Mental Schema - A set of linked mental representations of the world.  
XIV 
 
Morality - Codes of conducts put forward by a religion, a society or accepted by an 
individual. 
 
Ontology - The study of being, existence or reality addressing such questions as what is 
the meaning of being and what can be said to exist? 
 
Paradigm - A basic set of beliefs which guide action.  
 
Pedagogy - Strategies of instruction; theories, beliefs and policies which inform the 
process of teaching.  
 
Powers - Potentialities which may or may not be exercised. 
 
Professional Ethics - A field of study concerned with one’s behaviour and conduct.  
Recurring themes in professional ethics are codes of ethics, ethical decision making and 
ethical theory.    
 
Retroduction - Reasoning process through which the researcher moves from 
knowledge of one thing to knowledge of something else.  Retroduction encompasses 
both induction and deduction.  It is similar to Abduction.   
 
Social Structures - System of human relations. 
 
Structures - The composition of an object, making each object what it is and not 
something else.  Methodologically speaking, the building blocks of a single structure 
are the total number of transfactual conditions and causal mechanisms in that structure. 
 
Theoretical Sensitivity - The ability to recognise what is important in the data and to 
give meanings to the data. 
 
Theory - Plausible relationships produced among concepts and sets of concepts.  
 
XV 
 
Transfactual - Beyond the factual or beyond the empirical.   
 
Transfactual Conditions - Preconditions for an object to be what it is and not 
something else. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Figure 1. 1 A map of this chapter 
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Over the last 50 years computer technologies have altered the lives of most of the 
people on earth.  The information revolution exemplified in the World Wide Web has 
altered the way in which people shop, socialise, learn and communicate (Schultz, 2006).  
Technologies in general are making our lives easier; however along with the benefits 
come social and ethical concerns.  Such concerns or issues as computer crimes and 
abuses, the impact of Information Technology (IT) on society, intellectual property 
rights, democracy and civil liberties in cyberspace and issues of privacy in the 
information age.  These are only a few of a diverse and large collection of issues which 
feed the debates in the field of computer ethics.    
 
1.1 COMPUTER ETHICS:  A DEFINITION 
Computer ethics has a number of definitions.  Discussions on the nature and scope of 
the field of computer ethics are presented in the ‘Theoretical Framework’ chapter 
(chapter 2) in this thesis but a definition to start with is that computer ethics is the field 
of study which examines the social impacts and ethical issues of Information 
Technology.   
 
1.2 RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Brey (2007), Collste (2008) and Wong (2012) suggested that at the time of writing their 
papers computer ethics concepts, theories and discussions have been predominantly 
western in nature and computer ethics as a topic has mainly been discussed by western 
scholars.  Brey (2007), who attempted to develop a global concept for computer ethics, 
found that the western and non-western nations have different grounds for moral 
judgment and different understandings of the concept of ethics.  He thought that a 
global concept could not be established without an understanding of the ethics of other 
nations.  Brey (2007) called for an intercultural dialogue between the western and non-
western scholars to bridge the cultural relativism gap in relation to computer ethics.  
This study is perceived to be contributing to the body of literature which is, thus far, not 
fully informed of the ethics of non-western nations in relation to computer ethics.       
 
The review of the literature which was conducted as part of this study came to a 
somewhat similar conclusion to that of Brey (2007) Collste (2008) and Wong (2012).  
61 
 
The teaching practices reported in the literature were of cases occurring mainly in the 
west.  Furthermore, computer ethics as a concept in the literature is based on the 
western, and in particular the secular western, understanding of ethics where ethical 
judgment becomes an exercise of the mind and hence based on philosophical ethics 
rather than based on the standards of one particular religion.  However, such a 
conception of how to formulate ethical judgments is not universal.  For instance, Al 
Brazi (2001) suggested that, in the Arabic world, ethical judgment is considered a 
matter of religion rather than a matter of philosophy.  Also, Al Jabri (2006) reported that 
Arabs have made few contributions to their ancient moral philosophy because Islamic 
ethics, which is embedded in the Sharia Law, is considered the most appropriate and 
complete source for ethical judgment.  This all indicates that computer ethics as a 
concept, and perhaps also the pedagogies of computer ethics, might be different in the 
Arabic world.  Nevertheless, publications on the subject of teaching computer ethics in 
the Arabic or Muslim world were almost non-existent.  Throughout the life time of this 
study, the researcher has been continually searching in libraries and in online databases 
for publications of this sort but only one paper was located:  that of Al A’ali (2008).  
The paper was not fully dedicated to the issue of teaching computer ethics; as such 
many questions remained unanswered.  Such questions as what was the foundation for 
the ethical discussions in Al A’ali’s (2008) computer ethics classes?  Which standards 
of analysis were being used? What kind of role did the religion of Islam play in the 
teaching and learning of computer ethics?   
 
The scarcity of information in relation to teaching computer ethics in the 
Arabic/Muslim world presents computer ethics educationalists, especially those who 
operate outside of the west such as the researcher of this study, with an uncharted 
realm when it comes to the teaching of computer ethics to students who might not 
differentiate between religion and ethics.   
 
1.3 RESEARCH AIM  
This study set out to examine the computer ethics teaching practices which were 
occurring in universities in Bahrain in order to identify hindrances and struggles, if any, 
standing in the way of teaching computer ethics, this in order to inform teaching 
practices.  This was done through presenting descriptions and critiques of the teaching 
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practices in Bahrain and through comparing them with the computer ethics concepts and 
practices reported in the literature.   Bahrain is the home country of the researcher of 
this study and she wanted to improve her future practice which would involve the 
teaching of computer ethics.  This study, as such, was instigated by a practical need: the 
need for improvement.   
   
1.4 RESEARCH QUESTION 
This study was guided by the following question:  
 
 How is computer ethics perceived and taught in Bahrain and how can any 
associated challenges be addressed?  
 
Further questions were developed to guide the fieldwork: 
 
 What are the topics that are being discussed in the computer ethics classes? 
 Which standard(s) of analysis, if any, are being used for the analysis of 
computer ethics issues?   
 Which analysis method(s), if any, are being used for the analysis of computer 
ethics issues?   
 Is there any involvement of religion in the teaching of computer ethics?  If yes, 
what role does/do the religion(s) played in the teaching of the subject?   
 
In addition to the above questions, background information was sought about the 
teachers, the computer ethics courses
1
 and the universities involved. These were 
intended to place the findings of the study into their context and give extra meaning to 
the findings. 
 
1.5 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 
This research provides a platform for improvement; it provides computer ethics 
teachers, especially those who operate in the Arabic/Muslim countries, with a resource 
so that they can transfer or generalise what they deem fit of the knowledge and cases 
                                  
1 The term ‘course’ refers to a unit of teaching (a subject) which typically lasts one academic term.  A 
course is equivalent to a module in the British sense. 
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presented in this study.  This study, however, is not limited to Bahrain or to Arabs and 
Muslims.  It communicates certain interesting culture and pedagogy-related aspects in 
relation to computer ethics teaching to the wider community of computer ethics scholars 
for consideration and reflection.  In general, the aim was not to build an ideal computer 
ethics curriculum for the Arabic student/teacher but rather to highlight hindrances, 
misconceptions, powers, structures and mechanisms which maintained certain 
debilitating conditions in the path of teaching computer ethics.    
 
This study also contributes to the body of literature which is almost lacking publications 
on the subject of ‘teaching computer ethics in Arabic/Muslim countries’; hence, it 
contributes to bridging the cultural relativism gap in relation to computer ethics.  
 
The ‘Theoretical Framework’ chapter (chapter 2) in this study provides a bounded 
system of knowledge, which does not exist thus far under one single publication, of the 
issues related to the teaching of computer ethics.  As such, this study provides computer 
ethics educationalists with a reference or a review of the literature of the issues which 
are most important to them. 
 
1.6 RESEARCH SAMPLES 
This study involved all of the Bahraini universities with the exception of The Medical 
University of Bahrain and The Arabian Gulf University because these were not relevant 
to this study; the former is a medical university and the latter is a postgraduate 
university whereas  this study was aiming to examine computer ethics courses taught to 
undergraduate computing students.   
 
The researcher searched for computer ethics courses in the computing programmes of 
the targeted universities and it appeared that computer ethics as a stand-alone (separate) 
course was being taught at five universities out of a total ten.  One of these universities 
refused to participate.  The focus, as a result, shifted to four universities; in addition, a 
special case was studied in which, it was claimed, religion was involved.   
 
The universities involved in this study are considered cases (each separately) and within 
each there are one or two cases of computer ethics teaching identified by the name of 
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the teacher.  Table 5.2 on page 146 provides a visual representation of the cases.  The 
purposive sampling or theoretical sampling concept guided the sampling procedure in 
this study.   
 
1.7 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND PARADIGM 
Data were collected by means of fieldnotes, observations, questionnaires, documents 
and interviews.  This study maintained a multi-method (qualitative) approach 
combining techniques, philosophies and methods from ethnography, case study 
research, critical theory studies and hermeneutics; taking inspirations from grounded 
theories, action research and from the general qualitative research approaches.  As for 
the paradigm, this study was inspired by Bhaskar’s (1978) philosophy of critical 
realism.   
 
1.8 THE STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS 
The ‘Theoretical Framework’ chapter (chapter 2) of this thesis highlights topics related 
to computer ethics education attempting to answer three main questions: ‘what is 
computer ethics?’, ‘how to teach it’, and ‘how religion especially Islam is relevant?’   
 
 The ‘Research Context’ chapter (chapter 3) in this thesis presents background and 
context-related information about the researcher and the research.  The chapter 
commences with information about the researcher of this study then moves to topics 
that were deemed relevant to this study such as the status of education in the Arab world 
and the social structure of the modern Bahraini society.  
  
The ‘Methodology’ chapter (chapter 4) starts with an overview of the paradigms which 
exist in the social sciences then proceeds to argue for a realist approach.  The chapter 
also talks about the type of this research and why it was meant to be qualitative, the 
approach adopted for this study explaining why a multi-method approach was perceived 
the most suitable, the samples and how the participates were recruited.  Also the 
methods utilised to gather data are discussed in this chapter.  This study utilised 
fieldnotes, observations, questionnaires, documents and interviews to collect data.  Field 
issues are also discussed such as the issue of access and ethical considerations.  An 
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extensive section is dedicated to discuss the analysis approach.  The chapter ends with a 
discussion of the conceptions of validity reliability and generalisation arguing for 
alternatives. 
 
The ‘Findings and Discussion’ chapter (chapter 5) commences with short descriptions 
of the case studies involved then moves to provide explanations and critiques of the 
evidence found in relation to the research question in light of the evidence found in the 
interviews, observations, questionnaires and course materials.   
 
The ‘Conclusions and the Way Forward’ chapter (chapter 6) provides a summary and a 
synthesis of the thesis presenting firstly the assumptions which underpinned the study 
and the results from the empirical study and how the researcher view them in light of 
the theoretical framework and in light of the data presented in the  ‘Research Context’ 
chapter providing, in light of this all, recommendations on how to improve the teaching 
of computer ethics.   
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2. Theoretical Framework 
 
Figure 2. 1 A map of this chapter  
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2.1 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CHAPTER 
The review of literature in this chapter was inspired by three main questions: ‘what is 
computer ethics?’, ‘how to teach it’, and ‘how religion especially Islam is relevant?’  
The chapter starts with a brief review of the history of the field of computer ethics then  
moves to what is known in the literature as ‘the uniqueness debate’ in which different 
scholars discuss the nature and scope of the field.  A brief section, then, follows on the 
different titles used to refer to the field.  Then the chapter moves to topics on the 
teaching of computer ethics attempting to answer questions surrounding ‘why and how 
to teach computer ethics?’, ‘what to teach in computer ethics?’, ‘who should teach 
computer ethics?’ and ‘how to integrate computer ethics in to the curriculum?’; this 
with a special attention to the role of ethical theories and standards of analysis in the 
teaching of computer ethics,  this in an attempt to identify how the scholars in the field 
recommend judging the ethicality of situations.  Then the chapter approaches the end 
with topics on computer ethics and religion.  The researcher attempted, first, to identify 
how ethics is portrayed or realised in the English literature vs. how it is portrayed or 
realised in the Arabic literature.  Then a review on the Islamic moral philosophy 
follows.  Then there are brief reviews on Islamic Ethics and the relationship between 
Arabs and Islam, this in order to give the reader a feel of the context surrounding 
religion and ethics in the Arab world.  The final section demonstrates the different 
views on the incorporation of religion into ethics education.  The chapter ends with a 
summary and a reflection on the main ideas discussed in the literature.   
 
2.2 COMPUTER ETHICS:  A SHORT HISTORY 
Computer ethics is relatively a young field.  According to Bynum (2001), the history of 
computer ethics goes back to the 1950s when Norbert Wiener, an American professor, 
presented a discussion of the implications of machines in his book ‘The human use of 
human beings’.  Wiener did not mention the term computer ethics but predicted that 
intelligent machines, such as computers, would affect societies and people in such a 
way that policy makers would have to introduce new laws and that scholars in different 
fields would need to study the impacts of machines (Bynum and Rogerson, 2004a).  In 
the 1970s, and when personal computers became widely available, some of Wiener’s 
predictions became true. For example, in the US, privacy-related concerns emerged 
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about information which was kept in centralised databases (Johnson, 2001).  During this 
time the term computer ethics was coined by Walter Maner (2004), a computer scientist 
and philosopher and, in the 1980s, James Moor (1985), a prominent figure in the field, 
wrote his famous article: ‘What is computer ethics?’  
 
2.3 DEFINITIONS OF COMPUTER ETHICS  
Bynum and Rogerson (2004b) suggested that the nature and boundaries of the field of 
computer ethics is still being thought through by computer ethics scholars.  Bynum and 
Rogerson (2004b) identified five different definitions made by prominent figures from 
the field.  The following section elaborates on this.  
 
2.4 THE UNIQUENESS DEBATE 
Differences in perception towards the concept of computer ethics stimulated what is 
known in the literature as the ‘uniqueness debates’ in which scholars who are involved 
in the debate agreed that computer ethics as a field of study is unique but each viewed 
this uniqueness differently.  For example, Deborah Johnson (1994a) decided that 
computer ethics is not unique because it is part of the applied ethics field however 
computer ethics issues are unique.  She said: they are new versions of the same old 
existing moral problems.  What made these issues unique in her view is the involvement 
of technology.  She thought technology complicates the ordinary moral problems in the 
sense that computer ethics issues are ordinary moral issues but with a little bit of a twist.   
 
James Moor (1985) thought that computer ethics depends on the applied ethics for the 
analysis of its cases but it can also be considered a separate discipline in its own right.  
Hence, in Moor’s (1985) view, computer ethics is a unique field bringing about unique 
issues.  Moor (2001) thought that the uniqueness of computer ethics issues stems from 
the involvement of technology but that computer ethics, as a field of study, will evolve 
in the future as a unique discipline.  According to Moor (1990; 1999), there are often 
misconceptions about how to develop or use technology in an ethical way; these 
misconceptions and policy vacuums are likely to intensify in the future as technology 
starts to become ubiquitous and this, Moor (2004) said, will strengthen the importance 
of computer ethics;  consequently, the field will grow as a separate discipline.   
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Rogerson and Bynum (1996) thought that computer ethics is unique and 
interdisciplinary.  They signified that computer ethics bears more than just an applied 
ethics approach to the analysis of its cases.  Rogerson and Bynum (1996) viewed 
computer ethics as a wide and interdisciplinary field spanning disciplines: across 
journalism, political science, psychology, law, computer science, sociology and 
philosophy to name just a few.  Rogerson and Bynum (1996) renamed the field, calling 
it ‘Information Ethics’ and signifying that the field had expanded. 
 
An optimistic view of the uniqueness of the field was expressed by Gorniak-
Kocikowska (2004) who argued that computer ethics might replace ordinary applied 
ethics and eventually emerge as the global ethics of all nations on the basis that most of 
the ethical issues in the future will stem from or will involve technology.  Therefore, as 
technology is becoming global, computer ethics will become global as well and will 
replace ordinary ethics. 
 
Another view is that of Donald Gotterbarn (1991).  He argued that the analysis of 
computer ethics issues is fundamentally about the moral actions of computer 
professionals. Therefore it is best to narrow the focus of the field to the domain of 
professional ethics.   
 
2.5 COMPUTER ETHICS TITLES 
Since the expansion of this field, there have been attempts to move away from the title 
‘computer ethics’. For example, Tavani (2011) said that discussions concerning 
computer ethics are no longer about the uses and abuses of hardware and software and 
about moral problems; the field has now expanded to include social impacts, topics 
related to legal issues, such as the intellectual property rights, and issues related to the 
Information Age.  Tavani (2011) proposed the term ‘Cyberethics’ instead of ‘computer 
ethics’ and Rogerson and Bynum (1996) proposed the title ‘Information Ethics’.   Other 
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titles which are being used are ‘Information and Communication Technology (ICT)2 
Ethics’ and ‘IT Ethics’.   
 
In this study, the term “computer ethics” is used throughout because most of the 
literature which discusses computer ethics teaching uses this title and, since this study is 
contributing to the already existing debates, the researcher decided that it was best to 
follow suit.   
 
2.6 WHY TEACH COMPUTER ETHICS? 
Rogerson and Thimbleby (2000) suggested that the design of technology can affect 
people’s lives in a very drastic way, either positively or negatively.  The researcher of 
this study agrees.  Take, for instance, the case of the London Ambulance Service’s 
Computer-Aided Dispatch Project (Bynum and Rogerson, 2004c).  The objective of the 
project was to replace the time-consuming manual methods used to dispatch 
ambulances.  However, the specifications for the system were developed with almost no 
input at all from the ambulance drivers and the company who developed the system had 
no prior experience of building ambulance dispatch systems.  These, in addition to 
many other reasons, led to the failure of the project.  When the system was put into 
operation many things went wrong and a number of people may have suffered because 
they did not get to hospital in time.  This is an example of a technology which was not 
designed properly and the results were near catastrophic.  Therefore researchers such as 
Horowitz, Morgan and Shaw (1972) and Gotterbarn and Miller (2004) thought that 
computer ethics teachers should instil a sense of responsibility into their students, 
encourage them to think deeply about the consequences of their projects, and raise their 
awareness of the ethical issues which could lie ahead so that they could provide society 
with safe and secure artefacts. 
 
Woodcock (2000) suggested that computer ethics education is important even if ethical 
codes existed; this is because computer ethics teachers teach the skills of ethical 
analysis and computer professionals often need to analyse situations and make 
                                  
2  Information Communication Technology (ICT) is broader than Information Technology (IT).   The 
latter is used to refer to the industry whilst the former is used to refer to the utilisation of the internet and 
communication technologies to access, store and manipulate information.  
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judgments on the best courses of action. Therefore, students need to learn skills of 
analysis in spite of the availability of codes.     
 
Rogerson and Bynum (1995) suggested that knowing about computer ethics issues 
should not be restricted to computer professionals because computer ethics issues are 
about the IT users as much as about the IT developers, in the sense that government 
policy makers, organisations and the general public collectively need to be aware of the 
ethics and impacts of IT.  This view was also supported by Martin and Holz (1992) who 
thought that the primary and most basic goal of teaching computer ethics is to sensitise 
the students and make them aware that technology can have ethical and social 
implications. 
 
In summary, and based on the above, computer ethics is taught to: a) raise IT users’ and 
IT professionals’ awareness of the importance of ethics in IT; b) encourage professional 
practices; and c) equip future generations of IT professionals with the skills of ethical 
and social analysis.  
 
2.7 PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATIONS AND COMPUTER ETHICS TEACHING 
Well established professional organisations reacted positively to the importance of 
ethics in computing, either through issuing computer ethics curriculum   
recommendations or through accrediting those institutions which include ethics in their 
computing curriculum (Brown, 1997).  Examples of such organisations are the 
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET), the Australian Computer 
Society, the British Computer Society (BCS) and the Association for Computing 
Machinery (ACM) (Greening, Kay and Kummerfeld, 2004).   
 
2.8 THE IMPACT OF COMPUTER ETHICS EDUCATION  
Studies carried out by computer ethics teachers showed that computer ethics education 
can have a positive impact on students’ appreciation of ethics in IT and on their ability 
to formulate ethical judgments.  For example, Slomka (2004), who conducted a pre- and 
post-course assessment on an undergraduate course on computer ethics, found that the 
course resulted in changes in the way students thought about ethical issues.  Also, Wong 
(1995), who conducted class observations and interviews with a group of students 
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attending a computer ethics course, noticed that the students showed a change in 
attitude towards some ethical issues after six weeks of teaching.  Moreover, Staehr and 
Byrne (2003), who used a ‘before and after’ test with a controlled group, noticed that 
the moral judgment of the students matured over the semester.   
 
2.9 METHODS OF INTEGRATING ETHICS INTO COMPUTING 
Wahl (1999) and Terrell Ward Bynum (personal communication, May 25, 2007) said 
that different universities develop their students’ ethical sensitivities differently.  
Students may be required to take a generic course on ethics from the department of 
philosophy or take a computer ethics courses from within the computing department 
(Rahanu, 1999).  If the course is offered from within the computing department, it can 
take the form of a ‘stand-alone’ course (i.e. a separate course) or an ‘across-the-
curriculum’ theme where computer ethics issues are integrated into the existing 
computing courses (Duquenoy, 2003).  Some other approaches also exist, such as: 
Martin and Holz’s (1992) combined method where both a stand-alone course and an 
across-the-curriculum theme are used; the capstone approach (Gotterbarn, 1992), which 
is a stand-alone course combined with a final project; there is also the online method.  
The following paragraphs will elaborate on the integration methods and some other 
related issues.  
 
2.9.1 From Within vs. From Outside the Computing Department 
Quinn (2006a) who surveyed a quarter of the accredited undergraduate computer 
science programs in the US found that there is a trend towards teaching computer ethics 
from within the computing departments.  Staehr (2002) and Quinn (2006a) thought that 
generic ethics courses taught from the philosophy department were unlikely to spend 
adequate time on computer-specific related issues; also, when philosophers teach the 
subject they tend to focus on the ethical theories rather than on trying to give guidance 
on the best courses of action.  Martin and Holz (1992) reported that, when students 
observe that their teachers are giving importance to ethics, they too appreciate the 
importance of ethics in their area of study.   
 
Certain obstacles impede the teaching of computer ethics from within the computing 
department and these revolve mainly around the competence of the computing teachers 
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(Duquenoy, 2003). Greening, Kay and Kummerfeld (2004) and Dark and Winstead 
(2005) mentioned that teachers who teach computing/technical related courses are often 
not convinced of the importance of ethics or they are uncertain how to present the 
course to the students.  Schulze and Grodzinsky (1996) and Searls (1988) suggested that 
the computing teachers’ reluctance to adopt the teaching of computer ethics is perhaps 
due to the fact that they did not have any training or education in ethics or computer 
ethics during their school or university years.  Moreover, Martin and Holz (1992) 
suggested that computer ethics teaching requires pedagogical concepts and techniques 
that are different from those often used in teaching technical courses.  Sanders (2005) 
said that the computing teachers are not used to essay grading because it is less 
grounded in objective criteria, while Dudley-Sponaugle and Lidtke (2002) suggested 
that the computing teachers are accustomed to objective epistemologies where answers 
to a given problem are often in the form of Yes or No, while answers in computer ethics 
are rather more circumstantial than static.  There was a consensus that the most effective 
solution to this problem lies in training the teachers in computer ethics pedagogies and 
topics (Appel, 1998; Lee and Bowyer, 2000; Dudley-Sponaugle and Lidtke; 2002).   
 
2.9.2 The Stand-alone Course 
Martin and Holz (1992) and Duquenoy (2003) suggested that when computer ethics is 
taught as a stand-alone course by a competent teacher, computer ethics issues can be 
covered in more depth.  However, the drawback is that computer ethics can appear 
irrelevant to the students since the rest of the faculty are not involved in the ethics 
discourse. 
 
2.9.3 The Across-the-curriculum Theme  
Weltz (1997) and Staehr (2002) agreed that the across-the-curriculum theme, in theory, 
is better than the stand-alone course because when computer ethics issues are discussed 
across-the-curriculum, students observe that all of their teachers are involved in 
computer ethics discussions so they too will appreciate the importance of ethics; 
however, in practice, the approach is difficult to implement.  Weltz (1997) suggested 
that even if the competence obstacle was overcome and all of the computing teachers 
were competent and willing to integrate computer ethics into their courses, it would be 
difficult to guarantee that the entire list of important computer ethics issues are weaved 
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into the discussions in the different computing subjects with minimum overlap.  Weltz 
(1997) thought that the across-the-curriculum approach requires extensive planning and 
coordination.  Staehr (2002) said that it is true that with this approach relevance can be 
achieved, it cannot be guaranteed that students are properly taught because, in reality, 
many teachers are not competent.  Staehr (2002) was in favour of the stand-alone 
approach and, more precisely, in favour of the capstone approach recommended by 
Gotterbarn (1992).   
 
2.9.4 The Capstone Approach 
The strength of the capstone method, according to Gotterbarn (1992), is in its timing.  
With this method ethical cases are integrated into a project-based course in the final 
year (Goold and Coldwell, 2005).  Gotterbarn (1992) suggested that last-year students 
can refer to concepts from their previous courses and use them in this course; also, 
because they are seniors, they are more likely to appreciate the importance of ethics. 
 
2.9.5 The Combined Approach 
Weltz (1997) thought that introducing computer ethics as a single subject at the end of 
the students’ academic year might be too little too late.  Martin and Weltz (1999) 
proposed an early introduction where computer ethics is introduced as a stand-alone 
course in the first or second year then a continued discussion of computer ethics issues 
whenever relevant in any of the computing programme’s courses (i.e. across-the-
curriculum), this in addition to a capstone course. 
 
2.9.6 The Online Approach 
Goold and Coldwell (2005) suggested that it is possible to teach computer ethics 
through a virtual classroom; however, certain pedagogical principles need to be 
considered or altered for successful teaching and learning.  For example, Schahczenski 
(1998) found that virtual discussions require greater instruction time and ingenious 
methods in order to motivate students and Miller (1999) found that misunderstandings 
can easily occur because verbal and facial cues are missing hence emoticons are 
essential as substitutes for the missing facial expressions.  On the other hand, several 
advantages were identified with online methods.  For example, Jefferies and Rogerson 
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(2003), who used asynchronous computer conferencing to teach computer ethics, 
reported that their students appreciated that they could access the discussion boards at 
any time and place and that they were able to choose how much time they needed to 
reflect and respond.  Also, online teaching was found to encourage learner-centred and 
constructivist learning. For example, Miller (1999) found that the online method 
encouraged his students to explore the internet for sources of information; as such, it 
encouraged independent learning.  
 
2.9.7 A Synthesis and Summary of the Integration Approaches 
Based on the above, it appears that it is best if the computing departments take charge of 
computer ethics and teach the subject from within their own departments. The benefit of 
this is that students will then feel that computer ethics is part of the computing 
curriculum and not just an extra which they are forced to take.  Moreover, when the 
course is assigned to a teacher from within the computing department, as opposed to a 
philosopher from the philosophy department, the discussions will remain within 
computing and will focus on ethical analysis and judgment.  This, however, is only 
possible if the assigned computer ethics teacher is competent or is trained in the 
pedagogy and topics of computer ethics.  The benefit of a stand-alone course is that 
teachers can cover topics in depth and make clear the importance of ethics in 
computing. However, the general view is that, if computer ethics were contained in one 
single course as opposed to being taught across-the-curriculum, students might 
underestimate its importance.  On the other hand, the across-the-curriculum method, 
which is perceived to be capable of achieving relevance, is perceived to be difficult to 
implement because all the computing teachers must be competent in teaching computer 
ethics and willing to dedicate effort and time to planning so that they cover all of the 
important topics with minimum overlap.  With regards to timing and when to introduce 
computer ethics, there were differences in opinion: Gotterbarn (1992) thought it best to 
integrate it into the final year project but Martin and Weltz (1999) thought it better  to 
introduce it at the beginning and at the end, using both the stand-alone and the across-
the-curriculum methods. Another method which proved useful but which had 
limitations was the online method.   
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2.10 WHO SHOULD TEACH COMPUTER ETHICS? 
One of the earliest papers which contained a discussion of the educational backgrounds 
of computer ethics teachers is that of Pecorino and Maner (1985).  The authors thought 
that computer ethics needs to be taught by computer scientists who are trained in ethics;   
however, due to the interdisciplinary nature of the subject, some parts of the course can 
be taught by instructors from outside of the department.  Guenther (1997) equally 
thought that the computing faculty needs to be responsible for this course, this in order 
to emphasise to the students that ethics is part of their discipline.  The element of the 
role model, said Quinn (2006a), may disappear if the course is taught by an outsider; as 
in a philosopher from the philosophy faculty.    
 
However, and on the other hand, Johnson (1994b) argued that it is best if philosophers, 
or at least social scientists, teach computer ethics because computer scientists are often 
not trained in philosophical debate and have no repository of ethical concepts.  
Opponents of this position mentioned, among other reasons, that when philosophers 
teach the course they fail to reinforce the theories into the practices of the IT 
professionals and into the context of the engineering profession (Guenther, 1997; 
Staehr, 2002; Quinn, 2006a).   
 
Tavani (2002) thought that the essence of the differences in opinion on this subject was 
due to the differences in perceptions concerning ‘why teach computer ethics’.  Johnson 
(1994b) emphasised the importance of teaching ethical theories whereas computer 
scientists emphasised the importance of teaching ethical judgments.  Tavani (2002) 
concluded that the question of  ‘who should teach computer ethics’ cannot have a 
definitive answer because ‘who should teach’ depends on ‘why teachers want to teach 
computer ethics’ or what sort of aims the teachers want to set for their students.   
 
2.11 STUDENTS’ ATTITUDES TOWARDS COMPUTER ETHICS  
Wong (1995) who conducted a study to investigated students’ attitudes towards 
computer ethics found that students in general are not interested in studying the subject.  
Jewett and Kling (1996) also mentioned that they heard one of their students saying 
“why do I have to take this class… all I want to do is write computer programs?” (p.13). 
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Moreover, Gooday (2012), who had eight years of experience with teaching computer 
ethics, reported that students are either indifferent about the subject, thinking that ethics 
will always be someone else’s concern, or that learning ethics is not important since 
ethical and legal guidelines exist, or that the subject is irrelevant to their future 
practices, or that ethics is just a matter of common sense.  This all shows that students 
may have misconceptions.  Teachers, as such, may need to spend time confronting these 
misconceptions to encourage positive attitudes towards computer ethics.   
 
2.12 HOW TO TEACH COMPUTER ETHICS? 
A number of writers (Brown, 1997; Vartiainen, 2003; Maner, 2004) have emphasised 
that computer ethics teaching should not turn into some form of preaching or 
indoctrination.  Vartiainen (2003) suggested that indoctrination in computer ethics 
occurs when teachers impose their personal ideas on their students.  Brown (1997) said 
that indoctrination can arise when teachers lack experience in teaching in the sense that 
inexperienced teachers preach their own moral codes.  Brown (1997) also thought that 
indoctrination can arise when constructivist methods of teaching are substituted with 
didactic methods in which teachers give few chances for interaction and seldom allow 
their students to think about the answers for themselves.   Maner (2004) said that, in 
order to avoid indoctrination, teachers need to allow their students to reflect, criticise 
and question the topics presented, and even reflect on codes of ethics.   
 
2.12.1 Teaching Styles: Didactic vs. Constructivist Teaching  
Evidence from the field of education shows that teachers who use a didactic style in 
their teaching reflect the behavioural philosophy; behaviourism is a learning perspective 
in education.   Teachers and textbooks within the behavioural philosophy are considered 
as the sole dispensers of information (Marlowe and Page, 1998).  Teachers, as a result, 
are forced to view students’ brains as empty vessels waiting to be filled by the teachers’ 
undisputed knowledge (Fosnot, 1996).  Concepts are presented as if they are the 
ultimate truths and students, as such, are denied the opportunity to reason or use their 
cognitive abilities (Gould, 1996).  On the contrary, teachers who adopt the constructivist 
philosophy support the view that knowledge is constructed and can comfortably be 
constructed by the learners themselves (Fosnot, 1996).  Constructivists allow their 
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students to look at problems or situations from different perspectives; they facilitate the 
learning process but never dominate the learning environment, giving importance to 
students’ active involvement in class discussions and in cognitive activities (Reeves and 
Reeves, 1997). Based on this all, it can be argued that constructivist teaching styles can 
guard against indoctrination and enhance computer ethics teaching and learning 
whereas behaviourism or didactic approaches impede learning and encourage 
indoctrination. 
 
When it comes to the opinions of the scholars from the field of computer ethics about 
which of the teaching styles is best, almost all of the scholars encouraged constructivist 
teaching styles such as experiential learning, critical thinking and collaborative learning 
(see for example: Schulze and Grodzinsky, 1996; Jewett and Kling, 1996; Dark and 
Winstead, 2005; Goold and Coldwell, 2005; DeWitt and Cicalese, 2006; Gooday, 
2012).    
 
2.12.2 Teaching Techniques 
A variety of teaching techniques for teaching computer ethics were mentioned in the 
literature, examples of which are: 
 
 Using case studies (Little, 2003).  
 Sharing personal experiences of computer ethics cases (Towell, Thompson and 
McFadde, 2004).  
 Using codes of ethics (Gotterbarn, 1998).  
 Inviting guest speakers (Schulze and Grodzinsky, 1996). 
 Asking the students to write an essay, for example, to analyse a case (Wahl, 
1999).  
 Conducting face-to-face or online discussions (Weltz,1998; Schahczenski, 
1998). 
 Using role play to represent a variety of points of view during discussions 
(Canosa and Lucas, 2008). 
 Utilising the white board to keep track of the major points raised during 
discussions and to provide visual descriptions (Appel, Miller and Quinn, 2005). 
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 Using games or web-based applications, for example, Agora 
(www.ethicsandtechnology.com); a web-based application developed by three 
universities from the Netherlands (Burg and Poel, 2005); and the SoDIS Project 
Auditor, a software developed by two university professors: Donald Gotterbarn 
and Simon Rogerson, to reveal risks in software projects (Gotterbarn and Clear, 
2004). 
 Using term projects (Jewett and Kling, 1996). One example is asking students to 
prepare a Social Impact Statement report in which they study the social context 
of a computing system then provide an analysis of the issues related to the 
design (Shneiderman and Rose, 1996).  
 Asking students to maintain a journal for reflection or a notebook to post articles 
and provide analyses of cases which they post in their notebooks (Jewett and 
Kling, 1996).  
 Using movies or stories which raise technology-related ethical or social issues 
(Artz, 1998; Applin, 2006). 
 Taking advantage of programming assignments to reveal to the students that 
poorly designed programmes can have ethical implications (Schulze and 
Grodzinsky, 1996). 
 
On the other hand, lecturing and term exams were perceived to be less effective (Jewett 
and Kling, 1996; Schulze and Grodzinsky, 1996).  According to Wahl (1999), since 
every technique has its own strengths and weaknesses, teachers need to choose the 
technique which best suits the situation and their students’ learning styles.   
 
2.13 COMPUTER ETHICS TOPICS IN CURRICULUM GUIDELINES 
Three curriculum guidelines were examined to look at the recommendations regarding 
computer ethics topics: the final report of the ImpactCS paper (Martin and Weltz, 
1999), The Royal Academy of Engineering’s Curriculum Map (2007) and the 
Computing Curricula (2001).  All of the guidelines agreed on the importance of 
teaching the following principles:    
 
1. The history of computing:  the social and ethical dimensions. 
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2. Issues related to professionalism and the computing professional. 
3. The methods and tools of ethical and social analysis. 
4. Philosophical concepts such as: ‘why be ethical?’, ethical models (e.g. 
Bentham’s Utilitarianism), the importance of rationality, and how to avoid some 
of the misconceptions in ethics (e.g. how to avoid naïve relativism which states 
that since morality is relative to people’s situations then truth does not exist and 
hence there is no need to study ethics).  It is worth mentioning here that these 
philosophical concepts are based on the western philosophy of ethics. Thus, they 
may not necessarily be shared with people who come from other parts of the 
world. 
 
2.14 COMPUTER ETHICS ISSUES 
To gain an impression of the type of issues which exist in computer ethics, ‘The Tavani 
Bibliography of Computing, Ethics, and Social Responsibility’ (Tavani, 1996) was used 
to compile headings and subheadings (as illustrated below) of some of the major issues 
related to IT.  This was supplemented with some of the emergent issues which appeared 
in the table of contents of Tavani’s (2011) book.  Please note that the following list is 
not comprehensive:     
 
 IT and privacy  
 Issues related to personal information in commercial databases, such as 
access to and sale of personal information. 
 Local and international regulations to protect personal data. 
 Privacy and government control. 
 Electronic surveillance. 
 
 IT and society 
 Technology and the disabled. 
 The impact of IT on workers and their work-life (e.g. deskilling, health 
hazards, employee surveillance). 
 The digital divide. 
 Gender and IT. 
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 Computer crimes and abuses  
 Hacking. 
 Viruses and sabotage. 
 Software piracy. 
 
 Intellectual property rights and legal issues 
 Electronic information ownership and copyright/patent laws. 
 
 Cyberspace issues 
 Cyber terrorism. 
 Freedom of speech in cyberspace. 
 Community in cyberspace. 
 
 Professional ethics, codes of conduct, and responsibility 
 Responsibility of the engineering profession. 
 Whistle blowing. 
 
 Ethical aspects of ambient intelligence, bioinformatics, and nanocomputing 
 Bioinformatics and computational genomics. 
 Nanotechnology and nanocomputing. 
 Future challenges: cyborgs, bionic chip implants. 
 
2.15 COMPUTER ETHICS TOPICS IN COMPUTER ETHICS BOOKS 
Eight books were examined to look into computer ethics topics; (Johnson, 1994a; 
Langford, 1995; Spinello, 1995; Johnson, 2001; Bynum and Rogerson, 2004d; Schultz, 
2006; Quinn, 2006b; Tavani, 2011).  All of the books discussed professionalism, 
privacy and intellectual property; this shows how important these topics are in computer 
ethics.  All of the books tried to explain, in one way or another, why computer ethics is 
important.  Privacy and intellectual property chapters were always extensive and many 
issues seemed to be related to these two concepts.  On the other hand, professionalism, 
as a concept, emerged as a foundation for discussion in these books.  With regards to 
ethical issues, with the exception of privacy and intellectual property, each book 
presented somewhat different issues.  For example, Schultz (2006) concentrated on 
issues which are related to business while Tavani (2011) presented a wide range of 
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issues and organised them in groups.  All of the books, except for Bynum and Rogerson 
(2004d), dedicated a chapter to ethical theories (the western secular theories) and how 
to analyse ethical issues; this indicates that the most popular standards for analysis in 
computer ethics are the secular ethical theories.  In Bynum and Rogerson (2004d) 
ethical theories were considered one single approach amongst a collection of 
approaches for the analysis of ethical cases.   
 
2.16 METHODS OF ANALYSIS  
A number of methods for the analysis of computer ethics issues were identified in the 
literature.  Huff and Martin (1995) provided a framework for analysis in the form of a 
table where every ethical concern can be located at a particular level of social analysis.  
For example, privacy, which is an ethical concern, can be discussed or located at 
different levels of social analysis, such as on an individual level, on a community level 
or on a global level.  
 
Another analysis method is Quinn’s (2006c) case-based analysis (casuistry) method. 
Quinn’s (2006c) method resembles the applied ethics approach where students are 
asked to reflect on a case using different ethical theories.  The strength of the method, 
Quinn (2006c) said, is that students can draw on principles from different theories and 
apply only the relevant ones. However, its weakness is that successful case analysis 
requires reasoning by analogy and if poor analogies are chosen, then the results may 
turn out to be flawed.   
 
Another method is the Social Impact Statement proposed by Shneiderman and Rose 
(1996).  The authors stated that this method proved to be successful in their classes.  
The Social Impact Statement resembles an environmental impact study where a 
software system is examined from the perspective of its social and ethical 
consequences.  
 
Liffick (2004) provided a method which resembles computer programming.  The idea is 
to break a large problem into smaller ones and work from the smaller to the larger parts.  
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The advantage, he said, is that students can easily apply the method because it 
resembles the programming method with which they are familiar.  
 
Yet another method is that of Rogerson (2004) who developed a set of questions for 
those who work on software development.  However, other than these, there are 
software used for analysis, examples of which include the SoDIS Project Auditor 
developed by Gotterbarn and Rogerson to reveal risks in software projects (Gotterbarn 
and Clear, 2004) and the Case Retrieval Tool developed by Don Sherratt to find 
analogous cases of computer ethics in a case library (Sherratt, Rogerson and 
Fairweather, 2005). 
 
2.17 STANDARDS OF ANALYSIS 
Many books on computer ethics encourage using ethical theories as standards for 
analysis.  Moreover, the majority of the papers which were examined and which 
discussed the teaching of computer ethics encouraged the use of ethical theories.  The 
theories which were referred to were the western secular ethical theories.  In addition to 
ethical theories, other standards were proposed such as codes of ethics, legal standards 
and community or personal values.  On the other hand, a few scholars encouraged 
religious ethics.   
 
Saidin and Bakar (2005), Al A’ali (2008) and Hameed (2009) proposed Islamic values 
as standards for analysis and Fandrich (1992), Barger (2003) and Houston (2007) 
encouraged Christian ethics for the teaching of computer ethics.  It is not clear though 
how religious ethics are possible in the teaching of computer ethics when no one single 
religion is universal?  The scholars who proposed religious ethics did not reflect on the 
possible impacts of using certain preferred groups of theories in the teaching of 
computer ethics, in the sense that none of them wondered if Islamic or Christian ethics 
would result in alienating certain groups of students.  A counter argument, of course, is 
possible in the sense that secular ethics is not universal either.  However, the researcher 
of this study believes that secular ethics is, to some extent, neutral, in the sense that it is 
separate from, but inclusive of, religions and this make it relevant to a wider group of 
students as opposed to religious ethics.    
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A number of scholars advocated some other approaches and standards for ethical 
analysis.  For example, Moor (2004 and 1999) encouraged the use of value judgments, 
rational discussions and shared values, suggesting that applied ethicists often carry out 
ad hoc analysis, selecting solutions from a myriad of inconsistent theories.  Feminist 
ethics was also proposed to provide a gender perspective. For example Adam (2001) 
illustrated that feminist ethics can provide fresh ways of looking at issues of access, 
hacking and responsibility which all bear a gender dimension.   
 
2.18 ETHICAL THEORY IN COMPUTER ETHICS TEACHING 
Several authors have argued in favour of the importance of incorporating ethical 
theories into computer ethics teaching whereas only one author has argued against using 
ethical theories.  For example, Taylor (2004) and Martin et al. (1996) suggested that, in 
order for the computer ethics students to reason about the moral consequences, and in 
order for them to properly grasp the essence of the discussions in computer ethics 
classes, they need some grounding in ethical theory.  Staehr (2002) thought that it is 
essential to include ethical theories in computer ethics classes because they provide a 
framework for ethical analysis.  And Glagola et al. (1997) suggested that when students 
learn about ethical theories they realise that ethics is not subjective.  Glagola et al. 
(1997) also said that the use of theories in computer ethics needs to be kept to a 
minimum and used to stimulate students’ ethical thinking rather than using them as ends 
in themselves. 
 
On the other hand, Liffick (2004) said that the problem with applied ethics was that 
there are competing moral theories, each providing a different solution to a given 
problem.  Taylor (2004) provided a convincing answer to this predicament; he said, the 
inconsistency of ethical theories need not be viewed as a negative thing because ethical 
theories should not be used directly to solve ethical problems; rather, they are used to 
provide different perspectives to one single issue, encouraging the students to reason 
about the best possible answer.  Glagola et al. (1997) also thought that the focus in 
computer ethics classes needs not to be on the theories themselves but on how they can 
help in analysing the problems.   
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Another argument which was put forward by Liffick (2004) was that students often 
show little interest in ethical theories, face difficulties in applying them to cases, and 
that codes of ethics already incorporate the views of ethical theories.  However, 
observations conducted by Greening, Kay and Kummerfeld (2004) and Gotterbarn and 
Miller (2004) revealed almost the same attitude towards codes of ethics.  Accordingly, 
perhaps students’ negative attitudes are related to something other than the analysis 
standards themselves. 
 
Based on the above, it can be argued that the incorporation of ethical theories is 
essential for ethical reasoning and objective thinking.  The focus should not be on the 
theories themselves but on how the theories can enhance students’ analysis and 
understanding and how the theories can enable better judgments.   
 
2.19 AN OVERVIEW OF SECULAR ETHICAL THEORIES  
According to Quinn (2006c), popular books on computer ethics introduce 
Utilitarianism, Deontology, Social Contract and Virtue Ethics as foundations for 
analysis.  To clarify what these theories mean: Utilitarianism suggests that an act is 
ethical when it can achieve the greatest good for the greatest number of people so, with 
this theory, the ethicality of an act is based on its consequence (Artz, 1994). 
Deontological theories are based on the ideas that some acts are good in themselves and 
some acts are intrinsically wrong; therefore, ethicality here is based on intentions 
(Walsham, 1996).  Examples of Deontology ethics are the Categorical Imperatives of 
Kant and the Divine Command theories.  The Divine Command theories encompass the 
ethics contained in religions (Fieser, 2003).  Kant’s theory is based on the idea that 
moral actions are based on reason and good intentions (McCormick, 2001).  With the 
Divine Command theories morality depends on God’s commands and the obligation to 
obey God (Austin, 2006).   
 
Regarding Social Contract theories, there are several versions of this theory but the 
most recent is John Rawls’ Theory of Justice.  The idea behind this theory is that people 
have a capacity to judge the ethicality of a situation if they take an impartial position 
(Friend, 2004).  With regards to Virtue Ethics, these theories focus on the attitudes and 
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characters of those who carry out the actions rather than on the consequences of actions 
or the intentions behind them (Athanassoulis, 2004).    
 
2.20 ETHICS IN THE WESTERN THINKING  
It is worth mentioning here that the researcher of this study noticed that publications 
which are written in the English language distinguish between ethics and morality even 
though the two terms are sometimes used interchangeably.   Morality refers to codes of 
conduct put forward by a religion or a society (Gert, 2002).  Ethics (also called Moral 
Philosophy), on the other hand, is the study of moral systems.  The Oxford English 
Dictionary (2012, screen 1, emphasis added) defines ethics as: “the branch of 
knowledge that deals with moral principles”.  Furrow (2005, p. 1, emphasis added) 
defined ethics as: “the systematic study of the nature of morality”.  And a quick search 
of the internet can reveal that ethics in the western thinking is a science; a branch of 
philosophy distinguished from morality and religion.  In books which were written in 
the English language and which were written by western scholars (e.g. Fieser, 2003; 
Thompson, 2003; Warburton, 2004) ethics is not aimed at providing straightforward 
answers to a given problem because different competing ethical theories exist and each 
can provide a different answer to a given problem.  Ethics instead is a ‘cognitive tool’ 
which sharpens one’ own moral awareness and, in doing so, enables ethical choices.  As 
such, ethical decision making from the western perspective, and from the perspective of 
applied ethics, which is part of the greater field of Moral Philosophy, does not have to 
rely on the standards of one particular religion or the standards of one particular ethical 
system/theory;  ethics (the philosophical kind) is a science and is separate from religion. 
 
2.21 ETHICS IN THE ARABIC THINKING  
Ethics in the Arabic thinking is linked to the religion of Islam; it is portrayed in both the 
philosophical and religious ethics however religious ethics (Islamic ethics) has the 
leading role when it comes to ethical judgment (Fakhry, 1998; Hourani, 2007).  For 
example, when the internet was searched for Arab-related Moral Philosophy, the results 
indicated that there is no such thing as Moral Philosophy that is separate from Islam; 
instead, there is Islamic Moral Philosophy which discusses moral issues but from an 
Islamic perspective.  Furthermore, Al Brazi (2001) suggested that, in general, little 
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attention is paid to Moral Philosophy in the Arab world because ethics or what is right 
and wrong is considered a matter of religion rather than a matter of philosophy.  
Moreover, Al Jabri (2006) reported that Arabs have made few contributions to their 
ancient Moral Philosophy because Islamic/religious ethics, which is embedded in the 
Sharia Law, is considered the most appropriate and complete source for ethical 
judgment.  This all means that Moral Philosophy, the one which is separate from 
religion and the one which provides a tool for thinking, is missing or undeveloped in the 
Arabic world; instead, ethics becomes a matter of religion as opposed to a matter of 
philosophy.  This, of course, shifts the domain of ethics from the scientific sphere to the 
religious one and the discussion of ethics, as a result, becomes sacred and limited to 
religious scholars.  The reader might want to reflect on the possible implications of this.   
 
In summary, it is possible to infer from the above that there are two types of ethics in 
the Arabic understanding: philosophical ethics and  Islamic ethics; both are tied to Islam 
and both can be used for making ethical judgments,  as Mognaiah (1977) and Hamedh 
(1990) have suggested, but Islamic ethics is considered the main source of ethical 
judgment (Al Jabri, 2006). 
 
2.22 ISLAM AND ETHICS IN THE ARAB WORLD 
To understand why Islam in particular is linked to ethics in the Arab world, one must 
understand what Islam means to Arabs.  Arabs and the religion of Islam are historically 
linked.  The Quran, which is the sacred book of Muslims, was revealed in the Arabic 
language because Mohammed, the Prophet of Islam, was an Arabic man (Amuni, 2005).  
According to Rao (2011), Arabs prior to Islam were living in Jahiliah (ignorance); they 
used to wage war on the slightest of provocation and they used to bury their female 
newborn babies alive under the Sahara desert sun merely to avoid mockery because 
females were thought to bring disgrace to the family.  When Mohammed emerged, he 
banned Jahiliah rituals; called for justice, brotherhood, and introduced Islam; a system 
which encouraged moral practices.  Then Islam shifted the Arabs (Muslims and non-
Muslims alike), in a relatively short frame of time, from a small community of mainly 
illiterate people who occupied part of the Arabian peninsula into a nation spanning from 
Spain to India, a nation led by scientists and engineers who built sophisticated cities, 
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hospitals, universities, gardens and infrastructures to support sewerages and running 
waters at a time when Europe was living in the Dark Ages (Al Hassani, Woodcock and 
Saoud, 2011).  Therefore, Islam, to Muslims in general and to Arabs in particular, is not 
just a religion; it is a moral heritage.   Barry Rubin, the director of the Centre for Global 
Research in International Affairs in Herzliya, Israel, said it is not just Islamists who turn 
to Islam; many Arabs look to Islam for their values (Martin, 2011).   
 
2.23 ISLAMIC ETHICS 
According to Mogra (2007), detailed personal, political, professional, environmental 
and social values are in place for Muslims.  They are either stated in the Quran or in the 
Hadith
3
 or are left for Ijtihad or Qiyas
4
.  For example, Muslims maintain ethical codes 
regarding how to conduct business, how to deal with the environment, and what to do 
and not do in wars (Kazendar, 2005).  Also, details of etiquette exist, such as how to eat, 
drink, dress or sleep, in addition to general moral principles such as shunning pride, 
restraining from anger and forgiving people (Mogra, 2007).  Some other examples of 
morality are that Muslims are instructed to avoid lying and refrain from harming 
humans, animals or other living things or offending them physically or physiologically.  
Other major sins are to burn living things, give false evidence, utilise interest, or 
infringe on the privacy of others (Kazendar, 2005).  
 
2.24 MORAL PHILOSOPHY: THE OPINIONS OF THE ANCIENT MUSLIM SCHOLARS 
According to Fakhry (1998), early writers on ethics, such as the followers of the 
Mu’tazilite school, were influenced by Greek philosophy but later writers blended 
religion with philosophy.  The Mu’tazilites thought that ethics and ethical decision 
making is a mind-related matter and not religion-related. This stirred a reaction from 
some theologians who argued that ethics is a matter of religion and that decisions 
should be based exactly on what God commands or forbids.  Al Ghazzali, who was a 
philosopher and a theologian, argued that since certainty about any issue cannot be 
obtained without knowledge of the Quran and Hadith then the instruction of religion is 
                                  
3 Hadith is the commentaries of the Prophet in addition to descriptions of his actions. 
 
4 Ijtihad means reasoning and Qiyas means reasoning by analogy from the Quran and Hadith. They are 
used when clear instructions about certain actions or issues are not found or are not clear in the Quran and 
Hadith. 
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supreme to reasoning because reasoning or philosophy cannot provide us with 
certainties (Sardar, 2004).  This view, which emerged around the 12
th
 century, has had a 
lasting impact on Muslims’ thinking and their perception of ethics up to the present time 
(Mehmet, 1997).  This view predominated in the Eastern part of the Islamic kingdom at 
that time however, in the western part and in particular in Spain, another view 
dominated; a view that was equivalent to the contemporary western secular view of 
ethics, this was of Ibn Rushd, also known as Averroës (Leaman, 2007).   
 
Ibn Rushd’s view was and still is unpopular, especially with theologians from the east.   
Ibn Rushd who was versed in philosophy, theology and law in addition to many other 
sciences, thought that there is no conflict between religion and philosophy (Hillier, 
2004).  He argued that religions present certainties whereas philosophy presents 
predications and human reasoning; the two are different in this respect, therefore they 
are not rivals to each other (Leaman, 2007).   As a result, they should not be compared 
with each other and so it is better to set religion aside when reading or evaluating 
philosophy (Leaman, 2007).  He said that philosophy encourages reasoning and this is 
essential even in trying to find the truth about God or to better understand concepts in 
life (Knight, 2009).  He argued that philosophy alone can enable us to make ethical 
decisions and this need not to be taken as an imposition on Islam because both can lead 
us to truths while each has its own way (Knight, 2009).  Ibn Rushd’s view is thought to 
have been the precursor of the secular thought and enlightenment in Europe during 
which the Islamic Empire was starting to regress (Pasnau, 2011).  
 
2.25 INCORPORATING RELIGIONS IN COMPUTER ETHICS TEACHING  
Quinn (2006b) and Warburton (2004) thought it best to avoid incorporating the ethics of 
religions in the analysis of ethical issues because religions are diverse and therefore the 
ethics of one religion will always be inapplicable to people who follow a different 
religion.  The literature on computer ethics education indicated that the western secular 
ethical theories are the main standards of analysis and religions do not take part in the 
teaching of the subject.  However, Al Ali (2008), who is an Arabic computer scientist, 
wrote about his experience with the incorporation of Islam in the teaching of computer 
ethics.  He thought that the incorporation had a positive impact on his students’ 
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appreciation of the subject.  The paper, however, did not discuss the impact of this 
incorporation on the teaching itself.   The same applies to the western scholars who 
proposed Christian ethics for the teaching of computer ethics (e.g. Fandrich, 1992; 
Barger, 2003; Houston, 2007).  They did not acknowledge the probable limitations of 
their proposal.   It is not clear either if secular ethics poses a limitation on computer 
ethics education when the majority of the students are religious or when they come from 
a non-western background.    
 
2.26 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 
The ‘uniqueness’ debate which exists in the academic literature surrounding the nature 
and scope of the field of computer ethics reveal differences in perceptions; computer 
ethics was considered part of applied ethics, professional ethics, interdisciplinary or a 
field with capacity to grow as a separate discipline.  What is unanimous in these views 
is that ethics is philosophy-based as opposed to religion-based.  
 
With regards to the issue of teaching computer ethics the review of the literature 
showed that computer ethics is taught to raise awareness of the importance of ethics in 
computing and to encourage ethical thinking and analysis.  Computer ethics is 
integrated into the computing curriculum through one (or more than one) of the 
following methods:  through a philosophy course, through a dedicated course on 
computer ethics, through infusing ethics into the already existing computing courses 
and/or through online courses.   
 
Computer ethics is taught either by a philosopher, a social scientist or a computer 
scientist.  It was claimed that philosophers and social scientists focus on ethical theories 
whereas computer scientists focus on ethical judgments.  Therefore, the answer to the 
question ‘who should teach computer ethics’ depends on what sort of aims the 
computing department want to achieve with their students.    
 
When it comes to students’ attitude, the review of the literature demonstrated that 
students can have misconceptions about the importance of ethics, for instance, it was 
reported that students can think that ethics is a common sense.  On the other hand, the 
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literature indicated that teaching computer ethics requires a certain attitude or 
philosophy.  Computer ethics scholars were against the idea of indoctrinating the 
students into a set of moral, political, personal or religious beliefs.  Essential to this then 
was the idea of democracy and free thinking; in giving the students the space and tools 
to use their cognitive thinking and this all was perceived possible under the 
constructionist philosophy in education.   
 
A variety of techniques were presented in this chapter for the teaching of computer 
ethics and the approaches which encouraged cognitive thinking were perceived by the 
scholars as the best approaches.  All of the computer ethics books and curriculum 
guidelines which were examined in this chapter recommend teaching the skills of 
analysis and ethical theories.  This shows that the skills of analysis and ethical theories 
were perceived as important by the computer ethics scholars. Skills of analysis develop 
students’ ethical thinking and ethical theories provide the foundation for analysis.  But 
beyond this there are different techniques or methods for analysing ethical cases and 
different standards by which such cases are judged.   
 
When it comes to the issue of culture and how ethics is being portrayed, the literature 
showed that ethics in the English literature was part of moral philosophy; a cognitive 
tool which sharpens one’s own moral awareness to enable ethical choices.  In the Arabic 
literature ethics was very much tied to religion and portrayed as a set of rules which 
govern what is right/wrong.  However, the ancient Arab moral philosophy shows that 
Arabs have in their capacity to view ethics as secular and separate from religion.     
 
With regards to the issue of incorporating religions into computer ethics education, it 
appeared that computer ethics scholars who wrote on this subject were not in favour of 
integrating religions because no one religion is universal and hence religions will 
always enforce a culturally relative version of ethics on students who could come from 
a variety of different backgrounds and faiths.  However and in spite of this, some 
scholars encouraged using religions in teaching computer ethics yet they did not appear 
to have reflected on such a predicament.   
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2.27 REFLECTIONS  
It was mentioned in the Introduction chapter that the literature relating to computer 
ethics is dominated by western ideas/theories.  As such, the mainstream conception of 
computer ethics which stem from the literature, the conception which considers 
computer ethics as philosophy-based and secular can be considered biased.  And even 
though the literature is a cogent source since it provides arguments that are backed by 
evidences and empirical studies, non-western teachers and students of ethics may 
question the legitimacy of the literature’s conception of computer ethics on the basis of 
power imbalance and they might ask:  what makes the computer ethics conception 
which is dominating in the literature, the one which considers computer ethics as 
philosophy-based, secular field any more valid or correct than their own conceptions? 
The idea that teaching a religion-based computer ethics can alienate certain groups of 
students is a strong justification for secularising the teaching of compute ethics however 
it is not clear, so far and until the findings are examined, how in practice teachers and 
students from Bahrain teach/learn computer ethics. Are the teachers adopting the 
mainstream dominant (secular) conception of computer ethics? If yes, how this is 
impacting the pedagogy?  If not, then what sort of alternatives they are adopting and 
how such conceptions are any better than the mainstream dominant ones? Also, and 
more importantly, how these alternative conceptions of computer ethics are improving 
education and advancing free thinking? 
 
Yet another justification which emerged from the literature for teaching a philosophy-
based computer ethics as opposed to a religion-based, is that religions and morality, by 
their nature, provide straightforward answers to what is right/wrong whereas philosophy 
encourages cognitive thinking and analysis.  The former can be tied to the behaviourist 
philosophy in education with which knowledge is assumed to exist ‘out there’; in books, 
in the minds of certain individuals, and hence the cognitive activity of the learner is 
restricted.  The latter can be tied to the constructionist philosophy which empowers 
learners and provides a democratic platform giving the students the space and tools to 
use their cognitive thinking.  According to Taylor (2004) when students practice 
drawing from a mired of different ‘competing’ ethical theories as opposed to drawing 
from one single ethical standard to reach ethical judgment they learn that ethical 
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judgment is not a matter of locating right/wrong from an ethics code, this should work 
on building their ethical thinking and enable them to make ethical decisions whether 
codes existed or not.   
 
These all, however, are ideas, inferences and synthesis originating from the literature 
and there remains the idea that Arabs perceive ethics as religion; a set of rules which 
govern what is right/wrong whilst the ‘ethics’ which is philosophy-based, secular and 
capable of developing student’s cognitive thinking is underdeveloped in the Arab world.  
This introduces a series of questions:  Is there a reconciling approach that is being 
utilised by the computer ethics teachers in Bahrain?  What sort of standards and 
methods of analysis the teachers are using?  And what role religions play, if any, in the 
teaching of computer ethics?  The research question as such became more compelling:  
 
 How is computer ethics perceived and taught in Bahrain and how can any 
associated challenges be addressed in light of the review of the literature?  
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3. Research Context  
 
Figure 3. 1 A map of this chapter   
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3.1 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CHAPTER 
This chapter presents background and context-related information in order for the reader 
to tie together information presented elsewhere in this thesis.  The chapter starts with 
information about the researcher of this study to illustrate what instigated this study.  
Then moves to some selected topics about Bahrain to highlight information which was 
perceived relevant.  The section on the relationship between Bahrain and the Gulf 
countries, which explains what the citizens of the Gulf and Bahrainis have in common, 
can help the reader judge the extent to which this study is transferable (or generalisable) 
to the teachers and students from the Gulf.  The same applies to the section on ‘Bahrain 
and the Arabic Culture’.  It attempts to show the link between Bahrainis and Arabs.  
The section on ‘Modern Bahraini Society’ talks about the fabric of society and how that 
Bahrain is a multicultural society consisting of people coming from different religions 
and background.  The section which talks about the status of ICT in Bahrain shows that 
Bahrain is keen on improving aspects of ICT in Bahrain.  The section on ‘Pedagogy in 
the Arab World’ attempts to show the status of education in the Arab world; there is in 
general stagnation and the researcher of this study perhaps, unconsciously, was 
attempting to address such a hurdle through adopting a critical approach to research and 
through wanting to improve the teaching of computer ethics.  The section ‘Pedagogy in 
Bahrain’ reported almost the same problems which the section on ‘Pedagogy in the 
Arab World’ reported enforcing the need for educational improvements.  The last 
section in this chapter talks about the status of universities in Bahrain and how that, 
with the exception of a few, the majority emerged suddenly around the year 2002 as 
part of private investments.  And because the country had no regulations in place at that 
time, the credibility of the type of education provided by some of these universities was 
questioned.  The final sections in this chapter provide a summary and a reflection trying 
to tie in the research problem, aim and some major reflections from the previous 
chapter.          
 
3.2 THE RESEARCHER OF THIS STUDY 
The researcher of this study is a Bahraini, Arab, Muslim woman.  She is a teacher in the 
Information Systems Department at the University of Bahrain.  The University, which 
has sponsored this study, had no particular aim regarding its sponsorship other than staff 
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development and to enable the researcher to gain her doctoral degree.  As such, the 
researcher was given the freedom to choose the topic, aims and methods.   
 
The researcher taught business and basic computer courses at the University of Bahrain 
before moving to the UK to pursue her postgraduate studies.   She holds a Bachelor’s 
degree in Office Management and a Master’s degree in Information Technology 
Education.  This study has been instigated by her aspiration to gain insight into her 
future practice which will involve the teaching of computer ethics.   
 
During the course of writing up this thesis the researcher became influenced by some of 
the ideas and writings of Prof. Tariq Ramadan.  Ramadan (2009), Professor of Islamic 
Studies at Oxford University, thought that Muslims need to practice Islamic philosophy 
in the sense that they need to stop being literalists or rigid when interpreting Islam, but 
rather try to reflect and understand Islam in light of the realities of the modern time.  In 
a recent article Ramadan (Yassin-Kassab, 2012) suggested that Arabs need not only a 
political revolution but also an intellectual transformation, one which will inspire 
reflection on the status of religion, woman and secularism in the Arab societies. 
 
The researcher had a chance to attend lectures and tutorials on computer ethics held at 
De Montfort University, UK.   The course which the researcher attended was a separate 
course on computer ethics.  The standards of analysis which were being used were 
purely philosophical.  Religion was not being involved.  However, perhaps as part of 
trying to expand students’ understanding of the concept of ethics, a lecture was 
dedicated to ethics of religions.  The teacher who delivered this lecture was a Muslim.  
The students were of mixed backgrounds and probably coming from different faiths.  
Some of the students were Muslims; this was obvious from their outfits.  The Muslim 
students did not appear to have had difficulty with using the purely 
philosophical/secular theories in analysing the case studies.  On the other hand, when 
the lecture on religion was introduced they seemed cynical of the topic.  They were 
laughing and talking to each other especially when the teacher talked about ethics in 
Islam. Students who were non-Muslims were very quite but their faces and ears were 
read.  They seemed shocked and perhaps angry.  This all was not the normal attitude 
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since the students were usually calm and relaxed.  The topic did not seem to have served 
any purpose other than offending some of the students and entertaining others.  On her 
way out, the researcher asked one of the students if she was offended by the topic of the 
lecture.  It turned out that the student was a Muslim but she was not wearing head scarf.  
The student said she was offended because the topic was not fair to the non-Muslim 
students; she thought religion was not relevant here.    
 
3.3 BAHRAIN 
Bahrain is an island located in the Arabian Gulf region. The country is quite small; it 
has a total area of 741.4 Square Kilometres with population of 1,039,297 including 
foreigners (eGovernment Portal, 2012a).  Oil and its products are the main sources of 
income (The World Factbook, 2012).  
 
3.4 BAHRAIN AND THE GULF COUNTRIES 
Regarding the relationship between Bahrain and the Gulf countries, Fares (2008) wrote 
that the citizens of the Gulf share tribal backgrounds in the sense that many of them are 
members of the same extended family; they share the same religion, moral values and 
history.  The Gulf countries cooperate amongst themselves and share experiences and 
knowledge in matters related to education, the economy, the media and many other 
aspects (Thomas, 1990).   
 
3.5 BAHRAIN AND THE ARABIC CULTURE 
Bahrain is considered part of the Arab world
5 
(Fares, 2008). According to Wingfield 
(2001), Arabs are united by culture and history.  Culturally, Arabs speak the same 
language, share similar values and have a shared interest in literature, particularly 
poetry.  Historically, Arab countries were all part of the Islamic Empire.  Arabs still 
uphold some of their pre-Islamic values such as hospitality, solidarity and honour 
(Tamari, 2008).  
 
 
                                  
5
 The Arab world consists of 22 countries located in the Middle East and North Africa examples of which 
are Algeria, Saudi Arabia and Yemen (Wingfield, 2001). 
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3.6 MODERN BAHRAINI SOCIETY 
Modern Bahraini society is multicultural (MOFA, 2012).  Very recently the government 
has started to issue Bahraini nationality to non-Arab families such as those who were 
originally from Iran and India.  The majority of Bahrainis are Muslims but there are also 
Bahrainis who are Christians, Jews, Bahais and Hindus (MOFA, 2012).  The Bahraini 
constitution protects people’s right to worship and choose a religion of their choice 
(Fares, 2008).  Bahrain is a secular state but derives its values from the religion of Islam 
which is the religion of the majority (FCO, 2012).  
 
3.7 THE STATUS OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY IN BAHRAIN 
According to Al Amer (2003), Bahrain has started to adopt a proactive strategy 
regarding the development of an information society.  For example efforts are made to 
introduce ICT in government institutions as part of the larger e-government scheme 
(eGovernment Portal, 2012b).  Also the Ministry of Education has been working on 
introducing ICT in public schools in Bahrain both as a subject and as an educational 
tool (MOE, 2012).   
 
3.8 PEDAGOGY IN THE ARAB WORLD 
According to Al Zubaidi (n.d.) and Kannan (2002), there is a consensus amongst Arab 
educationalists that the current systems of education in the Arab world are poorly 
designed and managed.  For example, curricula are often shallow and out of date, and 
Arab teachers often assume supremacy, depend on didactic teaching and adopt an 
oppressive role in their classes.  Similar problems have been reported in universities. 
For example Hassan (n.d.) reported that although universities in the Arab world spend 
heavily and although serious efforts are being made to improve education and delivery, 
the outcomes often do not meet the expectations.  Hassan (n.d.) noted that, in general, 
there is little enthusiasm for conducting scientific research; also, governments often 
interfere in the management of the universities and promote academics without any 
recognition of eligibility; when it comes to teaching, didactic teaching is the 
mainstream.  
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3.9 PEDAGOGY IN BAHRAIN 
Fadhel (2008) reported that education in Bahrain strives, amongst other things, to 
develop individuals who are morally fit to participate in society; it also strives to 
develop students’ cognitive thinking, encourage the values of cooperation, justice, 
equality and respect. With regards to pedagogy, Fakhro (1997) reported that education 
in Bahrain depends on memorisation; also, teachers often are close-minded and teach 
concepts and principles as if they were the ultimate truths.  Fadhel (2008) said that 
policy makers in Bahrain are aware of the fact that teaching in Bahrain is based on 
lecturing and memorisation and, as a result, the Ministry is striving to improve this 
situation.  Fakhro (1997) said the current state of the Bahraini educational system 
emphasises the opposite values which Islam upholds, therefore serious efforts are 
needed to improve teaching and learning processes in Bahrain. 
 
3.10 UNIVERSITIES IN BAHRAIN 
Prior to 2002, Bahrain had only two universities: the University of Bahrain, a national 
university founded in 1968, and the Arabian Gulf University, a regional postgraduate 
university founded in 1979.  After 2002, Bahrain witnessed a sudden growth in the 
number of privately-owned universities in the sense that ten universities emerged within 
a seven-year period (Bahrain in Figures, 2005); the credibility of the type of education 
provided by these universities was questioned.   For example the Akhbar Al Khaleej 
(2009) newspaper reported that one of these universities has been issuing Master’s 
certificates to students who had spent only 25 days studying for their Master’s degree. 
On the other hand, the Kuwaiti Ministry of Education refused to acknowledge the 
certificates of Kuwaitis which has been granted by the new Bahraini universities on the 
basis that these universities failed to meet international academic standards (Bahrain 
News Agency, 2008).  The Bahraini parliament urged the Secretary of the Higher 
Education Council to take action and the Higher Education Council put all of the private 
universities under a trial period and instructed them to develop their infrastructure 
(Bahrain News Agency, 2008).  Since then, the universities have worked on improving 
their programmes because they have been subjected to reviews by the Quality 
Assurance Authority for Education & Training (QAAET, 2012).   
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3.11 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 
The researcher of this study is a Muslim Arab woman teaching at a well established 
university in Bahrain.  This study has been instigated by her aspiration to gain insight 
into her future practice which will involve the teaching of computer ethics.  The 
researcher believes that Arabs need an intellectual transformation; one which will 
enable them to dare to question the status of woman, secularism and concepts related to 
their religion.  As part of her experience, the researcher attended a course on computer 
ethics at De Montfort University, UK.  The Muslim students from the UK did not 
appear to have had difficulty separating ethics from religion.  On the other hand, in a 
class which consisted of students from different backgrounds and faiths, religion 
appeared irrelevant and offending.  Bahrain, the target of this study, is an Arab country 
and is also part of the Arabian Gulf countries.  Bahrainis and the citizens of the Gulf 
share tribal backgrounds in the sense that many of them are members of the same 
extended family; they share the same religion and moral values.  Arab countries were all 
part of the Islamic Empire; Islam, therefore, is part of the Arab culture.  However, the 
modern Bahraini society is multicultural encompassing Bahrainis from different faiths 
and backgrounds.  Bahrain is a secular state and the Bahraini constitution protects 
people’s right to choose a religion or a lifestyle of their choice.  When it comes to the 
status of ICT in Bahrain, the country was keen on introduce ICT in government and in 
learning.   ‘How the country is preparing the future generation of IT professionals, an 
important element in any ICT infrastructure, for the ethical controversies which lay 
ahead them?’ is a question to reflect upon.  This leads to the issue of pedagogy.  The 
status of education in the Arab world and in Bahrain was not up to the expectations of 
the Arab educationalists; shallow and out of date curricula with didactic teaching as the 
mainstream.  The underlying problem seems to be due to corruption in governance, 
because it was mentioned above that top officials interfere in the management of the 
universities.  Perhaps also the social class divisions (upper class-ruling family, middle 
class-educated citizens, and lower class-poor uneducated citizens) which has long been 
enforced upon the Arab people was exhibiting itself in the classrooms with the teacher 
wanting to assume supremacy and with the teachers’ pedagogical philosophies 
becoming more didactic and indoctrinating.  Bahrain witnessed a sudden growth in the 
number of privately-owned and managed universities around the year 2000 and the 
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credibility of some of these universities was questioned.  The country had no 
legislations in place at that time to control the quality of education provided by these 
universities but then it attempted to counteract this through inspection and quality 
control.   
 
3.12 REFLECTIONS 
Power relationship might have played a role in how the participants reacted to the 
researcher during fieldwork.  The fact that the researcher comes from a prestigious 
university and was targeting the newly established universities might have encouraged 
or discouraged the participants.  For instance some of the participants appeared hesitant.  
Perhaps they thought they were being evaluated or judged.  There is also the possibility 
that the culture was forcing itself upon them; in the sense that Arabs have been living in 
a culture of fear and silence for years, the reactions, as such, might have been a normal 
projection of the status of disempowerment.  Alternatively, some of the participants 
might have perceived the researcher as an expert in her field and evidence to this is that 
they had more questions than answers for her and that they asked for advice on 
materials. The issue of gender did not appear to have had an influence since Bahrain is a 
secular country and men and women interact freely with each others, unlike, for 
instance, in Saudi Arabia where there is gender segregation.   
 
Research, like any literary or artistic creation, is influenced by its creator.  Researchers 
bring their cultural, historical and ideological selves into their research (Creswell, 
2007).  As such, this research surely has been influenced by the background, ideology 
and preferences of the researcher especially her views on the importance of philosophy 
to emancipate the Arab mind from rigid thinking and from the restricting approaches to 
education and the importance of critically reflecting upon what we (the Arabs) take for 
granted as valid or correct.  This, however, need not to be taken as a war waged against 
Islam or the Arabic culture.  The researcher of this study herself is a Muslim and an 
Arab; what she aspires for is ‘improvements’, but this, in her view, cannot happen 
unless the traditional ways of doing things (including the traditional way of perceiving 
ethics) are questioned.  Islam is a rich religion and evidence to this is that Arabs have in 
their capacity to view ethics as separate from religion without having to think that this is 
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an imposition on Islam.  The reader may wish to take this all into account when judging 
the appropriateness of the analysis provided in this study.  This is because this study is 
not purely descriptive, but rather maintains a normative stance on what it perceives to 
be best for social and individual transformation.     
 
It was mentioned in this chapter that the modern Bahraini society is multicultural 
encompassing Bahrainis who belong to different faith groups, this could possibly mean 
that the idea of teaching computer ethics from a religious ‘strictly Islamic’ perspective 
is neither democratic nor effective for a society which strives for tolerance and 
cohesion.   
 
The Muslim students from the UK appeared capable of separating ethics from religion.  
Further, teaching ethics from a religious perspective appeared irrelevant and offending 
in a multicultural society such as the UK.  Muslim students from the UK, however, are 
not living in the same cultural, political and social contexts of the Muslim students from 
Bahrain.  Bahraini (and perhaps also Arab as opposed to western) Muslim students 
might perceive things differently.   
 
Bahrainis share with the people of the Gulf the same religion and moral values also 
many come from the same extended family.  Bahrain is part of the Arab world and 
Arabs are united by culture and history; they speak the same language and share similar 
values.  However, the social, political and economic contexts of Bahrain are neither 
identical with that of the Gulf countries nor identical with the rest of the Arab countries; 
there are similarities in terms of the culture, history and values which they share but 
there are also differences in terms of the political, economic and social structures in 
which they operate.  This all can help the reader to judge the extent to which this study 
is transferable (or generalisable) to the teachers and students from the Gulf and from the 
Arab world.   
 
The section which talks about the status of ICT in Bahrain shows that Bahrain is 
working towards establishing an information society and has taken steps to introduce 
ICT into government and education.  However important to any information society is 
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the ethical sensitivity of its members and their ability to make ethical judgments and 
one of the ways to achieve this is through understanding how best to teach computer 
ethics in Bahrain.   
 
As illustrated above, the status of education in the Arab world and in Bahrain was not 
up to the expectations of the Arab educationalists.  It was mentioned that didactic 
teaching was the mainstream and Arab teachers often want to assume supremacy in the 
class.  This was also perceived to go against the teaching of Islam.  Social class 
divisions imposed upon the Arabs and corruption in governance might have contributed 
to such a state.  This shows that educationalists in the Arab world and in Bahrain are 
searching for clues on how to improve education and are most likely not against any 
emancipatory project which would recommend transformation and improvement; one 
which would in particular promote cognitive thinking since this, as mentioned above, 
was reported as one of the objectives which the Bahraini curriculums strives to achieve. 
Indeed maintaining the status quo was perceived by these educationalists to go against 
the teaching of Islam.   
 
The surrounding context and conditions of this study surely must have shaped the 
outcomes of this research.  For instance, this study might have been different if; the data 
collected for this study were richer, if the researcher was ideologically and culturally 
different, if the quality of education provided by the universities involved in this study 
was of a different standard.  This, however, does not mean that research outcomes are 
purely subjective and that there is no research claim that is better than the other.  
Researchers need to hold steadfastly with the aim of getting it right on the hope that 
what they are providing are advancing understandings of what is true, valid, correct and 
fair for human flourishing.  The following chapter will elaborate on such ideas 
discussing issues of paradigm and methodology.   A map (Figure 4.1) is provided on the 
next page to provide a visual representation of the chapter. 
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4. Methodology 
 
Figure 4.1:  A map of this chapter 
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4.1 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CHAPTER  
This chapter talks about the philosophies which underpinned this study and the research 
methods through which the research was conducted.  The chapter starts with an 
overview of the existing paradigms in the social sciences then moves to highlight the 
paradigm relevant to this study elaborating on why this study operated from within the 
critical paradigm and why it chose the critical realist philosophy.  Concepts such as 
realism and critical naturalism are explained along the way. The chapter then moves to 
talk about the type of this research and why it was meant to be qualitative.  A section 
then follows on the approach adopted for this study explaining why a multi-method 
approach was perceived the most suitable. Then the chapter moves to show on what 
level ethnography, case study research, action research, grounded theory, hermeneutics 
and critical theory research relate to this study and on what level they do not relate.  
Included in this chapter also information about how the samples were selected and how 
the participates were recruited.  The sampling approach was purposive, theoretical and 
case based.  Following the discussion on sampling is a section on methods.  This study 
utilised fieldnotes, observations, questionnaires, documents and interviews to collect 
data.  What is discussed next is the concept of reciprocity, the issue of access and the 
ethical considerations observed in this study.  An extensive section in this chapter is the 
one about data analysis.  This section talked about the analysis approach adopted for 
this study and provided the justification for why a mixture of techniques and 
philosophies were perceived the most suitable.  A comparison with some other 
approaches to data analysis is provided to show the overlap, when relevant, between this 
study’s approach and the analysis approaches which are most frequently mentioned in 
the literature.  The chapter also discusses the philosophy which underpinned the 
analysis approach; this was the Miles and Huberman’s (1994) conception.  The chapter 
also talks about the analysis techniques each separately to show how they were involved 
in this study.  The theoretical framework in this study had an important role in the 
analysis process; this was explained in a separate section.  The chapter approaches the 
end with discussion of the concepts of validity, reliability and generalisation and in the 
course of this the trustworthiness concept which was adopted for this study is explained.  
The chapter ends with a summary and a reflection.         
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4.2 RESEARCH PARADIGMS: AN INTRODUCTION  
The most frequently mentioned paradigms in the social sciences literature are the 
positive, the interpretive and the critical.  Each of these are broad, encompassing a set of 
interrelated frameworks and philosophies for the conduct of research (Denzin and 
Lincoln, 2000; Orlikowski and Broudi, 2002).  Generally speaking, these three 
paradigms are distinguished by certain characteristics. 
 
Within the positive paradigm there is an emphasis on the findings which are observable 
or possible to capture through the senses, the best methods for the conduct of research, 
therefore, are the experimental and statistical methods (Hammersley and Atkinson, 
2007).  Furthermore, the researcher is perceived to be external to the research project 
therefore the researcher tries to reduce his/her influence on the research and tries to 
control the research environment so that objectivity is achieved (Schwandt, 1997).  
Positivists are generally realists in the sense that they believe that reality or truths exist 
independently of observers (Robson, 2004).  Interpretivists, on the other hand, are in 
general constructivists; to them reality cannot be captured because it is constructed 
therefore they focus on meanings and perceptions as opposed to discovery of truths 
(Denzin, 1997).   
 
Research within the interpretive domain aim to understand the inter-subjective 
meanings of the social world and aim to provide explanations which are considered 
constructed and based on the theoretical framework of the mind of the researcher and 
participants (Orlikowski and Broudi, 2002).  The best methods to the study of the social 
world, therefore, are the qualitative approaches which emphasise the importance of 
context and language in the production of research (Robson, 2004).  The critical 
paradigm pushes language further to the normative level.   
 
Within the critical paradigm the researcher brings to consciousness the conditions which 
stand as hurdles to liberation (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 2002).  The critical researcher is 
committed to free individuals from all sorts of domination and oppression (e.g. false 
beliefs, under-utilised resources, injustices and inequalities) (Guba, 1990).  Therefore, at 
the heart of the critical project is a moral sense of obligation pushing for emancipation 
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and improvement (Stahl, 2008).  Focusing on conflicts and contradictions, the critical 
researcher attempts to disrupt, rather than describe or legitimise, existing patterns of 
power and authority (Howcroft and Trauth, 2013).  Reflexivity also is a theme in critical 
research; being reflective means being honest and transparent about assumptions and 
biases which influence the research and being willing to question them (Stahl, 2008).  
Critical researchers question the taken for granted assumptions of doing things and try 
to tie the research with wider social, political, historical and ideological contexts 
(Howcroft and Trauth, 2013).  According to Howcroft and Trauth (2013) the term 
‘critical’ in the social sciences refer to a range of approaches (e.g. critical theory, critical 
ethnography, feminist studies) which operate within a broad range of epistemological 
and ontological positions drawing from a variety of social theories and thinkers (e.g. 
Habermas, Anthony Giddens).   
 
4.2.1 Why the Critical Paradigm? 
This thesis was written at a time in which the Arabs are revolting against their 
oppressive governments and in the course of this, the meaning of freedom, democracy, 
secularism and the role of Islam in decision making are continuously being questioned 
and discussed.  This study is an extension of this political atmosphere; it situates itself 
within the critical paradigm which is motivated by the desire to free individuals and 
improve societies.   
 
4.2.2 Why Critical Realism? 
Critical realism is a philosophy associated with the work of a number of philosophers, 
Roy Bhaskar (1978), amongst whom, is perceived as the most influential (Collier, 
1994).  In his book, ‘A Realist Theory of Science’, Bhaskar (1978) outlined a critique of 
the already existing traditions in the philosophy of knowledge and argued for a realist 
philosophy.  
 
In Bhaskar’s view (1978), the philosophy of human sciences has centred on 
dichotomies:  fact vs. value, theory vs. practice and realism vs. idealism.  One major 
dichotomy is the paradigmatic divide between the positive traditions and the interpretive 
ones (Bhaskar, 1998a).  As mentioned above, theories of knowledge (epistemologies) 
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vary and they can overlap however Bhaskar (1978) still saw a dichotomy between the 
epistemologies which fall within the positive paradigm and those which fall within the 
interpretive.   
 
According to Archer (2003), the enlightenment brought about secularisation which, in 
turn, endorsed the notions that humans are self-determined, have the power to know the 
world and are capable of controlling their own destiny; this led to the enforcement of 
the positive paradigm.  The problem with positivism, and its modified versions which 
followed the hypothetico-deductive model, is their emphasis on empiricism (Bhaskar, 
1978).  Empiricism is a philosophy which holds that “the only genuine or legitimate 
knowledge claims are those founded directly on experience” as in knowledge obtained 
through observations or experiments (Schwandt, 1997, p. 119).  With empiricism there 
is a lesser dependence on interpretations or theorisation because abstract entities, such 
as language, theories and interpretations, are considered incapable of providing accurate 
information about reality (Collier, 1994).  With empiricism there is more emphasis on 
the identification of the constant conjunctions
6
 of events or correlations between 
‘observed’ entities than on information formulised through mind; or, there is an 
emphasis on deductivism in an attempt to falsify a theory and this process of 
deductivism yet again gives too much attention to empirical evidence (Hartwig, 2007; 
Robson, 2004).  This all shows that there is an emphasis on events taking place on the 
empirical domain.  According to Schwandt (2007), empiricism is based on a naive 
assumption about reality.  Naive realism assumes that observations are unproblematic 
and that they provide a mirror to reality.  Naive realism neglects the relativity of 
knowledge and the consideration that different people perceive things differently due to 
their prior experiences, and the consideration that the mind is active in shaping our 
knowledge of this world (Silverman, 2005).  Positivism, which dominated the social and 
natural sciences for years, was eventually challenged by constructivists who maintained 
that prior knowledge affect how people view this world; it affects their observations and 
their research outcomes (Guba and Lincoln, 2004).  
 
                                  
6 David Hume’s term for causal law, also known as empirical invariance (where x then y) (Hartwig, 
2007).  
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Interpretivists argued that the positive paradigm, its concepts, and its methods are ill 
suited for social studies where the main objects of investigation are concepts and 
perceptions as opposed to physical objects. Therefore they argued for an inter-
subjective approach into social inquiry in which reality becomes a mental construction 
(Denzin and Lincoln, 2000).  According to Archer (2003), as a reaction to positivism, 
an extreme form of interpretivism emerged committing the same mistake which 
positivism committed; in being excessive; by thinking that knowledge of this world is 
purely subjective, and that humans are incapable of knowing and that no account is 
better than another.  Danermark et al. (2002) said the rejection of the positive paradigm 
led many to take a relativist stance in claiming that reality does not exist outside the 
boundaries of the mind.  The adoption of the ‘either-or’ approach is clear, for instance, 
in Guba’s (1990) understanding when he said, “the only alternative to relativism is 
absolutism” (p. 18).  Critical realists believe that such a binary approach in thinking 
about the epistemological positions needs to be abandoned in favour of a ‘both-and’ 
approach; critical realism is perceived to be the most representative (Bhaskar, 1978; 
Mingers, 2009; Shipway, 2011).   
 
4.2.2.1 In Between Relativism and Empiricism 
Shabani-Varaki and Earl (2005) suggested that relativists reduce reality into text and 
render scientific claims as meaningless.  The basic tenet of relativism is that words or 
statements cannot perfectly capture the nature of the world itself; statements refer to 
other statements and to mental images but not to any external reality (Scott and 
Morrison, 2005).  This, however, means that science has no privilege over other forms 
of social activity (e.g. journalism) and, as such, has no greater claim to truth; relativism, 
in maintaining this stance, undermines the value of science itself and its capacity for 
social improvement (Mingers, 2009). From a relativist view there is no objective reality 
but multiple subjective realities constructed by the mind of the researcher and 
participants (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000).  Critical realists believe that the value-
ladenness of observations and the fact that different people perceive things differently 
does not warrant the abandonment of the idea that there is an objective reality external 
to the mind of the researcher and participants.  Critical realists believe in the existence 
of a reality that is objective and ‘out there’, real objects of investigation existing 
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independently of our perceptions of them (Groff, 2004).  Critical realists, however, do 
not adopt the opposite excessive view, the positive view, which breaks text into reality 
and focuses on the empirical.  Critical realists are not empiricists; they maintain that 
what is real is not necessarily only that which we can directly observe (Schwandt, 
2007).  That is why there is a need to go beyond empirical observations and use a 
hermeneutic approach to the analysis of social problems (Carter and New, 2004).  
Critical realism accepts the basic tenets of constructivism and that people view the 
world through lenses; as such, there is no direct access to reality (Bhaskar, 1998a).  
Therefore critical realists believe in the objectivity of reality and in the subjectivity of 
knowledge.   
 
4.2.2.2 Realism 
A fundamental principle in Bhaskar’s (1978) critical realism is to distinguish between 
reality, which exists independently of our perceptions and activities, and knowledge f 
reality, which is a social product; each of which existing in a separate dimension (Groff, 
2004).  Reality exists in the ontological dimension whilst knowledge of reality operates 
in the epistemological dimension (Bhaskar, 1978).  Reality is intransitive whilst 
knowledge of reality is transitive (Outhwaite, 1998).  Intransitive means that reality 
(social or physical) exists and acts independently of people’s descriptions of it; as such, 
reality, in Bhaskar’s (1978) view, is relatively enduring (i.e. resistant to change) 
(Hartwig, 2007).  Transitive means that knowledge of reality is a social product and 
hence subject to change.  This all means that objects of investigation (reality), such as 
rocks or chairs, or social objects, like concepts, phenomena and social structures, needs 
to be distinguished from theories and paradigms about these objects; theories are the 
transitive objects of knowledge which are used to understand the intransitive (Bhaskar, 
1998a).   
 
Because there is no direct access to reality and there is access to reality only through 
knowledge (i.e. the mind), critical realism holds that knowledge of reality is mediated 
through the lenses of culture, experience and others (Krauss, 2005).  Knowledge as such 
is a mental picture of reality; it is a social product, provisional knowledge and subject to 
error, whilst reality remain relatively enduring (i.e. relatively stable and relatively 
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unaffected by people’s perceptions) (Shabani-Varaki and Earl, 2005).  Failure to 
recognise such a distinction between reality and knowledge results in epistemology and 
ontology becoming conflated.  Bhaskar (1998a) termed this ‘the epistemic fallacy’.  In 
his view, the epistemic fallacy causes polarisation in the epistemic thought and 
subsequently introduces errors into research processes and outcomes.  The following 
sections should illuminate this further.   
 
4.2.2.3 Reality 
In Bhaskar’s (1998b) view, reality is: a) differentiated and b) stratified.   
 
a) Differentiated means that it consists of three different domains: 
 
 The empirical, where events such as conversations or behaviours are 
registered through the senses. 
 
 The actual, where events take place (or do not take place) either in front of 
the researcher or in his/her absence. 
 
 The real, where events are generated by powers, structures and 
mechanisms; these elements maintain certain conditions and states of affairs 
whilst negate others.   
 
When mechanisms produce an event, the event comes under the domain of the 
actual. Then, when perceived by the researcher, it becomes under the domain of 
the empirical (Danermark et al., 2002).  Figure 4.2  on page 69 illustrates this.   
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Figure 4. 2:  Layers of reality diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Critical realists are expected to unearth powers, structures and mechanisms 
which reside in the real domain (Hartwig, 2007).  They are expected to work 
from the empirical domain and, by using a mixture of theoretical reasoning 
(conceptualisation) and examining empirical evidence, they work their way to 
the real domain where powers, structures and mechanisms become clearer 
(Krauss, 2005). The focus is not on the events which are in the empirical domain 
(i.e. on observations or on conversations) but rather on the causal powers and 
mechanisms which produce them and on the structures which maintain them or 
negate them (Danermark et al., 2002).  Observations, as such, are not enough to 
capture the best image of reality because observations will expose only one layer 
of reality; conceptualisation, therefore, is an important tool to dig deeper into the 
layers of reality (Sayer, 1998).  It is worth mentioning here that Bhaskar (1998a) 
identified his critical realism as ‘transfactual’ because it encourages the 
researcher to search beyond the empirical (Hartwig, 2007).   
erugiF 2 
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b) Stratified means that people’s perceptions and activities reside in a stratum of 
reality that is different from the stratum in which social structures reside 
(Danermark et al., 2002).  Perceptions and activities reside in the transitive 
dimension and social structures reside in the intransitive dimension (Outhwaite, 
1998). Take, for instance, teachers’ perceptions of computer ethics and their 
teaching of the subject vs. ‘computer ethics teaching’ as a bounded system or a 
social structure.  Critical realism maintains that peoples’ perceptions and 
activities do not provide accurate information about the social structures 
themselves (Archer, 1998a).  This can be translated into the example above in 
that teachers’ perceptions of computer ethics and their teaching practices do not 
provide accurate information about ‘computer ethics teaching’ as an independent 
concept.  That is why there is a need to go further than perceptions and 
activities.  The critical realist would need to identify the powers and mechanisms 
which maintain certain structures (Bhaskar, 1998b).  What establishes the 
autonomy and independence of a certain structure (e.g. computer ethics teaching 
as a bounded system of knowledge) is its emergence (Bhaskar, 1998b).  The 
following paragraph will attempt to clarify the concept of emergence.   
 
‘Computer ethics teaching’, as a system of knowledge or a structure, is 
independent of teachers’ perceptions or activities because it already exists as a 
system of knowledge in academic publications.  This system or structure, 
although having ‘emerged’ out of the early perceptions of and practices in 
relation to computer ethics teaching, and although it is continuously being 
affected and shaped by teachers’ perceptions and practices, it nonetheless 
remains relatively enduring as a separate object of investigation residing in the 
real domain.  As such, it is important to understand that social structures do not 
exist independently of peoples’ perceptions of them or people’s activities in 
relation to them because initially these structures are social products (Porpora, 
1998).  Take another example: the meaning of a banking system is extended 
from the type of banking transactions people conduct in relation to such a 
system.  Such meanings are also bounded by space and time and are subject to 
change (Bhaskar, 1998b).  For example, banking systems have existed since 
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ancient Mesopotamia (now Iraq) but many aspects of this system have changed 
since then. For instance, there were then no deposits of money but of cattle, 
grain and other crops (Davies, 2005).  As such, structures, and people’s 
perceptions of such structures, shape and re-shape each other over time; 
meanings also change but not in a reductionist manner (Bhaskar, 1998b).  Social 
structures are social products but once they ‘emerge’ and become established 
they become part of the intransitive dimension and then become relatively 
enduring (Archer, 1998a).  A banking system is a social product but, once 
emerged and established, it does not simply change based on how people 
perceive it or how people may wish to use it; i.e. one cannot simply decide to 
use cattle or grain as money nowadays.  Bhaskar’s (1998b) philosophy is against 
reducing societies (or social structures) into individual perceptions; they are 
connected; they affect each other, but the pre-existence of a structure establishes 
its autonomy.    
 
4.2.2.4 This Research and Constructivism 
The researcher of this study agrees with constructivists on the relativity of knowledge 
but disagrees with them on their conception of reality.  The researcher agrees that “facts 
are facts only within some theoretical framework” (Guba, 1990, p. 25) for facts are 
theory-dependent as Danermark et al. (2002) suggested.  However, facts are not theory-
determined; they will remain relatively isolated from our perception of them and from 
our theorising.  Constructivists think that facts are part and parcel of mental 
constructions because reality, in their view, exists only in a mental framework but this is 
epistemology and ontology conflated, resulting in an epistemic fallacy. This reduces 
reality and the state of affairs to what theorists perceive, rather than to what reality and 
the state of affairs truly are; this can have implications for the outcomes of any 
research.   
  
Constructivists (e.g. Guba, 1990) think that there is no way to know whether one 
account is better than another; the researcher of this study agrees to some extent.   It is 
impossible to be certain about research outcomes as these will always be provisional. 
However, the fact that there are multiple interpretations of any given phenomenon does 
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not mean that all interpretations are equally valid (Reason, 1998).  Constructivists have 
lost hope of finding reality; that is why they assert that what distinguishes one account 
over another is the “more informed and sophisticated constructions”  (Guba, 1990, p. 
26).  However, research is about reality and the state of affairs as they really are than 
about rhetoric and mental constructions (Archer, 1998a).  For this reason critical realists 
believe that there are rational and ethical
7
 grounds for preferring certain accounts over 
others (Shipway, 2011; Bhaskar, 1998a).  And beyond this, there are tools which can 
help capture the best image of reality, such tools as triangulation, explanatory critiques, 
the identification of causal powers and mechanisms and maintaining a balance between 
conceptualisation and empiricism (these are going to be discussed separately in the 
coming pages). 
 
The researcher of this study agrees with constructivists that there is no neutral 
observation, description, interpretation or theorisation.  This is because knowledge is 
mediated through the lenses of culture and other factors (Guba and Lincoln, 2004).  
Real objects are subject to value-laden observations (Krauss, 2005).  That is why 
researchers should dig deeper into the layers of reality and use a whole host of tools to 
come as close to reality as possible.   
 
Constructivists do not aim to capture any external reality; they rather aim to reveal 
different points of view (Stringer, 1996).  Reality, from the point of views of 
constructivists, is shaped through the eyes of the researcher and participants 
(Hammersley and Atkinson, 2007).  Furthermore, the goal of research is to identify 
perceptions and understand points of view rather than making claims of truth (Walliman 
and Baiche, 2001).  Critical realists think that this attitude towards knowledge 
production hinders improvement because science must have the capacity to generalise 
or theorise so that research informs social practices (Danermark et al., 2002).  Of 
course, these generalisations or theories will remain social products and subject to error.  
                                  
7
 According to Bhaskar and Norrie (1998, p. 57) “[Critical realism] has also had an ethical dimension 
which is rooted in the analysis of scientific practice, and seen in Bhaskar’s analysis of emancipatory 
critique”.   
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In Bhaskar’s view (1998c), human sciences not only need to be critical, practical and 
transformative; they, inherently, are critical and aim for transformations. 
 
4.2.2.5 This Research and Positivism 
The researcher of this study agrees with positivists’ basic conception of reality (that 
reality exists and is ‘out there’) but disagrees with them on how to attain it.  Positivists 
assume that events in the empirical world can provide a mirror to reality (Schwandt, 
2007).  That is why there is an emphasis on capturing events in the empirical domain 
either through building co-relations or through identifying constant conjunctions of 
events (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 2002).  Positivists focus on the surface level of reality 
but critical realists look deeper for powers and mechanisms.   
 
Unlike the positive paradigm, which favours the quantification of the data and 
deductivism, critical realism argues for a hermeneutic approach to the study of the 
social world and a retroductive reasoning which is a combination of induction, 
deduction and abduction (Carter and New, 2004). The concept of retroduction is 
explained in more detail later.   
 
The positive paradigm also encourages the character of the ‘disinterested social 
scientist’, said Schwandt (2007).   The disinterested scientist is expected to maintain a 
value-free attitude toward research; he/she, as a result, is forced to expand on theoretical 
descriptions and limit critiques.  However, those who adopt the critical stance in their 
research think that purely descriptive research are muted; they obscure more than 
illuminate our knowledge of this world (Popkewitz, 1990).  From the point of view of 
critical realists, research aims to transform and improve; accordingly, it is inherently or 
inescapably evaluative and critical; not merely descriptive (Mingers, 2009).   
 
In order to capture reality undistorted, the disinterested social scientist is expected to 
control his/her effect on research participants (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000).  The 
researcher of this study thinks that structuring the research in order to avoid 
‘contamination’ of the data will not stop values from latching onto the data captured 
from participants.  On the other hand, the amount of structure forced on the data 
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collection process will instead have an adverse effect on the process and outcome of the 
inquiry.  From experience, the researcher tried structured Observation Sheets in an 
attempt to neutralise the instruments but then little information was possible to capture 
and still, it was difficult to control an open system (the social world) and control 
interactive conscious subjects (people).  According to Johnson (1975) participants will 
inevitably be affected by such elements as the researcher’s gender, ethnicity and other 
factors.   On the other hand, critical realists believe in experiments and in observing 
reactions (Hartwig, 2007; Bhaskar, 1978).  Therefore, it would instead be informative to 
present participants with loaded questions or with some unexpected behaviours (that are 
within ethical considerations) just to observe their reactions.  Nevertheless, critical 
realists do not extract reality from the empirical domain (i.e. merely from participant’s 
perceptions or actions) therefore controlling the researcher’s effect on participants is of 
less importance in the critical realist’s thought since reality does not reside in the 
empirical domain.     
 
Orlikowski and Baroudi (2002) suggested that within the positive paradigm, researchers 
have become preoccupied with statistics, with generalisations, with theorisation or with 
the practicality of applying research methods to the point that they undermine the 
importance of conceptualisation and the tying of the research context with their 
research.  Within the critical paradigm, researchers need to maintain a balance.  Critical 
realism favours a hermeneutic/explanatory-critique approach to the study of the social 
world and insists on conceptualisation as a medium to unearth the real (Danermark et 
al., 2002).  However, critical realism also argues in favour of generalising and 
theorising because research needs to inform social practices.  However, in general, 
critical realism refuses the paradigmatic war which exists between the qualitative and 
quantitative traditions, arguing that methodologies, be they statistical, experimental or 
hermeneutic, are determined by the nature of the object under investigation and by the 
nature of the research problem, rather than by adherence to one particular methodology 
(Danermark et al., 2002).  The researcher of this study believes that quantitative 
approaches are not any less important than qualitative ones but the nature of this inquiry 
(mainly the research problem and aim) determined that a qualitative approach would 
better serve this research. 
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With the positivist hypothetico-deductive model, questions or hypotheses are stated at 
the outset and are then subjected to falsification through empirical tests (Guba, 1990).  
In this study, a research problem was stated at the outset; then the research was 
developed through cycles of interaction with the conceptual framework
8
 by means of 
retroduction.  This is elaborated further under the ‘Coding’ section in the following 
pages.   
 
4.2.3 The Idea of Science 
Bhaskar’s (1998d) critical realism  is based on the assumption that knowledge is a 
social product which has standards and skills that are subject to change like any other 
socially constructed idea/activity.  For instance, Manicas (2007) suggested that if social 
scientists were to go back in time to the year 1890 in Oxford or at the Sorbonne they 
would find social science practices unfamiliar.  From this, it follows that science has no 
fixed image and that scientists must continue to search for the best approaches to 
inquiry. 
 
4.2.4 Critical Naturalism 
Traditionally, social scientists thought that the ‘scientific’ method is the best method for 
studying both the social and natural worlds (Hitchcock and Hughes, 1995).  Bryant and 
Charmaz (2007) defined the scientific method as: 
 
The belief that (natural) science is the highest (perhaps the only true) form of 
knowledge as well as the process of acquiring knowledge-specifically in its 
positivist or empiricist form (p. 52).   
 
Proponents of the scientific method (the scientific method is also termed the 
hypothetico-deductive method) argued for a unity between the social and natural 
sciences. However, proponents of interpretive methods argued for a separation on the 
basis that the scientific method is ill suited for the study of human perceptions and 
social concepts (Donmoyer, 1990; Hitchcock and Hughes, 1995).  Bhaskar (1998b) 
                                  
8
 The term ‘conceptual framework’ in this study refers to the collection of ideas which the research 
problem, question, literature review and field data collectively project.  
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argued for ‘critical naturalism’.  Critical naturalism means that the dichotomy between 
the social and natural sciences needs to be abandoned in favour of a realist platform 
which recognises that the object of the natural is different from that of the social 
therefore a hermeneutic (or in critical realism terms, an explanatory critique) approach 
is needed for the study of the social world.  This study adopted Bhaskar’s (1998b) 
concept of critical naturalism.   
 
4.2.5 A Summary  
This study operates from within the critical paradigm, motivated by the desire to 
improve individuals and societies.  The researcher thought that critical realism 
encourages looking deeper at causes, structures and conditions of social problems as 
opposed to surface-level events, occurrences and variables.  Critical realism further 
enables researchers to maintain a stance towards what is perceived best for social and 
individual transformation; the interpretive and positive approaches are perceived 
incompatible with the critical project in this respect because critiques requires some 
form of realism.  However, the normative stances and the grounds which support them 
are all socially and historically constructed and hence subject to error.  The same applies 
to the idea of science or what is perceived to be scientific; our understanding of what is 
scientific will continue to evolve.   
 
4.3 RESEARCH TYPES 
In addition to the paradigm distinction, research in the social sciences is categorised by 
type and whether research is quantitative, qualitative or a mixture of both. Even though 
the root of the difference between the quantitative and the qualitative is debated (Denzin 
and Lincoln, 2002; Pole and Lampard, 2002), there are certain characteristics which tell 
them apart.  Generally speaking, qualitative studies make use of interpretive practices 
such as research journals and fieldnotes to understand the social problem (Denzin and 
Lincoln, 2000).  On the other hand, quantitative studies use statistics and experiments to 
identify correlations between variables (Schwandt, 2007).  Perhaps the most obvious 
difference between the two is that data in qualitative research mainly consists of words 
and the analysis is textual whereas in quantitative research the emphasis is on numbers 
and statistical analysis (Creswell and Clark, 2007).  Yet another distinction is that 
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quantitative research is concerned with hypothesis testing and verification whereas 
qualitative research is concerned with knowledge construction (Flyvbjerg, 2006).  
Denzin and Lincoln (2000) thought that the difference between the two is 
epistemological; researchers who adopt the qualitative approach believe in the value-
laden nature of inquiry, and in the complexity of the social settings whereas those who 
adopt the quantitative approaches believe that value-free inquires are possible and that 
social settings can be measured through quantifications.  There are probably some other 
characteristics but those which are relevant to this study are discussed in the following 
pages but first the following section will provide the justification for why this study is 
qualitative.    
 
4.3.1 Why Qualitative? 
The researcher chose the qualitative approach because she thought it fits the overall 
research paradigm and aim. This research adopted the philosophy of critical realism and 
critical realists are expected to identify structures, powers and mechanises; these could 
not have been possible to achieve through quantification.  Also critical realism requires 
a hermeneutic approach and the utilisation of language to identify powers, structures 
and mechanisms and hermeneutics (or interpretations) are often marginalised in 
quantitative studies (Sayer, 1998).  Furthermore, within the critical paradigm there is an 
emphasis on reflections; tying social, political and historical context with the research; 
this too is not a feature in quantitative approaches.   Variables are often stripped from 
their contexts in quantitative studies (Mason, 1996).  Also, the researcher aimed for 
depth as opposed to breadth to understand the research problem; important, therefore, 
were perceptions and states of affairs within individual cases as opposed to 
quantification of the data or statistical generalisations across cases.  
 
This all, however, does not mean that the researcher thinks that the qualitative approach 
is superior.  The researcher agrees with the philosophy of critical realism which 
considers both the qualitative and the quantitative approaches as legitimate and equally 
valuable and rejects, thereby, the idea that one of the approaches is better than the other 
(Danermark et al., 2002).  The researcher agrees with Silverman (2001) who said that 
both of the approaches have strengths and weaknesses; therefore, researchers need to 
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choose the approach which can best answer their research questions and fulfil their 
research aim.    
 
The following sub-sections highlight the characteristics which align this study with the 
qualitative domain and in the course of this it compares these characteristics with that of 
the quantitative approaches.   
 
4.3.1.1 Interpretive Practices 
One major characteristic which defines qualitative research is the use of interpretive 
practices such as narratives, story-telling, fieldnotes and research journals. According to 
Denzin and Lincoln (2000):  
 
Qualitative research… consists of a set of interpretive material practices...  
They turn the world into a series of representations, including field notes, 
interviews, conversations, photographs, recordings, and memos… (p. 3).  
 
Quantitative studies, on the other hand, do not make use of such practices; they, instead, 
use surveys, experiments and structured observations and interviews (Robson, 2004).  
This study involved interpretive practices such as the utilisation of fieldnotes, research 
journals, conversations and memos.   
 
4.3.1.2 Textual Analysis 
Yet another characteristic which distinguishes qualitative research is its emphasis on 
descriptions.  According to Creswell and Clark (2007), qualitative research comes in the 
form of words and the analysis is textual whereas, in quantitative research, the emphasis 
is on quantification and statistical analysis. This, however, does not mean that 
qualitative researchers do not use quantification.  Qualitative researchers use numbers 
and charts but the focus is on descriptions rather than on correlations or statistical 
significances (Arksey and Knight, 1999).   In this study, the analysis was textual and the 
emphasis was on descriptions, or rather more precisely, on providing critiques of the 
cases under investigation.     
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4.3.1.3 Small Samples 
In general, qualitative research is characterised by small samples which have been 
selected purposefully, often to ‘saturate’ a theory whilst quantitative research is 
characterised by large samples selected randomly to achieve statistical significance 
(Miles and Huberman, 1994). In this study, the samples were selected purposefully in 
order to saturate a theory or rather more precisely the samples were selected 
purposefully in order to inform the research problem.  
     
4.3.1.4 Aiming for Depth 
Several commentators argued that qualitative studies provide in-depth insights into 
social problems; something which quantitative studies are incapable of.  Miles and 
Huberman (1994) thought that qualitative studies are characterised by small samples 
and this enables in-depth studies.  Mason (1996) said that the phenomenon in qualitative 
studies is viewed from within its context and this provides an in-depth view whereas, in 
quantitative studies, variables need to be stripped from their context; thus, meanings 
provided by the context, as such, become lost.  Potts (2007) also said that qualitative 
research is characterised by immersion and this enables an in-depth view.  With 
immersion, researchers prefer prolonged observations in the organisation or culture 
which is being studied and prefer closeness to or interaction with the participants 
because, in their view, meanings are generated by communication and empathetic 
interviews whereas immersion and closeness to participants is not a feature in 
quantitative studies (Potts, 2007).  
 
In this study, the context of the research (for instance, incidents happened before, after 
or during the interviews) was linked whenever deemed necessary to illuminate the data.  
Context, as such, shaped the interpretations and most certainly the outcomes of this 
research.  Whether it provided an in-depth view of the phenomenon under study or not 
is for the reader to judge; however, the researcher came to realise that context-related 
information helped to dig deeper into the layers of reality.   
 
As for the immersion strategy, the original plan for this study was to conduct an 
extended period of observation and study one or two cases in depth; however, this was 
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not possible due to issues of ‘access’. Nevertheless, the researcher tried to come as close 
to the participants as possible through conducting informal conversations with them and 
conducting unstructured interviews.  
   
4.3.1.5 Ethnographic Methods 
Gillham (2000) and McEwan and McEwan (2003) suggested that qualitative studies 
often follow an ethnographic method
9
 for their data collection and design where the 
researcher follows a flexible design and an opportunistic data collection strategy 
involving unstructured interactions with the participants, with decisions being taken on 
the spot.   This flexible design is also called an emergent design.  Becker and Geer 
(1982) suggested that researchers who adopt the emergent design continuously modify 
their study in order to better address their research problem.  Rapley (2007) also said 
that researchers who adopt emergent designs avoid setting up a well defined plan and 
avoid setting up hypotheses; they, instead, set up a problem or a set of questions and use 
inductive reasoning to answer their research problem.  Yet another similar concept is 
‘naturalism’.  McEwan and McEwan (2003) suggested that qualitative research is 
naturalistic in the sense that researchers ‘go where the action is’ in order to become a 
first-hand witness of what is happening in the field; this all was present in this study.   
Quantitative studies, on the other hand, follow structured designs and standardised 
measurements, said Miles and Huberman (1994).  Quantitative studies, also, are 
associated with hypothesis testing and deductive reasoning (Silverman, 2001).   
 
This study followed an ethnographic (naturalistic) and flexible method in its design and 
data collection.  In relation to the research design, although a great deal of planning and 
preparation was undertaken in advance of commencing the fieldwork, adjustments to 
the original plan had to be carried out to keep the research going and to continue 
searching for the answers to the research problem. The fieldwork was filled with 
unexpected circumstances; potential participants changing their mind about 
participating; difficulty with getting access to information (to view evidence of this, 
                                  
9  Please note that ‘ethnographic methods’ are different from ‘ethnography’.  Ethnography is a 
methodology often used to study cultures whilst ethnographic methods are general qualitative research 
techniques used for data collection and design of the research.     
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refer to the Research Journal in Appendix 7.1 or refer, in particular, to the entries made 
on 3
rd
 of March (the third bullet point ) and to the 4
th
 of March (the second bullet 
point)).  A flexible design, as such, was the most suitable for this study.  This study also 
followed an emergent design.  It was guided by a research problem rather than a 
hypothesis but the analytic reasoning was not purely inductive; it was retroductive.   
In relation to the data collection, the researcher attempted to design somewhat 
structured observation sheets in the second round of data collection in an attempt to 
make the data collection more accurate, and in order to construct some form of 
measurement.  However, the structured sheets yielded shallow data and the information 
instead often came from the ‘B3.1 Notes/descriptions’ section of the sheets (to visualise 
this refer to Appendix 7.2).  Typing up the conversations and incidents which were 
happening during the sessions and creating ‘reports’ out of  them proved to be much 
more useful for, without the descriptions, the researcher would have ended up with very 
few or no data (Appendix 7.3 contains a sample of the Reports of Observations).   
Standardised measurements, as such, proved ill suited for this study because the aim 
was not statistical. 
 
4.3.1.6 Different Validity Standards 
Creswell (2007) suggested that qualitative studies use validity standards that are 
different from those used in quantitative studies.  The validity standards used in this 
study were more in line with the ones used in qualitative studies; these standards are 
discussed in a separate section.   
 
4.3.2 A Summary 
This research was perceived best in a qualitative form.  The aim was to investigate 
perceptions and identify social structures, the qualitative approach, as such, was 
perceived the most suitable.  This research utilised interpretive material practices, such 
as field notes and research journals, its analysis was textual and its sample was selected 
purposefully to inform the analysis rather than meet certain statistical requirements.  
This research aimed at understanding the social problem under study at depth and 
through small sample of cases rather than understanding it at breadth and achieving 
statistical generalisations across cases, this was done through ethnographic methods of 
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data collection and design with a flexible research design and decisions being taken on 
spot.  Validity standards suitable for this study, therefore, are ones which are used to 
judge qualitative research.       
 
4.4 RESEARCH APPROACHES  
Within the qualitative domain there are a variety of approaches to study social settings. 
The IS World site (http://www.qual.auckland.ac.nz/) identified and discussed action 
research, case study research, ethnography and grounded theory.   Schwandt (2007), in 
talking about qualitative research in the social sciences, mentioned ethnography, case 
study research, ethnometholdogy, life-history, naturalistic inquiry and narrative inquiry.  
All of these have their root in the hermeneutics and Verstehen traditions with which 
interpretivism is an important element however research design and data collection 
techniques differ with every approach (Creswell, 2007).  This study adopted a multi-
method approach combining techniques, philosophies and methods from ethnography, 
case study research, critical theory studies and hermeneutics; taking inspirations from 
grounded theories, action research and from the general qualitative research approaches. 
 
4.4.1 Why a Multi-method Approach? 
From the IS field, Orlikowski and Baroudi (2002) suggested that a single perspective 
for studying IS phenomena is unnecessarily restrictive and much can be gained if 
plurality is employed; from the field of education, Griffith (2009) suggested that there is 
no one particular methodology that can claim to fit the critical paradigm therefore a 
range of approaches are more suitable and realistic; the researcher of this study agree.    
The researcher was inspired by those who support pluralism in research (e.g. Burgess, 
1984; Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; Danermark et al., 2002; Hammersley and Atkinson, 
2007).  To pluralists, the best approach to research is that which enables the research 
questions to be answered and the demands of the inquiry context to be fulfilled.  The 
researcher believes that methodologies and philosophies are there to borrow from and to 
combine in order to create new approaches to inquiry; they are not there to imitate or 
slavishly adhere to. Therefore the researcher thought that a mixture of method is better 
than being restricted with one single methodology.   
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Methodologies come with strength and weaknesses or come with a set of 
characteristics; in adopting a multi-method approach one can avoid weaknesses (or 
characteristics which might not serve one’s research) residing in one particular 
methodology and draw strengths from another methodology.  This does not mean that 
cohesion is lost when a multi-method is used; every research is backed with an umbrella 
paradigm or philosophy, whether explicit or implicit, this paradigm or philosophy 
provides cohesion to the multi-method approach (Miles and Huberman, 1994; Charmaz, 
2006).  In this study, the methodology operated from within the boundary of critical 
realism.   
 
The following subsections will show on what level ethnography, case study research, 
action research, grounded theory, hermeneutics and critical theory research relate to this 
study and on what level they do not relate. 
 
4.4.1.1 This Research and Ethnography 
Ethnography in its literal sense is the study of culture (Hammersley and Gomm, 2000).  
This study was not attempting to study a culture but rather study a phenomenon 
‘perception and practices of computer ethics’.  Moreover, one major characteristic 
which several authors (e.g. Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995; Holloway and Todres, 
2003; Creswell, 2007) thought defines ethnographic research is prolonged observations 
or emersion; this was not present in this study.  However, certain Ethnographic 
characteristics were involved in this study such as the utilisation of field notes and 
research journals (Emerson, Fretz and Shaw, 2001), having a theoretical framework set 
up prior to fieldwork (Alvesson and Skoldberg, 2000) and applying the concept of 
‘reciprocity’ (Creswell, 2007) each of which, the researcher thought, have added 
strength to this research.   
 
4.4.1.2 This Research and Case Study 
With regards to case study research, after reading around the topic, the researcher came 
to the realisation that case study is not a methodology but a choice of ‘what/who to 
study’; an idea which has long been voiced by Stake (1978).   Those who claimed that 
case study is a methodology identified characteristics that were general and not 
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necessarily specific to case study research.  For instance such characteristics as ‘in-
depth view into social problems’, ‘importance of context’, ‘providing descriptions 
gathered through observations’ (Yin, 1994, Hammersley and Gomm, 2000; Gerring, 
2007; Thomas, 2011) cannot distinguish case study research from ethnography.  In this 
study, case study was an instrument to identify who/what to study and to organise the 
data collection and analysis processes.  Moreover the researcher of this study thought 
that in studying cases in their totality one can better localise or identify the causes and 
states of affairs (in critical realism terms; structures and mechanisms) since these are 
assumed to be interlinked in one single case (Stake, 1978).  
 
4.4.1.3 This Research and Action Research 
Reason and Bradbury (2008) defined action research as a family of practices aiming to 
link theory with practice for the purpose of improvement.  Action research attempts to 
study one’s own situation, clarifying what the organisation is trying to achieve and 
working on removing obstacles (Kemmis and McTaggart, 2005).  The approach 
involves setting out a plan for the aspired change, implementing the plan or ‘acting’ out 
the plan, then observing the consequences, then reflecting on these consequences, the 
cycle then could start again with re-planning, acting, observing and reflecting (Smith, 
2007).       
 
In the preliminary stages of this research, the researcher asked the following question:  
how best to teach computer ethics in Bahrain?  Action research would have been the 
best approach to answer such a question.  The researcher could have put the theoretical 
framework of this study into practice and taught it since it provided a plan to how the 
scholars in the field recommend the teaching of the subject, however the research 
question evolved because the literature forced certain other interests.  The researcher 
moved to ask:  how computer ethics is actually being taught in Bahrain? Action 
research, as a result, became incompatible with this type of question.  With the current 
question the researcher wanted to explore perceptions and practices and identify 
struggles.  The foci, as such, shifted from the more focused sphere of self/organisational 
development to the wider sphere of societal and individual struggle and aspiration to 
transform.  The issue of religion vs. ethics which was forced by the review of literature 
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changed the direction of this thesis and the researcher became preoccupied with this 
idea.  If the preliminary research question remained, and if Action research was put into 
practice in this study it would have solved the problem of access to participants and as a 
result it would have provided richer data but the approach would have remained 
demanding and perhaps not possible to implement since the University of Bahrain was 
not teaching computer ethics at that time.   Action research requires the actual act of 
‘teaching’.  This would have required that the researcher moves back to Bahrain after 
being settled in the UK, stays in Bahrain for 4 months (the duration of the course), re-
arranges accommodation and arrange for transportation and prior to this all think about 
how or from within which course she can possibly teach computer ethics, this if the 
university was to authorise her to do so.  
 
Nevertheless, this study shares with action research its aspiration for improvement and 
for combining theory with practice; however critical researchers and action researchers 
have different ideas about how improvements are to be realised and how theory is to 
inform practice. Critical researchers think that descriptions are incapable of pushing for 
change therefore they encourage realism, critiques and normativity in the production of 
research (Popkewitz, 1990; Mingers, 2009).  This sort of discourse in their view is no 
longer theoretical but rather practical.  Their idea of realising emancipation and 
improvement is still theoretical and through engaging in discourse (Stahl, 2008).  
Action researchers, on the other hand, are more practical; their idea of improvement 
resides in the actual act of an ‘action’ implemented on a system; this in their view is 
how theory informs practice.    
 
4.4.1.4 This Research and Grounded Theory  
Bryant and Charmaz (2007) provided the following definition of the grounded theory 
approach:  
 
The Grounded Theory Method (GTM) comprises a systematic, inductive, and 
comparative approach for conducting inquiry for the purpose of constructing 
theory (p. 1).  
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Several other definitions (perceptions and applications) of the approach, in addition, 
exist but certain characteristics are assumed to define what is perceived to be a 
grounded theory.   According to Holloway and Todres (2003), Charmaz (2006), Mills, 
Bonner and Francis (2006) and Lingard, Albert and Levinson (2008) grounded theories 
aim for theory development; they are (or rather are perceived to be) inductive; are 
considered to be iterative; are expected to utilise the memoing technique; use the 
concepts of theoretical sampling and theoretical saturation; delay literature reviews; and 
are expected to exhibit the concept of progressive focusing.  Moreover, codes in 
grounded theories are expected to emerge from the field data instead of emerging from 
theoretical frameworks.   
 
This study took inspirations from the grounded theory approach.  Coding, iteration, 
theoretical sampling and memoing were involved in this study but these were not used 
in the same way grounded theorists would use them.  Codes in this study emerged from 
the literature review whereas codes in grounded theories emerge from field data.  
Iteration was not continues in this study, the point of saturation, as such was not reached 
or was not aimed for.  Theoretical sampling in this study was not aimed at achieving 
theoretical saturation but rather was to enrich the analysis after each round of data 
collection.  Memoing in this study was inspired from the general literature on data 
analysis and did not strictly come from grounded theorists’ conception of what 
memoing is/is not.  This study also does not share with grounded theories the notion of 
inductivism or more precisely it does not claim that it is purely inductive; rather, it 
claims that it is inductive-deductive.  This study also does not share with the grounded 
theory approach the idea of delaying the literature review or the development of the 
codes from field data.  In this study, codes emerged from the literature review and the 
review of the literature was conducted before the data collection and analysis.   
 
4.4.1.5 This Research and Hermeneutics 
Hermeneutics has been defined as the “theory and practice of interpretation” (Hitchcock 
and Hughes, 1995, p. 227).  It is both, a philosophy and a mood of analysis (Schwandt, 
2007).  In this study hermeneutics is involved as a mood of analysis.  Central to 
hermeneutic analysis is the hermeneutic circle of interpretation; the hermeneutic circle 
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was involved in this study.  With hermeneutics, the researcher enters a dialectical circle 
with the text where descriptions are guided by anticipated explanations and where there 
is a movement, a cognitive movement, from the whole (i.e. from the entire corpus of 
text) to the part (i.e. to part of the text) and back from the part to the whole and this 
fuels the interpretation (Alvesson and Skoldberg, 2000).  Therefore, parts of the texts 
can only be understood in terms of their connection to the entire text (Holloway and 
Todres, 2003).  The analysis in this study, as such, involves back and forth movements 
between particular meanings and the meanings of the entire text.  A piece of 
information gathered from the field, therefore, does not have to have a certain number 
of occurrences in order to gain worth or validity because, with hermeneutics, single 
pieces of information add value and give meanings when viewed in the light of other 
pieces of information (Holloway and Todres, 2003).     
 
4.4.1.6 This Research and Critical Theory 
Critical theory is a philosophy not very far from critical realism; indeed they both 
operate from within the critical paradigm.  According to Danermark et al. (2002), 
critical theorists who their line of thinking is similar to critical realists are Anthony 
Giddens and Jürgen Habermas.  The philosophy of critical theory overlaps that of 
critical realism in many ways.  For instance, both are emancipatory and both involve a 
critique of the social world (Schwandt, 2007; Mingers, 2009).  Also, both are 
interventionist, taking a dialogic approach to encourage adopting one point of view; the 
view which is assumed to be the true or best one (Guba, 1990; Collier, 1994).  Both 
critical theorists and critical realists are sceptical about the taken-for-granted 
assumptions and the accepted conventions for doing things (Popkewitz, 1990; 
Danermark et al., 2002). They both use a hermeneutic approach to critique social 
problems (Gallagher, 1992; Carter and New, 2004).  These features are all applicable to 
this study.   
 
4.4.2 A Summary 
The approach which was perceived best for this study was to use a mixture of methods 
combining techniques, philosophies and methods from ethnography, case study 
research, critical theory studies and hermeneutics; taking inspirations from grounded 
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theories, action research and from the general qualitative research approaches.  This 
multi-method approach operated under the philosophy of critical realism.  This study 
drew from ethnography the utilisation of field notes, research journals, reciprocity and 
having a theoretical framework set up prior to fieldwork.  From case study research, the 
researcher adopted the idea that case study is not a methodology but a choice of 
what/who to study.  As such, case study was used as a sampling technique and to 
organise the information during the writing up of the thesis. This study shares with 
action research its aspiration for improvement and for combining theory with practice 
however put these into practice in a different way.  This research also took inspirations 
from the grounded theory approach.  Coding, iteration, theoretical sampling and 
memoing were involved in this study but not in the same way grounded theorists would 
use them.  Hermeneutics worked as the backdrop for the analysis process providing the 
means for a dialectical circle with the text where descriptions were guided by 
anticipated explanations.  This research overlaps with the philosophy of critical theorists 
in several ways for instance they both provide critiques of the social world, they both 
are emancipatory and both use hermeneutic approaches.       
 
4.5 RESEARCH DELIMITATION 
The reason why this study targeted Bahrain in particular and not any other country is 
because Bahrain is the home country of the researcher and the aim was to improve the 
teaching of computer ethics in Bahrain.  The reason why the study delimited itself to 
stand-alone (i.e. separate) courses as opposed to ‘across-the-curriculum’ teachings of 
computer ethics is because the researcher thought that in studying cases or courses in 
their totality one can better localise or identify the causes and states of affairs since 
these are assumed to be interlinked in one single case (Stake, 1978).  The reason why 
the study delimited itself to undergraduate computing programmes as opposed to post 
graduate programmes is practical, in the sense delimitation was necessary so that the 
research becomes achievable within the capacity of a PhD researcher.       
 
4.6 SAMPLING  
Mason (2005) defined ‘sampling’ as the methods by which data sources (people or 
otherwise) are identified for the purpose of studying.  There are two main sampling 
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methods: probability and non-probability sampling and within each there are a number 
of strategies (Robson, 2004).  Probability sampling is associated with quantitative 
research. With this method, an estimate of a representative sample is calculated and 
drawn from a wide range within a population; the ultimate aim is to achieve 
representativeness in order to generalise the findings across the population (Marshall, 
1996).  Non-probability sampling is equated with qualitative research.  With this 
method a sample is selected based on the judgment of the researcher in the sense that a 
sample is chosen based on certain characteristics essential to answering the research 
questions (Seale et al., 2004).    Since this study did not aim for representativeness, the 
sampling technique was not of a probability type.  The purposive sampling, which is a 
non-probability sampling, was deemed the most suitable for this study along with the 
theoretical sampling technique and case study method. 
 
4.6.1 Why Purposive, Theoretical and Case Sampling? 
According to Marshall (1996), with purposive sampling, the researcher selects the most 
productive and relevant sample, as opposed to the most representative, to answer the 
research questions.  According to Robson (2004), Cohen and Crabtree (2006) and  
Johnson and Christensen (2012) all of the qualitative sampling techniques work within 
the philosophy of purposive sampling since they all depend on the judgment of the 
researcher to choose the most productive sample as opposed to the most representative, 
however each technique has its own purpose.  For instance, with ‘time sampling’ the 
researcher samples evidences across time; with ‘snowball sampling’ the researcher 
allows one or more individuals from the population of interest to identify other 
members of the population (Robson, 2004).  With regards to this study, the groups/cases 
which were to be studied were more obvious to the researcher than to the participants, 
the snowball sampling, as such, did not fit and nor did any other technique.  What was 
fitting was to work within the general philosophy of purposive sampling and to utilise, 
in addition, the theoretical sampling technique and case study method.  
 
According to Charmaz and Mitchell (2001), theoretical sampling means multiple visits 
to the field in order to inform the knowledge of the researcher about the categories 
which are being investigated and in order to elaborate the analysis.  In this study 
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theoretical sampling was not aimed at achieving theoretical saturation as in grounded 
theories but rather was aimed at enriching the analysis after each round of data 
collection.  On the other hand, case study, as mentioned above, was involved to identify 
the targets for this study.  The universities involved in this study are considered cases 
(each separately) and within each there are one or two cases of computer ethics teaching 
identified by the name of the teacher (Table 5.2 on page 146 provides a visual 
representation of the cases involved). The original plan was to select one or two cases of 
computer ethics teaching in order to study them in depth but then full access to 
information for any case was never possible; the researcher, as a result, emerged with 
bits and pieces of information from multiple cases.   
 
4.6.2 The Recruitment Procedure 
The recruitment for this research started with telephone calls and e-mails to university 
managements and computer ethics teachers; contacts for these were located from the 
internet (Appendix 7.4 contains samples of both the English and Arabic versions of the 
letter which was sent to the universities to negotiate access).  The researcher tried to 
locate and contact the teachers well in advance of the fieldwork in order to negotiate 
access, select the cases, and arrange for ‘when and how’ to conduct the observations 
and interviews; however, no one was responding to e-mails and telephone calls.  Even 
when receptionists and secretaries answered, it was difficult to trace the teachers who 
were in charge of the computer ethics courses over the phone; it seemed that face-to-
face communication was a must in order to fulfil any query.  The researcher, as a result, 
had to wait until she commenced the fieldwork. 
 
At the outset, and in order to plan for the selection of the cases, the researcher visited all 
of the Bahraini universities with the exception of the Medical University of Bahrain and 
the Arabian Gulf University because these were not relevant to this study; the former is 
a medical university and the latter is a postgraduate university whereas this study was 
aiming for computer ethics courses taught to undergraduate computing students.  Please 
note that only ‘universities’ were involved in this study; training centres and colleges 
were excluded.  The researcher searched for computer ethics courses in the computing 
programmes of the targeted universities.  The search was for stand-alone (i.e. separate) 
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courses as opposed to ‘across-the-curriculum’ elements and the search was guided by 
the key terms: ‘ethics’, ‘society’, ‘professionalism’ or one of their equivalents in any of 
the course titles within the computing programmes.  Once a computer ethics course was 
identified, the researcher tried to locate and contact the course teacher in order to 
negotiate access.  If a course with one of the above terms was not found, the researcher 
asked to meet the head of the computing department to find out if a separate course on 
computer ethics was being taught or not.  .   
 
4.6.3 A Summary 
Because this study is qualitative, the purposive sampling was deemed the most suitable 
for this study.  With purposive sampling the researcher selects the most suitable and 
relevant samples on the basis of judgment.  This was used in conjunction with the 
theoretical sampling technique which requires multiple visits to the filed in order to 
inform the knowledge of the researcher about the topics which are being investigated 
and to enrich the analysis.  The samples in this study were cases of computer ethics 
teaching from Bahrain. The original plan was to select one or two cases and study them 
in depth but due to the problem of access multiple cases were involved.   
 
4.7 DATA SOURCES 
According to Brewer (2000), ethnographic data take the form of quotations from in-
depth interviews, quotations from casual conversations, quotations from fieldnotes and 
from documents.  In this study, data came from different sources: from fieldnotes, in-
depth interviews, casual conversations, questionnaires, documents which the 
participants provided, and from the internet.  For example, when relevant, information 
from the internet was used in the analysis to illuminate understanding.  An example of 
this is the case of using the ACM/IEEE Software Engineering Code of Ethics (2012) to 
elaborate the analysis.  Furthermore, the internet was used to identify the sources of 
some of the materials which the teachers provided and to search for background 
information about the universities.  Data also came from the researcher of this study, 
from her reactions and from her past and present experiences.  ‘Data’, as such, is 
viewed in its broadest sense in this study.  Rapley (2007) shared this view and thought 
that data can range from academic papers, books, leaflets and research journals to the 
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traditional sources of data such as interviews and observations.  This was also reflected 
in Myers and Avison’s (2002) discussion on the nature of qualitative data, they said: 
 
Qualitative data sources include observations and participant observations 
(fieldwork), interviews, and questionnaires, documents and texts, and the 
researcher’s impressions and reactions (p.4).  
 
4.7.1 Why Perceive ‘Data’ in a Broad Sense? 
The answer to ‘why perceive ‘data’ in a broad sense and not focus or utilise one single 
source such as for instance relaying on interviews alone’ is because the researcher of 
this study believes that triangulation is important to dig deeper into the layers of reality 
and triangulation is possible only when multiple sources  are involved.  
 
4.7.2 Which Data Sources Were Involved in This Study and Why? 
This study utilised fieldnotes, observations, questionnaires, documents and interviews to 
collect data. There was, in addition, a plan to utilise focus groups, but this was not 
possible due to the problem of getting access to lecture rooms and students.  The answer 
to the question ‘why these methods in particular and not any other’ is because these 
methods seemed the most suitable to capture perceptions and practices of teaching 
computer ethics in comparison to the rest of the available methods.  For instance, 
collecting information through data archives did not fit this study because there was no 
need for searching through archives.  On the other hand, conducting tests and 
simulations on the participants did not appear qualitative and surveys and experiments 
were very far from the aim that was set out for this study.    
 
The following sub-sections discuss the data collection methods involved in this study 
each separately but first, the following two paragraphs will provide information about: 
a) the issue of translation and b) the instruments in light of the fieldwork visits.  
 
Concerning the issue of translation, the instruments used in this study were translated 
into the Arabic language for the convenience of the participants and to encourage 
participation.  These instruments are as follows: the access letter (available in Appendix 
7.4), the teachers’ questionnaire (available in Appendix 7.7), the students’ questionnaire 
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(available in Appendix 7.8), Mr. Ameer’s questionnaire (available in Appendix 7.9) and 
the informed consent sheet (available in Appendix 7.12).  Some participants preferred 
the Arabic version whilst others preferred the English version.  The researcher of this 
study tried her best to make the translation as accurate as possible.   
 
Concerning the instruments in light of the fieldwork visits, this study involved two 
rounds of data collection.  The instruments in the first round were open-ended and fuzzy 
and the questions asked in the first round were exploratory.  This was because the 
conceptual framework was not clear at this point.  The instruments in the second round 
became more focused because the conceptual framework by the time of the second 
round was clearer.  In the second round, it was possible to build the instruments around 
categories or topics of interest which were inspired from the theoretical framework.  
Nevertheless, during the data collection, the researcher kept an open mind concerning 
anything interesting or relevant to the conceptual framework.  The instruments, as such, 
acted as guides rather than measurements. 
 
4.7.2.1 Fieldnotes 
According to Schwandt (2007), fieldnotes are written reports of fieldwork.  Schwandt 
(1997) defined fieldwork as: 
 
All those activities that one engage in while in the field, including watching, 
listening, conversing, recording, interpreting, dealing with logistics, facing 
ethical and political dilemmas, and so on (p.54, emphasis in the original).  
 
Fieldnotes have been defined as “narrative accounts of what goes on in the lives of 
study subjects” (Berg, 1995, p.107).  In this study, fieldnotes were recorded in a 
Research Journal.  The Research Journal contains hunches, hypotheses, plans and 
records of what was happening in the field (Appendix 7.1 contains the fieldnotes).  
 
At the start of the research project, the Journal served as an idea generator.  Plans, ideas 
and some of the literature search results were recorded in the Journal (Appendix 7.6 
contains a sample of such logs).  Then, when fieldwork commenced, the Journal served 
as a log of the fieldwork (this is depicted in Appendix 7.1).  Fieldnotes, such as 
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incidents happening in the field and the casual conversations with the participants, were 
kept in a log (in the Journal) instead of being kept in the memory of the researcher.  
This improved data accuracy.  Alaszewski (2006) thought that keeping a journal 
improves data accuracy because events are recorded at a time close enough to the time 
when they occurred and this guards against distortion.  Furthermore, fieldnotes in this 
study provided valuable information about the research context; the information added 
meanings to the interpretations.  A digital voice recorder was used to record incidents or 
reflections which occurred in the field.  This made it easier and quicker to register what 
was happening.  Then, on the same day or one day later, the recordings were transcribed 
and expanded into the Research Journal.  
   
Fieldnotes also were made during observations and kept in a separate log called 
‘Reports of Observations’ (Appendix 7.3 contains a sample).  The initial plan was to use 
an observation sheet with somewhat structured questions but then the sheets failed to 
provide rich data and information came instead from the Research Journal and from the 
descriptions which were recorded on the sheets.  As a result, the sheets then became 
supplementary.  They were there to remind the researcher of the questions/points to 
look for in the observations but the data collection method instead became to describe 
what was relevant and important in the observations; these were recorded in the Reports 
of Observation logs.  A Net Book (a small portable computer) was used for typing in the 
descriptions during the observations.    
 
4.7.2.2 Observations 
Marshall and Rossman (1995, p.79) defined observations as “the systematic noting and 
recording of events, behaviours and artefacts (objects) in the social setting chosen for 
study”.  The process of observation was also described as an immersion into the social 
setting in order to witness the incidents as they occur naturally (Robson, 2004).  In this 
study, an immersion or a prolonged observation was never possible. In the case of 
University (A), the fieldwork visit coincided with the University’s mid semester break.  
As a result, it was possible to conduct only one observation session; this was in the first 
round of data collection.  In the second round the researcher had very limited access.  
She was allowed to attend three sessions only (the reader can refer to the Research 
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Journal which is in Appendix 7.1 and to the entry made on 14
th
 of April).  In the case of 
Universities (B and C), in both rounds, the course was not being taught when the 
researcher visited; observations, as such, were not possible.  And in the case of the 
remaining universities, there was the problem of gaining authorisation to access the 
lectures and meet the students; observations in these universities, as a result, were not 
possible.  The issue of access is discussed separately.  
 
Observations range from being highly structured to less structured (Babbie, 2001).  
Highly structured observations are often used in quantitative studies to produce numbers 
or count the number of occurrences of a certain incident or behaviour.  On the other 
hand, less structured observations aim to gain an understanding of underlying social 
meanings (Robson, 2004).  In this study, less structured observations proved more 
effective than the structured ones. 
 
Reports of Observations, as seen in Appendix 7.3, were less structured and contained 
headings to guide the researcher in the insertion of information under the headings; at 
the same time, they allowed ample space for descriptions and fieldnotes.  Descriptions 
in the Reports of Observations were kept separate from the fieldnotes.  Under the 
‘Notes/Research Journal’ section, the researcher registered fieldnotes; her reactions, 
hunches, questions, informal conversations with the students and incidents surrounding 
the context of the observation.  Brewer (2000) said that positivists do not accept that the 
researcher becomes a variable in the research yet the nature of  some qualitative studies 
requires involvement or even auto-observation whereby the researcher reflects on and 
analyses his/her own experiences.  In this study, auto-observation was involved.  
Whenever necessary, the researcher reflected on, analysed or used her own experiences 
to illuminate the analysis of the data.  
 
The philosophy which inspired the conduct of the observations (and the data collection 
in general) in this study was that participants would act naturally and would be open and 
sincere when researchers approached them with humility and when they portray to 
participants that they are equals, with the difference that the researcher is on a mission 
to investigate and improve the realities which the participants are living in.  The main 
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idea is to avoid approaching participants with a class and sub-class mentality, with the 
researcher acting as the ‘powerful scientist’ who wants to conduct his/her ‘experiments’ 
on them instead of for them.  This philosophy is borrowed from the followers of the 
participatory research paradigm (Heron and Reason, 2001) provided an excellent 
overview of the participatory research paradigm).   
 
The role of the researcher in observations may range from ‘complete participation’ to 
‘an observer only’ (Robson, 2004).   Researchers can also choose either to reveal their 
identities (and conduct their observation overtly) or conceal their identities (i.e. observe 
covertly) (Babbie, 2001).  When researchers take up the ‘complete participation’ role 
they join the group and participate in the activities of the group (Miller and Brewer, 
2003).  In this study, there was no need to conceal the identity of the researcher; the 
researcher asked the teachers to introduce her to the students.  With regard to the role of 
the researcher of this study in the observations, it fell in between the ‘complete 
participation’ and the ‘observer only’.  Berg (1995) suggested that some commentators 
think that observers should try to participate as little as possible so that they disappear 
into the surroundings and thus minimise the effect of their presence on those whom they 
are observing. Other commentators think that observers should work to become closer 
to participants, involving themselves in the same activities which the participants are 
involved in so that they become less of a focal point.  Brewer (2000) thought that a 
balanced role is the best because remaining an ‘outsider’ who is cold and distant does 
not encourage participants to become open and sincere. On the other hand, ‘going 
native’ and becoming an ordinary member of the group can detach the observer from 
his/her critical frame of mind.  The researcher of this study attended the lecture rooms 
as an observer only but tried to become as close to the participants as possible, 
especially to the students.  For instance, she dressed in casual clothes, which imitated 
the students’ style of dressing, and also sat next to the students instead of sitting far 
from them.   
 
Burgess (1982) suggested that observers watch the people as they behave in their 
natural setting and talk with some or all of them, often to discover their own 
interpretations of the events they observe; the main instrument, as such, is the observer.  
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This was mirrored in this study.  The researcher was attending the teaching sessions 
and, whenever necessary or possible, she attempted to ask questions to explore opinions 
and reactions. 
 
4.7.2.3 Questionnaires  
Within the qualitative domain, researchers believe that questionnaires are not restricted 
to quantitative studies yet qualitative-type questionnaires are believed to be less 
structured,  aiming to gather textual rather than statistical data (Wellington, 2000; 
Fairbrother, 2007; Pole and Lampard, 2002).  In this study, questionnaires were utilised 
to gather background information and to explore students’ opinions.   Two sets of 
questionnaires were used: teachers’ questionnaire and students’ questionnaire.  The 
former was used to collect background information about the teachers and about the 
course which they were teaching (Appendix 7.7 contains samples of both the English 
and Arabic versions).  The latter was to provide the researcher with an idea of how the 
students felt about their course (Appendix 7.8 contains a sample of both the English and 
Arabic versions).   
 
The teachers received their questionnaires via their e-mails after their interview. The 
questionnaires contained somewhat personal questions and the researcher did not want 
this to influence the teachers or their answers during the interview, which is why the 
questionnaires were sent after the interviews.  Not all of the teachers responded to the 
questionnaire; Dr. Fawzeah, Dr. Jude and Dr. Saeed did not return their questionnaire.  
With regard to the students’ questionnaire, only the students of University (A) and, in 
particular, Ms. Leena’s students answered the questionnaires.  The remaining 
universities were not running the computer ethics course at the time when the researcher 
was visiting and so students were not available to fill in questionnaires.  Dr. Fawzeah of 
University (A), on the other hand, whose students were present during the fieldwork did 
not seem to want to grant access to her students (the reader can refer to the Research 
Journal which is on Appendix 7.1 and to the entry made on 24
th
 of March 2009).   
 
The questions in the students’ questionnaire were in no way comprehensive.  The 
researcher was planning to conduct focus groups with the students and explore their 
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opinions through casual conversations during observations but focus groups were never 
possible (due to the issue of access).  The questionnaire contained open-ended questions 
and this allowed the students to provide descriptions in the empty spaces.  However, the 
information provided was still shallow. This is typical of questionnaires and it was 
documented in the literature that questionnaires cannot provide rich data (Walliman and 
Baiche, 2001).   
 
Mr. Ameer of University (D) provided his answers to the interview questions through a 
questionnaire. The teacher did not agree to an interview and therefore the interview 
questions were incorporated into the already existing teachers’ questionnaire (Appendix 
7.9 contains the Arabic and English versions of Mr. Ameer’s questionnaire).   
 
4.7.2.4 Documents 
Stringer (1996) said that documents, such as official reports, policy statements, plans 
and reports, can provide valuable information to aid in the analysis of data.  This proved 
to be true in this study.  Documents which the teachers provided, such as course outlines 
and course materials, provided an additional dimension alongside the dimensions which 
the other sources of data provided.   
 
The researcher of this study asked the computer ethics teachers to provide her with the 
following: 
 
1. Course outline. 
2. Course description. 
3. Title of the textbook(s) used. 
4. Sample of the materials used, for example, case studies, articles, websites etc. 
5. Sample of students’ work, such as exam papers or cases which they had solved.  
6. Information about software used, if any, in the teaching of the subject. 
 
In relation to the course outline, course description and textbooks, four teachers 
responded: Ms. Leena, Dr. Fawzeah from University (A) and Dr. Jude and Mr. Mustafa 
from University (B).  The remaining did not provide the information.  With regard to 
course materials, only the teachers from Universities (A and B) responded.  Dr. 
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Mamood of University (C) did not provide any materials but provided the researcher 
with the name of the textbook used.  With regard to samples of students’ work and 
information about using/not using software in teaching, none of the teachers responded. 
 
4.7.2.5 Interviews 
The following sub-sections provide information about the type of interviews involved in 
this study in terms of their structure and in terms of formality.  They also consider 
interview schedules, the recording of the interviews, rapport and empathy.   
  
Type of Interviews 
According to Wilson and Sapsford (2006), interviews can range from the highly 
structured to the unstructured.  In highly structured interviews, the questions are 
carefully laid down so that the interviewer does not depart from them (Robson, 2004).   
Also, the questions need to be asked in the way they were worded and written in the 
Interview Schedule (Marshall and Rossman, 1995).  Unstructured interviews can range 
from informal encounters with participants to formal dialogue or conversations 
(Fontana and Frey, 2000).  With semi-structured interviews, researchers maintain an 
Interview Schedule with a set of questions or themes to investigate. However, they are 
not bound to question wordings or the sequence of the questions and they can improvise 
or add additional questions during the interview (Robson, 2004).   The literature 
demonstrated that unstructured and semi-structured interviews are associated with the 
qualitative paradigm whereas the structured types are associated with the quantitative 
paradigm.  With regards to this study, the informal interviews were unstructured and the 
formal ones were semi-structured.  Structured interviews were not involved in this 
study. 
 
Interview Schedules 
In the first round of data collection, the conceptual framework was not yet clear 
therefore some of the questions asked during the interviews in the first round were 
fuzzy or without a definite direction.  The questions nonetheless revolved around the 
teaching of computer ethics and around the categories which were emerging at that time 
from the review of the literature (Appendix 7.10 contains a sample of the Interview 
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Schedule used in the first round).  In the second round, the Interview Schedule became 
more focused on a set of themes or questions (Appendix 7.11 contains a sample of the 
Interview Schedule used in the second round).  The schedule nonetheless remained less 
structured.  
 
Formal vs. Informal Interviews 
Qualitative interviews were portrayed in the literature as somewhat informal.  For 
instance, to ethnographers such as Werner and Schoepfle (1987, p.302): 
 
Any conversation between an ethnographer and a member of the culture being 
studied is an interview.   
 
Burgess (1982) Werner and Schoepfle (1987) and Rapley (2007) all agreed that both 
formal and informal interviews can provide valid and important data.  Burgess (1982) 
said that, with the formal type, the starting of the interview is obvious; tape recorders 
can mark the beginning of an interview.   With informal interviews, these can happen as 
part of a personal encounter and thus appear more casual.  In this study, both formal and 
informal conversations were considered interviews and both were considered to be valid 
data sources, especially the informal conversations which proved to be useful and 
valuable.  For instance, answers which were missing from the formal sources 
(questionnaires, formal interviews, etc.) were often available in the informal 
conversations.  Also, as in the case of Mr. Ameer, the informal conversations played a 
major role in the analysis of his case and provided an additional dimension to the 
answers which he had provided in the questionnaire.   
  
The Role of the Interviewer 
Silverman (2001) suggested that the conduct of interviews is influenced by two main 
schools of thought: the positive and the emotionalist.  With the positive type, interview 
data are assumed to provide facts about the social problem under study.  Therefore, and 
in order to reach these facts without distortion, interviewers are advised to minimise 
their influence on interviewees’ answers.   With the emotionalist kind, there is no direct 
access to reality; reality instead is constructed through interaction with the interviewees.  
Interviewers, as such, are advised to interact with their interviewees.  Fontana and Frey 
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(2000) provided a somewhat similar description.  They said there are two main roles for 
the interviewer.  One is to remain as passive as possible a role in order to reduce the 
researcher’s influence on participants’ answers. The basic assumption which underlies 
this role is that, under controlled interview conditions, uncontaminated answers can be 
captured and the answers gained can represent objective truths.  The other role is to 
engage with the participants, show empathy and share feelings.  The main idea here is 
that the closer the interviewer is to the participants, the closer he/she is to the real 
stories.  The researcher of this study concurs with Angrosino and Perez (2003) who 
thought that a balanced approach is the best in the sense that the researcher needs to 
achieve both empathy and objectivity.  The researcher of this study recognises that 
answers which come from interviews do not provide mirrors to reality.  This is because: 
  
People sometimes lie, they can be inconsistent by not doing what they say they 
do, they can seek ‘social approval’ and say things in interviews that are socially 
accepted and approved rather than what they actually believe, feel or do 
(Brewer, 2000, p.65). 
 
The researcher agrees with Garrett (1982), Brewer (2000) and Charmaz (2006) who 
thought that answers in interviews rarely reflect the reality which the social scientist is 
looking for; instead they are indexes to meanings unheard and unseen in the interview 
and these are the objects of the investigation.  Moreover, it is worth repeating here that 
critical realists do not extract reality from the empirical domain (i.e. merely from 
participant’s answers); therefore, controlling the researcher’s effect on the participants 
is of little importance in the critical realist’s thought since reality does not reside in the 
empirical domain.  On the contrary, critical realists believe in experiments and in 
observing reactions (Hartwig, 2007 and Bhaskar, 1998a).  Therefore, it would instead 
be informative to present the interviewees with loaded questions just to observe their 
reactions.  The researcher agrees with Hammersley and Atkinson (1995, p.18) who said 
that: 
 
The fact that as researchers we are likely to have an effect on the people we 
study does not mean that the validity of our findings is restricted to the data 
elicitation situations on which we relied.  We can minimize reactivity and/or 
monitor it.  But we can also exploit it: how people respond to the presence of 
the researcher may be as informative as how they react to other situations.  
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Indeed rather than engaging in futile attempts to eliminate the effects of the 
researcher completely, we should set about understanding them. 
 
The interviews in this study, as such, were used to dig deeper into the layers of reality, 
to shed light on the remaining sources of information, and to identify perceptions and 
connect meanings. 
 
The researcher of this study, however, disagrees with the postmodernists’ approach to 
interviews.   The researcher recognises that an interviewer’s race, gender, age, religion, 
educational background, etc. inevitably influence the interviewee’s responses, but this 
does not warrant subjectivity in the conduct of the interviews.  The researcher tried not 
to lose her focus and ‘go native’; she did not attempt to make friends with the 
participants or talk to them at length about certain issues or stories; this is what 
postmodernists do (Rapley, 2007).  The researcher of this study thinks that these moves 
can undermine the interviewer’s ability to maintain his/her critical faculty.  However, 
rapport and empathy were important in the conduct of the interviews in this study.   
 
Rapport and Empathy 
Rapport was described as a humanistic approach to interviewing, encouraging the 
interviewer and interviewees to become peers in the interview and to show empathy 
(Rapley, 2004).  Ely et al. (2003, p. 136) defined empathy as “the ability to empathize, 
to look at, and understand the world from another person’s point of view”.  Thompson 
and Thompson (2008), in distinguishing between empathy and sympathy, wrote the 
following: 
 
Sympathy involves sharing someone’s feelings.  That is, if they are sad, we 
become sad.  If they are disappointed, we become disappointed.  Empathy, by 
contrast, is where we recognize someone’s feelings but we do not necessarily 
share them (p.40). 
 
Empathy, as such, is to show interest and understanding in what the participants are 
saying or feeling and this appears to be central in establishing rapport.  Garrett (1982) 
thought that the absence of rapport results in mechanical and monotonous interviews 
which are relatively valueless.  Rapley (2004) said that, in order to establish rapport, the 
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interviewer must communicate trust, reassurance, and even likeableness to the 
participants.  And Garrett (1982) thought that rapport is established when interviewers 
create a type of natural conversation.  The underlying philosophy behind rapport is that 
the researcher needs to gain the trust of the participants so that the participants become 
open and truthful (Fontana and Frey, 2000).  Also, rapport is believed to be capable of 
removing the adverse effect of the class/sub-class mentality in the sense that researchers 
will no longer view or treat their participants as objects or as means to an end (Marshall 
and Reason, 2007).  The researcher of this study strived for rapport.  She approached 
the participants with humility and showed them that she was interested in listening to 
them and in hearing about their teaching approaches and their perceptions. This was to 
improve the teaching of computer ethics in Bahrain, in the sense that if they cooperated 
with her and participated in the study, they, in due course, would benefit since the 
research would provide them with an idea of what was needed to improve their 
teaching.  This proved to be useful but some of the participants still had certain fears 
and, as a result, the rapport vanished from their interviews.  During the interviews, their 
answers were short in spite of the efforts to probe them for elaboration.       
   
Recording the Interviews 
In the first round of data collection, the researcher tried to record the interviews with a 
digital voice recorder but not all of the participants agreed.  The researcher, as a result, 
tried to take notes then expand on them right after the interviews. However, this was 
extremely difficult and much of the information was lost because the researcher was 
slow at note-taking.  It was possible to obtain rich information from the interviews from 
those who allowed voice recording but very little information was captured from those 
who did not allow voice recording.  To counteract this, in the second round, a Net Book 
was used.   
 
Net Books are small portable computers.  The researcher is a touch typist; this made it 
easier to record the answers during the interviews.  Also rich data, as a result, was 
possible to capture as opposed to the data captured by the traditional ‘pen and paper’ 
note-taking.  In the second round of data collection, sometimes the only method used 
was the voice recorder, sometimes both the voice recorder and the Net Book were used, 
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and sometimes the Net Book was the only method in use.  This depended on the 
participants’ choices and the situations in which the interviews were conducted.   
 
The transcription of the interviews which were recorded by the voice recorder took 
longer than the transcription of the interviews which were recorded by both the voice 
recorder and the Net Book.  In the latter case, transcription was faster because much of 
the conversation was already typed in.  The researcher had only to correct some of the 
misspelled words which were typed in quickly or add what was missing through 
listening to the audio clips.  In the former case, the researcher had to start from scratch, 
converting the audio-recorded conversation into text.  It took approximately five to six 
hours to transcribe a single interview when there was no interview typed in already 
whereas it took two to three hours to amend an interview which was already typed in 
and saved in the Net Book.   
 
4.7.3 A Summary 
Data in this study was viewed in its broadest sense.  Data came from different sources: 
from fieldnotes, in-depth interviews, casual conversations, questionnaires, documents 
which the participants provided, and from the internet.  The data collection methods 
were fieldnotes, observations, questionnaires, documents and interviews.  Fieldnotes 
were recorded in a research journal.  This improved accuracy. Fieldnotes in this study 
ranged from hunches and plans to observations and casual conversations with 
participants.  Due to the problem of access, an emersion into the research setting was 
not possible, but a few observations were conducted.  Questionnaires in this study were 
distributed on both the teachers and students; on the teachers to obtain background 
information, and on the students to explore their opinion about the course.  The 
researcher further examined documents relevant to the courses, such documents as 
course outlines, textbooks and handouts.  In addition, interviews were conducted with 
the teachers.  The interviews were semi-structured.  This was deemed more suitable for 
this type of study. Both casual conversations and formal interviews were considered 
valuable sources of data.  The interviews were recorded through an audio recorder or 
through typing in the conversations in a Net Book.      
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4.8 FIELD ISSUES 
The following sub-sections will provide information about: a) the concept of 
reciprocity; b) the difficulties faced in getting access to information; and c) the ethical 
considerations observed in this study.   
 
4.8.1 Reciprocity 
According to Schwandt (2007), reciprocity in field studies mean paying respondents or 
doing small favours for them. When it comes to reciprocity, the general belief amongst 
field study commentators (e.g. Johnson, 1975 and Berg, 1995) was that it is natural of 
the participants to ask for something in return of their participation and it is acceptable, 
even desirable, to attend to their demands as long as they are not raising ethical 
concerns.   For instance, Garrett (1982) thought that interviewees often have motives for 
participating and therefore interviewers must try to fulfil these motives.  Stokrocki 
(1997) said that some reason should be given to participants for their cooperation; these 
reasons can vary from a feeling of importance for being involved in the study to gaining 
money or assistance in certain tasks.  The researcher of this study tried to accord with 
the needs of her participants.  In general, they wanted her assistance because they 
assumed that she was an expert in the teaching of computer ethics.  They asked her for 
resources and materials on how to teach the subject and she responded to their requests 
(Appendix 7.5 contains a list of the resources which the researcher provided).  To avoid 
biasing the participants, the list was sent after the data collection phase.  The effect of 
providing the resources to the teachers on the second round of interviews was traced 
and discussed in the analysis of the data.  Only one teacher (Dr. Saeed) was present in 
both rounds of data collection; teachers who were teaching the subject in 2008 were no 
longer teaching it in 2009.  The effect of providing Dr. Saeed with the resources was 
taken into consideration when his case was analysed.  However, the researcher could 
not reveal to the participants what she had read or understood about computer ethics in 
order not to bias them; she tried politely not to answer some of their queries.   
 
4.8.2 Gaining Access to Research Sites and Participants 
The researcher of this study tried to negotiate access to research sites and participants 
two to three months in advance of the fieldwork but the attempts were not successful. 
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The targeted people either did not respond to their e-mails or they were difficult to 
locate and talk to by telephone.  The researcher, as a result, had to wait until she 
commenced the fieldwork.   On the other hand, the only single teacher who responded 
to the e-mail and agreed to participate did not keep his promise when the fieldwork 
commenced.  He wanted favours from the researcher but was not willing to cooperate 
(the reader can refer to the case of Dr. Saeed in the Research Journal which is on 
Appendix 7.1 and to the entries made on: 26
th
 of February (the first two lines), 1
st
 of 
April (the third bullet point) and the most important incident which was on 7
th
 of April 
(the second bullet point); then the first bullet point on 9
th
 of April shows how frustrated 
the researcher was).   
 
It was mentioned in the literature that participants will often want something in return or 
will want a good reason to participate in research (Foster, 1996).  The researcher 
anticipated this.  When the participants asked for help with materials, the researcher 
provided them with a list of resources.  Also, she mentioned in the Access Letters, and 
when she met the participants, that her research would benefit them in the long run in 
the sense that the study was aiming to improve the course which they were teaching.  
Some of the teachers responded well to this and showed a good degree of cooperation; 
the information which they provided, as a result, was rich in content.  However, some 
others still had fears and their interview answers, as a result, were short and, in some 
extreme circumstances, their answers were doubtful (the reader can refer to the case of 
Mr. Ameer in the Findings and Discussion chapter (chapter 5)).  The most difficult case 
was that of Mr. Ameer who did not agree to an interview even when the researcher 
secured permission to interview him from the Vice-president of the University.   The 
teacher kept saying that he would love to participate but that his participation would not 
be of any benefit.  He also kept saying that he had a busy schedule and therefore could 
not participate in an interview even though the researcher offered to meet with him at 
any time anywhere for only 15 minutes (for more on this refer to Appendix 7.1, and to 
the 26
th
 of February entry (the second bullet point) and the 3
rd
 of March entry (the third 
bullet point)).  Mr. Ameer did not want to participate but he did not say so outright. This 
caused delays to the research project and its agenda because the researcher kept hoping 
that he would eventually agree.  A similar case was that of Dr. Fawzeah; she did not 
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want to participate but did not say so directly.  Instead, she tried to separate the 
researcher from the students and intercept any attempt to observe her lectures. This also 
caused delays and frustration (for a closer look at Dr. Fawzeah’s case, refer to the 
Research Journal in Appendix 7.1 and to the entries made on the; 24
th
 of March, 29
th
 of 
March, 30
th
 of March and refer to the third and fourth bullet points in the Report of 
Observation available in Appendix 7.3).  Hammersley and Atkinson (2007) mentioned 
that: 
 
The problem of resistance may be especially acute, of course, where the people 
being studied are academics, or even sociologists, themselves (p.64).    
 
This was indeed the case in this study.   
  
Much has been mentioned about the importance of establishing trust between the 
researcher and participants, the importance of developing a relationship between the 
researcher and participants, and the importance of interpersonal skills to succeed in 
gaining access (e.g. Johnson, 1975; Stringer, 1996; Brewer, 2000).  The researcher 
made every attempt to establish a positive climate for the participants but still some of 
the participants were fearful and resistant. 
 
It is worth mentioning here that, from the start of the fieldwork, the researcher kept 
trying to secure a full-scale case study in order to focus on one or two cases and study 
them in depth (to visualise this, refer to the Research Journal; Appendix 7.1, and to the 
entries made on: 23
rd
 of February (the flag shaped bullet point), 26
th
 of February (the 
fourth bullet point), 8
th
 of March (the entire section) and 7
th
 of April (the second bullet 
point)).  However, two months of fieldwork was not enough to secure a full-scale case 
study.  During these two months the researcher visited ten universities, conducted 
formal and informal conversations, collected some documents, talked to some of the 
students and attended three observational sessions; and she emerged with fragmented 
pieces of information on the status of computer ethics teaching in Bahrain.  
 
4.8.3 Ethical Considerations 
‘Informed consent’ and ‘anonymity’ are the most frequently mentioned concepts when 
it comes to research ethics in the social sciences.  Informed consent means that 
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participants need to make an informed decision about participating in the study and 
need to have the right to withdraw from the study at any point in time and without 
having to explain the reasons (BERA, 2004).  Anonymity, on the other hand, means that 
the identities of the participants need to be kept confidential and that the information 
which is reported about them must not expose their identities (SRA, 2003).  In this 
study, the initial contacts with the participants and gatekeepers included information 
about the research ethics of this study.  Whether the contacts were made by e-mail or 
face-to-face, the participants received a copy of the Access Letter in which there is a 
section on research ethics (Appendix 7.4 contains the Access Letter).  The participants 
were informed that their participation was voluntary and that they had the right to 
withdraw from the study at any point in time and without having to explain why. They 
were also informed that their information would be kept confidential and that their 
identities would be kept hidden.  Furthermore, they were informed that written reports 
of the observations and interviews would be sent to them and that they would have the 
freedom to delete, add or make corrections to the information.    
 
To protect the anonymity of the participants, pseudonyms were used instead of real 
names.  Moreover, any data which had the capacity to expose the participants were 
omitted from this study.  For instance, in the case of University (E), in order to protect 
the anonymity of the participants, the year of its establishment was not mentioned (the 
reader can refer to the Findings and Discussion chapter (chapter 5) and to the case of 
University (E) under ‘Context and Settings’ section).  Certain information was also 
removed from the documents which the participants submitted (the document in 
Appendix 7.14 provides an example).   
 
With regards to informed consent, the teachers were provided with an Informed Consent 
Sheet to sign prior to the formal interviews (Appendix 7.12 contains the Informed 
Consent Sheet).  All of the teachers agreed to be quoted and signed the sheets; however, 
it was not possible to obtain consent for the informal conversations.  Hammersley and 
Atkinson (2007) and Chambers (2003) suggested that the principal of informed consent 
is simply not applicable to studies which follow an informal method to data collection.   
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With regard to allowing the participants to view, delete, correct or add to the written 
reports of the formal interviews and observations, this procedure was intended to 
encourage participation, to encourage trust in the researcher, and to observe what sort of 
changes the participants would make.  However, the procedure (which is also called 
‘member check’) was not intended to demonstrate that the findings accurately represent 
the opinions of the participants or represent the truth about the teaching of computer 
ethic.  This is because reality or truth does not reside in the empirical domain.  
Furthermore, people can change their opinions or harbour misconceptions.   According 
to Schwandt (2007), member check is claimed to be capable of strengthening the 
validity of the data captured from the interviews and observations however, there is a 
consensus that member check cannot validate or refute any findings; it can rather serve 
as a way of generating more data or as a way of honouring the participants who have a 
right to know what sort of information has been gathered about them.  It is worth 
mentioning here that only two teachers made changes to the interview transcripts and 
their changes were minor.  The changes did not yield any interesting meanings in 
relation to why the teachers had made such changes. 
   
Another ethical concept that was mentioned in the literature and which is relevant to 
this study is ‘non-malfeasance’.  It means that researchers should avoid harming their 
participants (Fontana and Frey, 2000).  The researcher of this study tried not to impinge 
on the participants.  For instance, when the researcher of this study sensed that her 
attendance to observe the lectures of Dr. Fawzeah might badly influence the students, in 
the sense that the teacher was uncomfortable with the researcher observing, she decided 
that if this continued she would withdraw and stop the observations (the reader can refer 
to the third bullet point in the ‘Notes’ section in the Report of Observation located in 
Appendix 7.3).  
 
4.8.4 A Summary 
The participants in this study asked for resources and materials on how to teach 
computer ethics; the researcher responded by sending them a list of links and papers; 
this cooperation with the participants is known as ‘reciprocity’.   Gaining access to 
research sites and participants was extremely difficult.  The researcher tried to secure 
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access two to three months in advance of the fieldwork but it seemed that people in 
Bahrain preferred face-to-face conversations.  But even when the researcher travelled to 
Bahrain and met the people in person, most of them were reluctant to provide a full 
access.  The researcher spent two months in the field moving from one university to the 
other trying to secure access to, at least, one single case but this did not happen.  She 
emerged at the end with fragmented pieces of information about multiple cases. Any 
initial contact with teachers and gate keepers included providing them with Access 
Letters. These included information about the nature of the research and information 
about research ethics.            
 
4.9 QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS 
Qualitative data analysis is a set of processes and procedures for organising and 
interpreting data (Lewins, Taylor and Gibbs, 2010; Brewer, 2000).  A range of methods 
exist for analysing qualitative data and they often come with an underlying philosophy 
(Lewins, Taylor and Gibbs, 2010).  The researcher of this study chose to use a mixture 
of techniques and philosophies.   
 
4.9.1 The Analysis Approach of This Study 
Miles and Huberman (1994) thought that analysis involves three major activities: data 
reduction, data display and conclusion drawing; this was adopted in this study as a 
general philosophy towards how to analyse.  Miles and Huberman (1994) conception is 
explained in detail under section 4.9.5.1 ‘Data Analysis Activities: Miles and Huberman 
(1994)’ in one of the following pages.  The analysis techniques of this study or the 
actual ‘process’ of analysis involved a search for structures, powers and mechanises 
applying conceptualisation and abstraction, providing retroductive arguments, 
explanatory critiques and identifying absences.  These were extended from the 
philosophy of critical realism.  In addition, interpreted conceptions of ‘coding’, 
‘iteration’, ‘memoing’ and ‘comparing’ were involved in this study and these were 
extended from the general literature on qualitative data analysis including, but not 
limited to, the literature which talked about grounded theories.  These all were used in 
light of the hermeneutic circle of interpretation.  The analysis techniques are explained 
in detail under the section 4.9.5.2 ‘Data Analysis Techniques’ in the following pages 
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and the hermeneutic circle was discussed previously under section 4.4.1.5 titled ‘This 
Research and Hermeneutics’.   
 
4.9.2 Why A Mixture of Techniques and Philosophies?  
The researcher of this study thought about the possible alternatives to the analysis 
approach adopted here but none of the existing approaches in their entirety appeared 
suitable.  This study required the application of the philosophy of critical realism and 
none of the existing approaches employed critical realism.   Critical realism, further, 
required a hermeneutic and dialectical approach and not all of the existing approaches 
embraced a dialogic style with the text.  As such, an analysis approach had to be 
constructed.  The hermeneutic circle provided the means for a dialectical and a 
reflective approach whilst Miles and Huberman's (1994) conception provided a general 
view towards how to analyse.  The techniques of ‘coding’, ‘iteration’, ‘memoing’ and 
‘comparing’ along with the critical realism's techniques of ‘identifying powers, 
structures and causal mechanisms’, ‘conceptualisation and abstraction’, ‘retroduction’, 
‘explanatory critiques’ and ‘identifying absences’ provided the mechanisms to the 
actual analysis process. The following diagram (Figure 4.3) illustrates the analysis 
approach of this study. 
 
Figure 4. 3:  The analysis approach of this study 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
General Paradigm:  Critical Realism (Roy Bhaskar, 1978) 
 
Analysis Philosophy:  Data Reduction, Data Display, Conclusion Drawing  
(Miles and Huberman, 1994) 
 
Analysis Techniques 
 
 Coding 
 Iteration 
 Memoing 
 Comparing 
 
From the general 
qualitative research 
literature 
 
Analysis Techniques 
 
 Identifying powers, structures and 
mechanisms 
  Conceptualisation and Abstraction 
 Retroduction 
 Explanatory Critiques 
 Identifying Absences 
 
From Critical Realism (Roy Bhaskar, 1978) 
 
Hermeneutic Circle of Interpretation 
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4.9.3 This Study's Analysis Approach in Comparison to Some Other Approaches 
There is a degree of overlap between this study's approach and some other approaches 
to data analysis that are mentioned in the literature.  The following will show on what 
level a selection of approaches relate to this study’s analysis approach and on what level 
they do not relate.  The following is not a comprehensive list of analysis approaches but 
rather it is a selection of some of the most frequently mentioned ones.  Please note that 
hermeneutics was discussed earlier under section 4.4.1.5.  And the same applies to 
grounded theory; it was discussed earlier under section 4.4.1.4 and contrasted with this 
study’s approach.  However what can be added here in relation to grounded theories is 
that the researcher thought that they were too prescriptive prohibits creativity in analysis 
and research.  They further did not match the paradigm of this study in the sense that 
none of the existing grounded theories came with a critical realist underpinning.    
 
4.9.3.1 This Study and Phenomenology 
Phenomenological analysis is concerned with participant’s descriptions of their life 
experiences (Creswell, 2007).  This type of analysis is used to identify the essences of 
experiences, such experiences as going through an illness or experiencing grief.  
Different methods exist for conducting phenomenological analysis however in general it 
seems that with phenomenology the analyst will take the descriptions of the participants 
at face value and without questioning their legitimacy (Starks and Trinidad, 2007).  For 
this reason, the researcher thought that phenomenology is incompatible with this study’s 
paradigm.  Critical realists are sceptical; participants’ accounts, as such, do not 
constitute mirrors to reality, instead, they are indexes to meanings and reflections of 
ideologies.  Phenomenology was not involved in this study because it did not seem to 
match the paradigm of the critical realist.  
 
4.9.3.2 This Study and Thematic Analysis 
With thematic analysis the researcher looks for interesting and common themes 
emerging from the data gathered from the field (Gomm, 2004).  Thematic analysis was 
defined as a form of pattern recognition or a process which encourages identifying 
codes and categories (Fereday and Muir-Cochrane, 2006).  Beyond this it seems that 
thematic analysis is used differently by different researchers and with accordance to the 
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philosophy which underlay the analysis.  For instance grounded theorists put too much 
emphasis on codes and drive inferences directly from them whilst in this study the 
emphasis was more on trying to search for causes and links which the themes signified.  
Thematic analysis, as such, was involved in this study and was reflected in the search 
for codes but coding or thematic analysis was neither the main nor the only analysis 
method used in this study.  
 
4.9.3.3 This Study and Content Analysis 
Content analysis is to look for recurrences of a particular theme or idea within the entire 
corpus of the text (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000).  Given this, the logic of content analysis 
is based on counting (Silverman, 2001).  However, beyond this it seems that there are 
different ways or procedures to conduct content analysis (Berg, 1995; Silverman, 2001).  
With regards to this study, the number of occurrences of a particular idea gave strength 
to its relevant inference, but in general, the emphasis in this study was not directed at 
‘counting’ therefore the essential logic of content analysis was not involved in this 
study.  A piece of information gathered from the field, did not have to have a certain 
number of occurrences in order to gain worth but rather a single pieces of information 
was of value in itself when it was being tied to the overall picture which was emerging.    
 
4.9.3.4 This Study and Conversation Analysis 
The underlying assumption behind conversation analysis is that utterances, turn taking 
and pauses during conversations give meanings (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1999).  
According to Silverman (2001) conversation analysts take seriously the social 
interaction between the interviewee and the interviewer and set about to meticulously 
analyse utterances and nuances of talk.  As in the previous analysis techniques, 
conversation analysis is conducted differently by different researchers. Conversation 
analysis was not involved in this study; the researcher was not convinced that 
meticulous analysis of utterances is necessary to understand how computer ethics is 
being taught in Bahrain; the approach perhaps is suitable for some other topics. 
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4.9.3.5 This Study and Discourse Analysis 
With discourse analysis the researcher look beyond the utterances and nuances of the 
speech.  The discourse becomes an image of how participants interpret or see the world 
(Gomm, 2004).  With discourse analysis language is not neutral or transparent but rather 
it refers to a certain ideology or meaning (Rapley, 2007).  Different applications of 
discourse analysis exist.  Discourse analysis was involved in this study but not in a 
certain particular way.  Simply, the discourses were considered indexes to meanings of 
how the participants were interpreting and seeing their world.  
 
4.9.4 A Summary 
A mixture of analysis techniques and philosophises were perceived to be the most 
suitable for this study since none of the existing analysis approaches in their totality 
catered for the requirements of this study.  This study required the application of 
techniques exclusive to critical realism and none of the existing analysis approaches that 
are voiced in the literature employ critical realism techniques or philosophy.  Critical 
realism, further, required a dialectical approach and not all of the existing approaches 
embrace a dialogic style with the text.  The hermeneutics circle of interpretation, as 
such, had to be involved.  The approach adopted, therefore, was as follows:   
 
Critical realism (Bhaskar, 1978) was the backbone philosophy.  Miles and Huberman 
(1994) conception of analysis provided a further more detailed philosophy towards how 
to analyse. And the analysis techniques of ‘coding’, ‘iteration’, ‘memoing’ and 
‘comparing’ along with the critical realism‘s techniques of ‘identifying powers, 
structures and causal mechanisms’, ‘conceptualisation and abstraction’, ‘retroduction’, 
‘explanatory critiques’ and ‘identifying absences’ provided the actual mechanisms to 
the analysis process.   
 
The approach overlaps with some of the existing approaches.  It took inspiration from 
the general literature on qualitative research, and including but not limited to, the 
literature on grounded theories. This study overlaps with thematic analysis, discourse 
analysis and content analysis.  But it does not follow these approaches strictly since it 
follows its own paradigm.   
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4.9.5 Discussions of Data Analysis Activities, Techniques and the Role of the 
Theoretical Framework in the Analysis Process 
The following sections will elaborate on Miles and Huberman’s (1994) data analysis 
activities, the techniques involved in the analysis process and the role of the theoretical 
framework in the analysis.   
 
4.9.5.1 Data Analysis Activities
11
:  Miles and Huberman (1994)  
In its broadest sense, analysis was viewed as an ongoing activity rather than a separate 
phase in the life of the research.  For instance, some scholars, especially ethnographers 
(e.g. Wolcott, 1994; Emerson, 2004; Hammersley and Atkinson, 2007) suggested that 
analysis starts with the formulation of the research problem and continues throughout 
until the writing up of the report.  The analysis activities in this study can be viewed in 
the light of Miles and Huberman’s (1984) conception, which is somewhat similar to that 
of ethnographers.  Miles and Huberman (1984) suggested that analysis consists of three 
major activities that are not mutually exclusive: 1) data reduction, 2) data display and 3) 
conclusion drawing; the following sub-sections elaborate on these. 
 
Data Reduction 
According to Miles and Huberman (1984), data reduction starts with the problem 
formulation stage when the researcher decides what questions to ask and who are the 
potential participants. Then, once data are collected, there is another type of data 
reduction; this is when data are summarised and coded, when memos are written and 
when categories emerge. This means that data reduction is of two types: one which 
involves reflection and focusing during the problem formulation stage and another 
which involves coding and categorising during the actual analysis phase. In this study, 
both types were involved.  The one related to the problem formulation stage took the 
shape of reflections on and adjustments of the research question, strategy and literature 
review.  This helped to decide who to target and what to include. Some of these 
reflections were recorded in the Research Journal and were reviewed from time to time 
                                  
11 Please note that data analysis ‘activities’ are different from data analysis ‘techniques’.  The former 
represents the overall general philosophy which underpins the analysis process; the latter represents the 
techniques or the actual analysis processes.  Data analysis techniques are presented next in a separate 
section. 
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(Appendix 7.6 contains examples).  The second type of data reduction, which is 
associated with coding, took effect after the first and second rounds of data collection.  
Also, data reduction took effect when the literature review was being developed because 
coding and categorisations were involved.    
 
Data Display 
Data display has been defined as “an organized assembly of information that permits 
conclusion drawing and action taking” (Miles and Huberman, 1984, p 21).  Researchers 
whose analysis is mainly textual have perceived data display as the act of writing up the 
data in textual form using quotations, text summaries or descriptive paragraphs (see, for 
example, Brewer, 2000).  It has been suggested also that the assembly of information 
can also take the form of graphs, networks, charts and tables (Ryan and Bernard, 2003).  
In this study, data display involved quotations, descriptions, tables and extracts from the 
Research Journal, screen shots of documents, summaries, syntheses, and diagrams.  The 
process of coding always preceded any display of data so the data display, as such, was 
not merely descriptive; rather, it was interpretive.     
 
Conclusion Drawing  
According to Huberman and Miles (1998), with conclusion drawing the researcher 
becomes involved in interpreting the data, drawing meanings, comparing texts, and 
identifying patterns, themes and metaphors.  The term ‘interpretation’ in qualitative data 
analysis involves reading the data then constructing meanings that are inferred from 
examining them (Davies, 2007).  In this study, the descriptions gave way to meanings, 
patterns or interesting themes.  Meanings also emerged from the process of coding, 
from summaries and syntheses, from constant comparison
12
 with the literature review, 
with what the researcher knew from her own experiences, and from triangulations.  
When syntheses were linked with each other, they formed more solid inferences and 
moved progressively towards a general conclusion.   Meanings (or rather more precisely 
interpretations), as such, were not kept in a separate chapter.  Instead, they were either 
inserted under the descriptions in a separate section called ‘synthesis’ and used to aid an 
                                  
12  Please note that the constant comparison notion in this study is different from the constant comparison 
of Grounded Theorists. The latter roughly refers to the iteration process whereas the former refers to the 
process of triangulation.   
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understanding of the subsequent display of data, or were merged with the descriptions; 
this was when the text gradually entered the dialectical hermeneutic circle. This all 
means that ‘data display’, as an activity in this study, was not separate from ‘conclusion 
drawing’.  In other words, the descriptions in this study were not kept in a separate 
chapter from the interpretations.   Instead, there was simultaneous interplay between the 
descriptions and the interpretations.  It was mentioned earlier that a hermeneutic circle 
of interpretation was involved in this study where the researcher was constantly moving 
back and forth, reading and re-reading, adding some extra descriptions, removing 
excesses and thinking about the ‘parts’ in the light of the ‘whole’.  The parts are 
segments of information (paragraphs, patterns of meanings) and the whole is the rest of 
the research (the conceptual framework).  This movement was used to generate 
meanings, syntheses or summaries. Wolcott (1994) suggested that interpretation can be 
approached by offering more analysis in the form of asking questions, or using theories 
to link ideas, or offering personal experiences and linking them with the analysis.  
These were all, in addition, implemented in this study.     
 
4.9.5.2 Data Analysis Techniques 
The general qualitative data analysis techniques of coding, iteration, memoing and 
comparing were involved in this study, in addition to techniques which are specific to 
critical realism;  these all were used in light of the hermeneutic circle of interpretation.  
The following sub-sections explain each technique separately.   
 
Coding  
The literature on the subject of coding revealed that somewhat different approaches to, 
or conceptions of, coding exist.  The most well known approaches are open and axial 
coding; these are closely linked to the grounded theory methodology.  Open and axial 
coding were too prescriptive and extremely difficult to understand in comparison to the 
simple, straightforward and abstract conceptions of coding provided by scholars such as 
Miles and Huberman (1984), Berg (1995) and Basit (2003).  The coding approach 
which was adopted in this study was inspired by the conceptions of Miles and 
Huberman (1984), Berg (1995) and Basit (2003).   Coding in this study involved sifting 
through the data, highlighting segments of information and writing short comments 
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about these segments in the margins. In addition, certain other activities were involved 
such as abstracting, categorising and linking concepts with each other.   
 
Miles and Huberman (1984) said that: 
 
Codes… usually derive from research questions, hypothesis, key concepts, or 
important themes (p.56). 
 
In this study, the codes were derived from the research problem, questions and from the 
literature review.  Whilst coding, the researcher kept thinking about the data in the light 
of the research problem, questions and literature, looking for answers to the research 
question, and looking for patterns or interesting themes.  The Theoretical Framework 
chapter (chapter 2), which contains the review of the literature, and the Findings and 
Discussion chapter (chapter 5) were both organised and constructed through this same 
process of coding.   
 
At the beginning, and when there was only a research problem but no clear set of 
questions and no theoretical framework, the process of coding commenced with sifting 
through the literature review notes
13
 identifying segments of information that were 
relevant to each other.  The aim was to form topics of interest or categories of 
information that were relevant to the research problem.  When topics of interest 
emerged, such as ‘why teach computer ethics?’; ‘students’ attitude towards computer 
ethics’, these gave way to a draft of the Theoretical Framework chapter (chapter 2).  
These topics were used to decide on the questions for the instruments for the first round 
of data collection and were used to analyse the data that were collected from this first 
round.  This, however, does not mean that the data collection and analysis were 
deductive.   The researcher adopted an inductive attitude and looked for emerging 
issues/topics of interest; she was prepared to abandon less relevant or less important 
ones.  The topics of interest, as such, served as guides in the fieldwork and in the 
                                  
13
 The ‘literature review notes’ consisted of a collection of quotations and rephrased paragraphs from 
articles and books about the teaching of computer ethics.  
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analysis, as well as a means to focus the research.  This all means that the topics of 
interest used in the first round of data collection and analysis served as codes.     
 
The first round of data collection and analysis emphasised the importance of certain 
codes/topics and dismissed the importance of others.  Then, the Theoretical Framework 
chapter (chapter 2) was revisited, rewritten and some sections were added based on the 
findings from the first round of analysis.  This gave way to a more focused view of the 
research, and a more focused theoretical framework, research problem and instruments.  
At this stage, the secondary research questions emerged; these were based on the topics 
of interest that were residing in the revised Theoretical Framework chapter.  These 
questions guided the second data collection and analysis.   
 
Iteration 
The previous section demonstrated that this study developed through cycles of 
interaction with the conceptual framework, applying what Emerson (2004) called 
‘naturalistic retroduction’ which is to move back and forth between observation and 
theory, modifying the original theoretical assumptions to fit observations and seeking 
observations that are relevant to the emerging theory.  This is also known as an iterative 
design, a design that is central in grounded theory approaches.  An iterative design, 
according to Lingard, Albert and Levinson (2008, screen 2), “entails cycles of 
simultaneous data collection and analysis, where analysis informs the next cycle of data 
collection”.  This iteration is expected to continue in grounded theory studies until the 
point of saturation is reached.   
 
Charmaz (1997) defined saturation as an awareness that no new information is 
emerging from the process of data collection and analysis.  To reach the point of 
saturation, the researcher is expected to continue his/her cycles of data collection and 
analysis until he/she realises that no new information is emerging (Bowen, 2008).  
With regards to this study, the researcher did not aim for achieving saturation since this 
study was not a grounded theory.   
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Memoing 
Memos are described as ideas about the codes or about their relationships. They can be 
a paragraph or a few words and when they strike, one should stop and record them 
(Miles and Huberman, 1984).  This applies to this study.  Ideas were constantly 
emerging during the process of coding and analysis.  Sometimes, the memos were in the 
form of a few words written in the margins (Appendix 7.13 contains an example) and 
sometimes, especially when the researcher was in the process of elaborating on the 
codes and making sense of them, the memos were in the form of paragraphs.  
Sometimes the paragraphs were kept in a separate document for later use to aid 
interpretation and sometimes they were directly inserted into the text as interpretations.   
Memos have also been described as private conversations with oneself, recording ideas, 
information, facts or conjectures (Charmaz and Mitchell, 2001).  This also applies to 
this study.  Ideas, hunches and information which the researcher thought are useful for 
the later stages of the research were all kept in the Research Journal.   
 
Different opinions exist about when memoing should start and when it should end.  For 
example, Grbich (2007) thought that memoing starts and ends with coding.  However, 
Miles and Huberman (1984) thought that memoing starts with data collection and 
continues until the researcher has finished.  In this study, memoing was continuous.   
Memos were recorded in the Research Journal from the start of the research; then, 
during data collection, the memos took the form of fieldnotes recorded in the Research 
Journal or in the reports of observation.   Later, during the data analysis, the memos 
took the form of notes written in the margins next to the codes or took the form of 
interpretations.   
 
Comparing 
According to Mason (1996), comparison involves selecting one piece of data, for 
example an interview, a statement, a social process, and comparing it with similar or 
different pieces of data to develop meanings. Comparison, said Rihoux and Ragin 
(2009), encourages better understanding; we know that apples are not pears because we 
have compared them and identified their differences.  In this study, the interpretations 
were fuelled by a ‘constant’ comparison between data and other data (e.g. one piece of 
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evidence vs. another), between data and the conceptual framework (e.g. evidence vs. 
research), between data and the theoretical framework (e.g. evidence vs. the literature 
review), between synthesis and other synthesis (e.g. summary vs. summary), between 
synthesis and data (e.g. summary vs. evidence) and between inferences and other 
inferences (e.g. conclusions vs. conclusions).  During this, there was a search for 
similarities, differences, occurrences, absences and interesting meanings.  The constant 
comparison technique, according to Thorne (2000), is a general approach yet it is often 
associated with the grounded theory methodology.   
 
Retroduction 
Retroduction is “a thought operation through which we can move from knowledge of 
one thing to knowledge of something else” (Danermark et al., 2002, p 96).  According 
to Danermark et al. (2002), retroduction is similar to education, induction and 
abduction.  With retroduction, arguments are built through moving from one premise to 
another using more than one mode of reasoning.  Retroduction was involved in this 
study, in the Findings and Discussion chapter (chapter 5), to build arguments, 
interpretations and synthesis.  The text in the chapter is interlinked like a story.  In 
critical realism’s thinking, knowledge of social reality can better be approached through 
retroduction than mere deduction or mere induction (Bhaskar and Norrie, 1998).  This is 
because retroduction is perceived as being capable of bridging the duality between the 
deductive and the inductive approaches because it links evidence (induction) with social 
theories (deduction) in a dynamic and evolving way (Saether, 1998).   
 
Identifying Powers, Structures and Causal Mechanisms 
To claim causal relationships in research is to invite two lines of argument: one is that 
the identification of causal relationships is restricted to the quantitative type of research 
and the other is that it is impossible to identify causal relationships because the social 
world is complex and unpredictable.  The answer to the first line of argument is that, in 
social science research, there are two main approaches to causality: one is quantitative 
and the other is qualitative.   According to Becker (2000), the quantitative approach 
uses Boolean Algorithms to determine relationships between variables and the 
qualitative uses narrative, story-telling, chain of events and context to determine such 
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relationships.  Huberman and Miles (1998, p. 191) also argued that qualitative 
researchers “can understand not just that a particular thing happened, but how and why 
it happened”.  This demonstrates that causality in qualitative studies is sought at a 
deeper level because, in quantitative studies, there is a focus on correlations (i.e. on the 
surface level of reality) but not on the powers which mobilise certain events (i.e. not on 
the deeper levels of reality).  It was mentioned earlier that positivists focus on the 
surface level of reality by capturing events in the empirical domain through building 
correlations or identifying constant conjunctions of events; critical realists, on the other 
hand, look deeper for causes, powers and mechanisms.  In this study, the search for 
causality followed the qualitative paradigm and, in particular, the critical realists’ 
conception which locates causal relationships at the level of generative mechanisms.  In 
critical realists’ view, causal relationships are irreducible to events taking place in the 
empirical domain; hence, they are irreducible to the constant conjunctions of David 
Hume (Hartwig, 2007).  According to Dykes (2003), Hume denied that there is a 
connection between cause and effect. Hume thought that, since powers which mobilise 
events are unobservable, all that remains is the constant conjunctions of events. 
Researchers, as such, can identify correlations but can never make claims about 
causality.  However from the perspective of critical realists,  
 
 [Causal laws] are neither empirical statements (statements about experiences) 
nor statements about events.  Rather they are statements about the ways of 
acting of independently existing and transfactualy active things.  (Bhaskar, 
1998d, p. 38) 
 
With regards to the second line of argument, which states that it is impossible to 
identify causal relationships, the answer, simply, is:  it is true that it is impossible to ‘be 
certain’ about any causal relationship but causality is possible as long as it is recognised 
that research claims are probable.  According to Lieberson (2000), there are two types 
of causal proposition: deterministic and probabilistic. The deterministic approach says 
‘if x then y’ while the probabilistic approach says ‘if x then probably y’.  Lieberson 
(2000) said that all research, even much research in the physical sciences, uses 
probabilistic causal propositions instead of deterministic ones. This is because 
probabilistic propositions allow for a margin of error and this is important because 
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sometimes variables which might have not been considered might have caused the 
phenomenon to be what it is. 
 
Concerning how, in practice and during analysis, causality was being sought in this 
study, all of the analysis techniques mentioned above and the ones which are mentioned 
below helped in digging deeper into the layers of reality. However, the tree diagrams, 
which contained the transfactual conditions (the diagrams were the result of a final 
coding of the findings and discussion of every case), were the gateway to identifying the 
powers, mechanisms (i.e. the causes) and consequently the structures which maintained 
them (the diagrams are on pages 193, 194, 196, 197, 198, 199 and 200).  According to 
Danermark et al. (2000, p. 77), transfactual conditions are “the more or less universal 
preconditions for an object to be what it is”.  Transfactual conditions, also, are the 
building blocks of a single structure; the diagram in Figure 4.4 below explains this. 
 
Figure 4. 4:  The building blocks of a single structure 
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Conceptualisation and Abstraction 
The analysis of a critical realist requires conceptualisation and abstraction.  In this 
study, abstraction was applied to derive general concepts from the interpretations and 
from the constant comparisons.  Conceptualisation, in this study, is demonstrated in 
utilising language as an important medium in making sense of the data.  
Conceptualisation also meant using the conceptual framework as a platform for 
comparisons.  As mentioned earlier, critical realism favours a hermeneutic/explanatory 
critique approach to the study of the social world and insists on conceptualisation as a 
medium to unearth the real.  Danermark (2002) and his colleagues, who are critical 
realists, mentioned that “language, and consequently conceptualization, stands out as 
one of our most important instruments for scientific research” (p. 15).  Furthermore, 
Sayer (1998), who is also a critical realist, has argued that conceptualisation in 
quantitative studies is marginalised and “made the slave of quantification” (p.140); this, 
he thought, can result in a flawed analysis. Conceptualisation is believed to be important 
for the identification of transfactual conditions and to enable the researcher to determine 
the nature of the object of the investigation.  According to Danermark et al. (2002): 
 
Abstractions should primarily aim at determining these necessary and 
constitutive properties in different objects, thus determining the nature of the 
object (p. 44).   
 
In this study abstraction and conceptualisation played a major role in the analysis 
process.   
 
With regards to the technicality of applying conceptualisation to the analysis, the critical 
realist is expected to start working from the empirical domain and by mixture of 
theoretical reasoning (i.e. conceptualisation) and examination of empirical evidences 
he/she is expected to work his/her way to the real domain where powers and 
mechanisms reside (Krauss, 2005).  This was the technique used in this study.  The 
researcher often took the empirical evidence as her starting point but then 
conceptualisation guided the interpretations.  The empirical data were constantly 
examined in the light of a frame of reference.  This frame of reference was the 
conceptual framework.  It is worth mentioning here that the researcher of this study 
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found that too much conceptualisation can lead the analyst off the empirical track, 
whereas too much concentration on the data of the empirical domain can deny the 
analyst a chance to reason and think about the empirical findings in light of a frame of 
reference or in light of the overall context of the investigation; a balance, as such, was 
needed between conceptualisation and empiricism.    
 
Explanatory Critique 
The analysis involved in this study drew on the explanatory critique theory of Roy 
Bhaskar (1998a).   Cruickshank (2003) suggested that explanatory critiques expose the 
social problems which hinder emancipation and progress such as oppression, 
misconceptions, unused resources and inequalities in the distribution of powers.  
Cruickshank (2003) also said that explanatory critiques explain how and why a false 
belief is generated and maintained and then continue to clarify what would be the 
consequences of maintaining such beliefs.  In critical realists’ thought, the justification 
for moving from critiquing social situations to advocating social changes is that 
suffering should be prevented for the purpose of human flourishing (Mingers, 2009).   
This all applies to this study.  The analysis was not merely descriptive; it was, in 
essence, critical.  Not critical in the judgmental sense but critical in the sense of 
providing a critique of the teaching practices; a critique of the conditions which 
appeared to be capable of hindering progress in the path of computer ethics education in 
Bahrain.  To critical realists, the critical element in science is perceived to be the ‘Sine 
qua non’ of any research project: 
 
An indispensable part of any such project is explanatory critique.  By bringing 
to consciousness hidden or unsuspected sources of determination of false or 
inadequate beliefs about social objects, explanatory critique facilitates action 
directed at removing them (Bhaskar, 2009, p. xxvii). 
 
According to Brown, Fleetwood and Roberts (2002) critical realists do not restrict 
themselves in pure explanations or pure descriptions but rather provide critiques; as a 
result, they maintain normative grounds on what they perceive to be good for society 
and human flourishing.  Yet because critical realists maintain normative grounds, their 
critiques are considered by those who subscribe to relativist ideologies as positivistic or 
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judgmental.  Brown, Fleetwood and Roberts (2002) rightly suggested that critical 
realists are aware that, although their critiques maintain certain normative grounds, their 
critiques and the grounds which support them are all socially and historically 
constructed and, as such, they are subject to falsification, yet this does not warrant the 
abandonment of the critical project because, according to Bhaskar (2009), the critical 
element is essential to science so that science becomes an agent of change.  It is worth 
mentioning here that critical realists consider the naturalistic fallacy to be a fallacy. 
Naturalistic fallacy means that it is a fallacy to believe that what is good or bad have 
meanings that are independent of our thoughts of them (Hartwig, 2007).  Explanatory 
critique shows that good and bad have intrinsic meanings apart from the meanings we 
hold of them or give to them.  This, Cruickshank (2003) suggested, is a precondition to 
explanatory critique.  
 
Identifying Absences 
Brown, Fleetwood and Roberts (2002) suggested that one of the basic tenets of Roy 
Bhaskar’s (2008) ‘dialectical’ critical realism is the concept of Real Absence in the 
sense that whenever Real Absence is involved, the explanatory critique provided is 
considered dialectical.  The dialectical concept was extremely difficult to understand 
but it seems that the concept of Real Absence encourages explanatory critiques to move 
into the moral dimension.   
 
In Bhaskar’s (2008) view, absence is real and can have real consequences.  For 
example, the absence of vitamin C in the human body can have negative consequences. 
This absence has an entity and an effect; it is therefore a finding rather than 
nothingness.  As such, critical realists are expected to identify, not only what is present 
in the data, but also what is absent because the absence of certain elements can reveal 
the causes of hindrances or negative consequences.  The concept of absence was 
involved in this study however Real Absence is a concept that is more complicated and 
Bhaskar (2008) dedicated an entire chapter to explaining it in his book ‘Dialectic: The 
Pulse of Freedom’.  Therefore, only the spirit of the concept was involved in this study. 
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4.9.5.3 The Role of the Theoretical Framework in the Analysis Process  
A number of researchers, especially those who support the ‘Glaserian’ (Glaser and 
Holton, 2004) and the ‘classical’ (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) grounded theory 
approaches to research, prefer delaying literature reviewing until after the data 
collection and analysis.  This, in their view, can guard against seeing (or analysing) field 
data through the lenses of the literature and this, subsequently, is expected to maintain 
the element of inductivity in grounded theory studies and maintain what is perceived to 
be an objective ground in carrying out research (Charmaz, 2006).  A literature review is 
conducted after entering the field and after analysis rather than before so that 
preconceived ideas do not contaminate the data and force a theory out of the data, said 
Glaser and Holton (2004).  On the other hand, researchers such as Hitchcock and 
Hughes (1995), Yin (1994), Miles and Huberman (1994) and Strauss in his later writing 
with Corbin (Strauss and Corbin, 1990) encouraged reviewing the literature before 
entering the field and before analysis; they thought that an early review of the literature 
could stimulate theoretical sensitivity, stimulate research questions and direct 
theoretical sampling.  Mason (1996) and Miles and Huberman (1994) also thought that 
conceptual frameworks provide lenses to look at the data and this, they thought, is 
important in order to operationalise the analysis and encourage an inductive deductive 
interplay between the theoretical and the empirical.   
 
In this study, the review of the literature was carried out before the first round of data 
collection and analysis and from the start of the study; the literature continued to 
develop into a framework in light of the iteration process.  The review of the literature, 
which is embedded in the Theoretical Framework chapter (chapter 2), guided the 
research; it provided clear and more focused directions.  After the second round of data 
collection and analysis, the main topics in the theoretical framework acted like codes 
and helped in the development of a set of clear-cut secondary (or fieldwork-related) 
research questions.  The framework also guided and focused the sampling procedure.  It 
inspired the questions which were asked in the instruments and played a major role in 
the analysis of the data.  It provided the normative ground for the explanatory critique 
approach and the platform for interplay between theory and field data, or in other 
words, it provided the platform for interplay between induction and deduction.    
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With regard to the issue of inductivity and data contamination, a number of researchers 
had speculations about the classical grounded theorists’ approach of delaying the 
literature review, as well as its capacity to eliminate bias from pre-knowledge.  For 
instance, Miles and Huberman (1994, p.17) said: “any researcher, no matter how 
unstructured or inductive, comes to fieldwork with some orienting ideas”.  Silverman 
(2001) said that the idea of not being influenced by preconceived theories is a myth.  
And Cruickshank (2003), Emerson (2004) McGhee, Marland and Atkinson (2007) all 
agreed that being inductive means being reflective, open-minded and prepared to 
abandon some or all of the preconceived ideas, as well as to  modify others over the 
course of the research; they thought that inductivity does not mean approaching the 
research with no literature or concepts.  Being inductive, they said, is a state of mind 
and a mode of reasoning as opposed to reading or not reading the literature and being 
influenced or not influenced by pre-existing ideas.  McGhee and his colleagues (2007), 
who investigated the role of literature reviews in grounded theory studies, concluded 
that delaying the literature is not the answer for reducing distortions from prior 
knowledge but rather, what can reduce prior knowledge distortions are the constant 
comparison method and the element of reflexivity in research.  The researcher of this 
study agrees. 
 
4.9.6 A Summary 
Miles and Huberman’s (1994) data analysis activities provided a conception for ‘how to 
analyse’.  Analysis was viewed as three major activities.  The first would involve 
focusing on what is important in the data; the second would involve organising and 
displaying the data through graphs, quotes and tables to name just a few methods; and 
the third would require interpreting the data through drawing meanings, patterns and 
metaphors. This was, in general, the view towards analysis, but in particular, certain 
techniques were, in addition, involved.  These were:  ‘coding’, ‘iteration’, ‘memoing’, 
‘comparing’, ‘identifying powers, structures and causal mechanisms’, 
‘conceptualisation and abstraction’, ‘retroduction’, ‘explanatory critiques’ and 
‘identifying absences’.  Codes were derived from the research problem and from the 
literature, then they were used to gather data, then the data were used to amend the 
literature and new codes emerged, these then were used for the second round of data 
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collection and analysis.  This shows that the research was building itself up through 
cycles of interaction with the data and with the literature; this is known as ‘iteration’.  
‘Memoing’ in this study ranged from recording hunches to recording questions and 
ideas, they helped to enrich the analysis.  Sometimes they were inserted directly in the 
text during interpretation sometimes they were kept in separate documents for later use. 
During interpretations the researcher constantly was ‘comparing’ evidence with 
evidence, evidence with the literature, summary with summary to name just a few 
moves in order to elaborate the analysis.  The logic of the analysis involved 
‘retroduction’.  Retroduction involved building arguments through moving from one 
premise to another utilising both induction and deduction thinking.  The aim throughout 
the study was to ‘identify powers, structures and causal mechanisms’; this simply means 
trying to search beyond events to identify causes and structures which maintained 
certain conditions and states of affairs. In critical realists understanding, the technique 
of ‘conceptualisation and abstraction’ is important in order to search on a deeper level.  
The researcher should start with the empirical but by mixture of conceptualisation and 
examining evidences can explore the problem at depth.  Two more techniques that were 
involved in this study are ‘explanatory critiques’ and ‘identifying absences’.  The 
former means to maintain a normative/critical stance during interpretation and to clarify 
what would be the consequence of maintaining certain beliefs or states of affairs. The 
latter is to identify what is relevant but absent from the situation being examined and to 
clarify the consequence of such absence.  The literature review in this study developed 
into a framework through cycles of interaction with the data that was collected.  The 
framework, then, provided lenses to looks at the data, guided the sampling procedure, 
inspired the questions which were asked in the instruments and provided the normative 
ground for the explanatory critiques. 
 
4.10 CONCEPTS OF VALIDITY, RELIABILITY AND GENERALISATION 
The following sub-sections provide information about the criteria used for judging 
research.  The criteria perceived as the most suitable for this study is defended.    
 
4.10.1 Validity and Reliability 
Validity and reliability are criteria against which research is judged.  Within the 
interpretive domain there is, in general, certain unease with these two concepts.  The 
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main argument which is put forth is that reliability and validity are rooted in the positive 
paradigm; as such, they are incompatible with the interpretive type of research (Eisner 
and Peshkin; 1990; Wolcott, 1994).  The researcher of this study agrees to some extent.  
She attempted to explore the concepts but they appeared rather distant from the 
qualitative domain and were perhaps relevant only to the experimental designs.   For 
instance, reliability is understood to be the ability to replicate a study.  In other words, 
“an account is judged to be reliable if it is capable of being replicated by another 
inquirer” (Schwandt, 2007, p. 262).  However, qualitative research deals with an open 
system consisting of people, perceptions and social settings and these cannot be 
controlled by the researcher in order to achieve replicability.  Schofield (2000) wrote 
something similar to this.  He said that reliability requires replicability of results; 
however, the assumption which underlies qualitative research is that inquiries are 
influenced by individual researchers, by the theories which they bring to their research, 
by the circumstances which surrounded their research, and by social settings and actors 
which are often in a state of flux; this all means that replicability is an impossibility in 
the mind of the qualitative researcher.  Furthermore, the researcher of this study thinks 
that the nature of qualitative research in being unstructured does not allow replicability 
in its literal sense.  Gomm (2004) suggested that qualitative research is often accused of 
being subjective and lacking rigour because such work follows flexible designs in the 
sense that a lot of decisions, including the analysis process, involve intuition and 
decisions taken on the spot; this all makes it difficult to meet the criterion of reliability.    
 
With regard to validity, Schwandt (2007) suggested that validity is rejected by 
interpretivists for epistemic reasons.  Validity can hold in its meaning a naïve 
perception of reality.  To say that an account is valid is to claim that it is true; 
interpretivists often reject this simplistic view.   Some even reject the notion that a true 
or a valid account can exist.  In their view, research provides multiple subjective 
constructions of realities; as such, there is no such thing as valid research nor is there 
such a thing as validity.  Denzin (1997) identified four main views on the concepts of 
validity and reliability: 
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1. The positive view:  supporters of this view maintain that there is no difference 
between the qualitative and the quantitative type of research and, as such, the 
same set of criteria needs to be applied to both types of research; these criteria 
(in their simplest forms) are validity and reliability.     
 
2. The post-positive view:  proponents of this view argue that alternative 
standards to validity and reliability that are more suitable to the 
interpretive/qualitative type of research need to be developed and adopted.     
 
3. The post-structural view:  followers of this view argue for emotionality, 
feelings and other criteria which, in their view, are radically different from the 
positive and post-positive standards. 
 
4. The postmodern view:  this view holds that there needs to be no criteria to 
judge research since research provides constructions.    
    
This study’s conception for judging qualitative/interpretive type research falls in 
between the post-positive and the post-structural conceptions.    
 
4.10.2 Standards for Judging Interpretive Research 
A number of criteria were proposed as alternatives to the concepts of validity and 
reliability and they appear rather to be centred on the trustworthiness concept of Lincoln 
and Guba (1985).   
 
Trustworthiness was defined as the quality of an investigation (and its findings) 
that made it noteworthy to audiences (Schwandt, 2007, p. 299). 
    
Criteria which Lincoln and Guba (1985) thought are capable of establishing 
trustworthiness in research are credibility, transferability, dependability and 
conformability.  Credibility was proposed as an alternative to validity and this refers to 
the assurances of fit between participants’ views and the researcher’s representation of 
these views; an example of assurance of fit is quoting.  Transferability was proposed as 
an alternative to the concept of generalisation; it addresses the need for rich descriptions 
so that the reader can decide if the conclusions of one case are transferable to another.  
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Dependability was proposed as an alternative to reliability; it refers to the process of 
inquiry and to the extent to which the process was logical, traceable and documented.  
And conformability was proposed as an alternative to objectivity; it is concerned with 
the data and interpretations of research and to the extent to which the interpretations are 
grounded in evidence and logic.  A number of elements or procedures were 
recommended to meet these standards, examples of which are triangulation, auditing 
and rich descriptions.     
 
Triangulation was involved in this study.  Denzin (1997) suggested that a text is valid 
(credible) if it is sufficiently grounded and triangulated.  According to Berg (1995), 
triangulation means using multiple research strategies, multiple data collection methods 
and/or multiple data analysis techniques.  The main point, said Schwandt (2007), is to 
examine an account from more than one vantage point.   Berg (1995) thought that 
triangulations can reveal different dimensions of reality and, in combining them, the 
researcher can have a better picture of reality.  In this study, multiple methods were 
used to investigate one single problem:  the research problem.  Also, the analysis 
process involved triangulation, drawing data from different sources to shed light on one 
single situation, action, perception or conclusion. 
   
Yet another element which was involved in this study was ‘auditing’.  Creswell (2007) 
suggested that auditing means asking experts to audit or review the research process and 
product.  Armour, Rivaux and Bell (2009) suggested that an audit allows outside readers 
to examine the evidence and ensure that the findings are reliable.  Creswell (2007) 
thought that auditing can strengthen the dependability and conformability of research.  
With regards to this study, all of the phases of this study were subject to scrutiny and 
review by a team of research supervisors who looked for rigour and offered 
recommendations to make this research robust.   
 
Another procedure which was present in this study is ‘reflexivity’. Hiles and Cermak 
(2007) suggested that reflexivity means being explicit about the assumptions held by the 
researcher and being clear about the methods used in research; this, they thought, add 
rigour and objectivity to research. Brewer (2000) thought that reflexivity is an attempt 
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to identify and acknowledge the limitations of research. The researcher of this study 
tried to be as reflective as possible and clear about the methods used, the assumptions 
which underlay the study, her past experiences and what instigated her to conduct this 
study.   
 
Involved in this study, also, is the element of rich descriptions.  According to Hiles and 
Cermak (2007) and Armour, Rivaux and Bell (2009), rich or thick descriptions allow 
readers to determine if the findings are transferable to other cases/settings.  Creswell 
(2007) thought that rich descriptions support the criterion of transferability because with 
detailed descriptions, the reader can decide whether or not the conclusions are 
transferable (generalisable) to other settings.   Charmaz (2006) also advocated rich 
descriptions; she said: the quality and credibility of a piece of research rests on the 
depth and breadth of its descriptions.  Charmaz (2006) was referring to the quality of 
the descriptions and their ability to ground the data in evidence.   
 
Some other elements which were present in this study and were thought capable of 
adding rigour to the research were obtaining a research journal and documenting 
incidents, reflections and methods, and providing rational arguments supported by 
evidence (Guba, 1990; Creswell, 2007).  The researcher of this study adds here that the 
criteria for good research must also rest on the ability to provide critiques of the social 
problems, to dig deeper into the layers of reality and ground theories into the real, and 
to provide solutions to real world problems.    
 
4.10.3 Generalisation 
According to Ryan and Bernard (2003, p. 284), “Generalizability refers to the degree to 
which the findings are applicable to other populations or samples”.  Lincoln and Guba 
(2000) suggested that there are two main approaches to generalisation in the social 
sciences: one which is based on probabilities and sampling (and is often used in 
statistical research), and another which is based on observations of the particular (and is 
used in qualitative research).  The former is termed ‘empirical generalisation’ and the 
latter is termed ‘theoretical generalisation’ (Schwandt, 2007).  Lincoln and Guba (2000) 
suggested that both are legitimate approaches since each is better suited to the type of 
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research which it serves; the researcher of this study agrees.  Qualitative research 
generalises theoretical propositions to unknown populations/groups on the basis of fit 
or, more precisely, on the basis of the transferability of the propositions to other groups 
(Lincoln and Guba, 1985).  Furthermore, the responsibility for generalising can 
comfortably lie with the reader, not necessarily with the researcher (Donmoyer, 2000).  
The researcher will have to provide rich descriptions though to enable better judgments 
to be made about the transferability of the findings to other cases (Lincoln and Guba, 
1985).  On the other hand, quantitative research can be generalised to known 
populations on the basis of representation because the sample is expected to represent 
the entire population from which it came from (Schwandt, 2007).   
 
With regard to case study research and the concept of generalisation, Gomm, 
Hammersley and Foster (2000) reported that case study research is often accused of 
being incapable of generalising its findings across a population because, in case studies, 
often only a few cases are involved.  Gomm and his colleagues (2000) thought that the 
answer to this, simply, is that case study research provides theoretical generalisations, 
not statistical ones.  Brewer (2000), in defence of generalisability in case study research, 
said that case studies provide theoretical inferences and this in itself is a form of 
generalisation.   Similarly, Stake (1978) said that case studies provide rich or ‘vicarious’ 
experiences and these in themselves are generalisations.  Furthermore, Donmoyer 
(2000) thought that the experiences offered by case studies are better than 
generalisations, especially to those operating in the fields of education and social work.  
However, some scholars from the interpretive domain reject the idea of generalising 
altogether.  Schofield (1990) reported that these scholars do not pay much attention to 
the concept of generalisation because they view it as a positivistic device and deem it 
incompatible with social science research.  The researcher of this study concurs with 
Stake (1978), Guba (1985) and Brewer (2000), amongst others, who thought that the 
concept of generalisation does not have to be abandoned but rather altered to suit the 
qualitative paradigm.  As such, in this study, the type of generalisation made is 
theoretical.   
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4.10.4 A Summary 
This study adopted the ‘trustworthiness’ concept of Lincoln and Guba (1985). There are 
four criteria within the ‘trustworthiness’ concept:  credibility, transferability, 
dependability and conformability. Credibility refers to the assurances of fit between 
participants’ views and the researcher’s representation of these views; an example of 
this is quoting.  Transferability refers to the availability of rich descriptions so that the 
reader can decide if the conclusions are transferable to other cases/settings.  
Dependability refers to the process of inquiry and to the extent to which the process was 
logical, traceable and documented.  And conformability refers to the extent to which the 
interpretations are grounded in evidence and logic.  Procedures which helped achieved 
these are triangulation, documentation of evidences, auditing and rich descriptions.   
 
Brewer (2000) suggested that case study research provide theoretical inferences and this 
in itself is a form of generalisation and Stake (1978) said that case studies provide rich 
or ‘vicarious’ experiences and these in themselves are generalisations; the researcher of 
this study believes that the case studies presented here along with the inferences provide 
‘lessons to learn from’ and issues to reflect upon for future research but beyond this, 
generalising, or more precisely transferring, the lessons or experiences from this study 
to other cases lay on the shoulder of the reader because he/she is more 
knowledgeable about the cases to which he/she is transferring. 
 
4.11 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 
This study operated from within the critical paradigm.  Critical research encourage 
questioning the taken for granted conventions of doing things, this in order to instigate 
change.  The researcher thought that the critical paradigm is the most suitable for this 
study since the ultimate aim was to improve the teaching of computer ethics in Bahrain.  
Furthermore, critical realism was the main philosophy which underpinned this research. 
Critical realism encourages looking deeper at social structures and causal mechanisms. 
The philosophy further enables researchers to maintain a stance towards what is 
perceived best for social and individual transformation; the researcher thought that this 
goes in line with the nature of this study and with its desire to push for improvement.  
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The research type was qualitative.  The aim was to investigate perceptions and identify 
social structures, the qualitative approach, as such, was perceived the most suitable.   
 
This study used a mixture of methods or a multi method approach combining 
techniques, philosophies and methods from ethnography, case study research, critical 
theory studies and hermeneutics; taking inspirations from grounded theories, action 
research and from the general qualitative research approaches.   
 
With regards to the samples, this study involved all of the Bahraini universities with the 
exception of two universities which were irrelevant to this study.  The universities were 
considered cases and within each there were one or two cases of computer ethics 
teaching identified by the name of the teacher.  The study is limited to undergraduate 
computer ethics courses taught at a university level.  The sampling technique was 
purposive, theoretical and case based with which the most suitable individuals were 
targeted and the data was collected through multiple visits to the field.  
 
The data collection methods in this study were fieldnotes, observations, questionnaires, 
documents and interviews.  During fieldwork the researcher applied the concept of 
reciprocity in the sense that the researcher tried to reimburse the participants for their 
cooperation.  Reciprocity is a concept very well known to ethnographers.  Gaining 
access to research sites and participants was not easy.  The researcher faced difficulties 
and the data, as a result, was not rich.  Research ethics which were observed in this 
study were anonymity, informed consent and non-malfeasance.  These were the most 
relevant to this study.   
 
The analysis approach of this study consisted of a mixture of analysis techniques and 
philosophises; critical realism (Bhaskar, 1978) was the backbone philosophy.  Miles and 
Huberman (1994) conception provided a more detailed philosophy towards how to 
analyse. And the analysis techniques of ‘coding’, ‘iteration’, ‘memoing’ and 
‘comparing’ along with the critical realism's techniques of ‘identifying powers, 
structures and causal mechanisms’, ‘conceptualisation and abstraction’, ‘retroduction’, 
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‘explanatory critiques’ and ‘identifying absences’ provided the actual mechanisms to 
the analysis process.   
 
This study adopted the ‘trustworthiness’ concept of Lincoln and Guba (1985). This was 
perceived as the most suitable for this study since it provided an alternative to the more 
positivist conceptions of validity, reliability and generalisation.   
 
4.12 REFLECTIONS 
Critical realism requires explanatory critiques of social problems.  This in turn requires 
a theoretical framework set up in advance of the fieldwork so that the researcher can 
provide normative critiques of the findings.  This introduced two predicaments in this 
research.  First, the researcher felt that she got sucked up into the literature. The 
research problem emerged from the literature than from fieldwork.  The reader will 
notice in the following chapters that when the researcher was confronted with the data 
of the real world certain other issues emerged as more important and the research 
problem emerged as not much of an issue.  This is elaborated in the conclusions chapter.  
The main point is that the researcher decided that in the future, research problems need 
to emerge from the real world, from the concerns of society and individuals, their 
questions and struggles, their worries than from inferences emerging from reading 
around the literature.  
  
The second predicament was that critiques by their nature compel the researcher to 
evaluate, question and disagree with certain situations/performances.  This can give the 
impression that the researcher is arrogant or judgmental and this in turn can halt any 
attempt of improvement because even if the research was to provide valuable 
recommendations, the audiences of that research might reject it at face value.  A lesson 
which can be learned from this and from going through the PhD Viva correction stage is 
that reflexivity can lessen the appearance (and perhaps also the actual effect) of bias and 
arrogance in critiques.  However, normativity in research might still remain 
objectionable; researchers therefore need to consider how to present their critiques to 
their audiences.     
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Access to research participants especially to students and lecture rooms was difficult.  
This had an impact on the quality and richness of the analysis and the conclusions 
reached in this study.  For instance, the researcher could not identify clearly the role of 
religion in the teaching of computer ethics.  Opinions came from the teachers only and 
this gave one sided view of the issue.  Also, in some of the cases information about the 
teaching cases in general was limited, the diagrams of the structures which emerged at 
the end after analysis, as a result, were lacking complexity.  This all means that critical 
realism requires rich data and good amount of access. Those who want to adopt critical 
realism might want to reflect on such an issue.  
 
This chapter described the techniques and concepts adopted in this study and argued 
for a realist approach.  The next chapter provides the findings of this study.  The mind 
map (Figure 5.1) on the next page provides a visual representation of the topics 
involved. 
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5. Findings and Discussion 
 
Figure 5.1:  A map of this chapter 
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5.1 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CHAPTER 
The ‘Context and Settings’ section in this chapter provides information about the 
universities involved such as the year of the establishment and the titles of the computer 
ethics courses.  The section also provides information about the participants and reports 
on the dialogues with key informants.  The section on ‘Teachers' Educational 
Background and Experiences’ present results of the questionnaires which were 
distributed on the teachers to capture the extent of their knowledge of the field of 
computer ethics and whether they taught computer ethics in the past, the section also 
provides information about teachers’ research interests.  ‘Teachers' Attitude’ section 
talk about teachers’ opinion of their courses and their enthusiasm towards the course.  
‘Computer Ethics in the Course outlines’ section analyses the course outlines of the 
teaching cases trying to answer ‘how computer ethics was being perceived and taught’ 
and identify what sort of topics, standards and methods of analysis were being used.  
Following this is a section on course materials.  The handouts, examples of tests, slides 
and books used in the teaching of the courses are analysed and discussed in this section.  
The results of the interviews are presented and discussed in the sections ‘Computer 
Ethics in Teachers’ Interviews: Teachers’ Perceptions’ and in ‘Computer Ethics in 
Teachers’ Interviews: Standards and Methods of Analysis and the Incorporation of 
Religion in Computer Ethics Teaching’.  Results of the observations and students’ 
interviews are presented in ‘Computer Ethics in Lecture Observations, in Students’ 
Questionnaire and in the Encounters with the Students’.  The chapter ends with a 
summary and a reflection.   
 
Please note that the sections in this chapter are not unanimous because not all of the 
teachers participated in the interviews or not all of them provided documents in the 
sense that some of the sections emerged with an analysis of one or two cases whilst 
others emerged with an analysis of all of the cases.    
 
To remind the reader, this study set out to examine perceptions and practices in relation 
to computer ethics teaching and to capture experiences.  Furthermore, because the 
researcher believed that research needs to inform practice and push for improvement, 
the analysis in this chapter was in the form of critiques.  This was done through 
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presenting descriptions and critiques of the teaching practices in Bahrain then 
comparing them with the computer ethics concepts and practices reported in the 
literature.   
 
The universities and individuals who participated in this study asked for their identities 
to remain hidden.  Therefore, letters were used instead of real names to refer to the 
universities (as in University (A), University (B), etc.) and pseudonyms were used to 
refer to individuals. To remind the reader, the universities involved in this study are 
considered cases and within each there are one or two cases of computer ethics teaching 
identified by the name of the teacher (as in Ms. Leena’s case, Dr. Fawzeah’s case, etc.). 
 
5.2 CONTEXT AND SETTINGS 
The following sections provide introductory descriptions of the universities involved, 
together with some of the relevant encounters or dialogues which took place between 
the researcher and participants 
 
5.2.1 University (A) 
University (A) was established in 2001.  A course entitled ‘Professional Software 
Practice’ was found in this university.  When the university was visited in February 
2008, Ms. Leena was teaching the course and when the university was visited in 
February 2009, Dr. Fawzeah was teaching it.  Both of the teachers were Arab Muslim 
women.   
 
5.2.2 University (B) 
University (B) was established in 2004.  A course entitled ‘Computer Ethics’ was found 
in this university.  When the university was visited on 2008, Dr. Jude was teaching the 
course and when the university was re-visited in 2009, Mr. Mustafa was teaching it.  
Both of the teachers were Muslim Arab men. 
 
5.2.3 University (C) 
University (C) was established in 2005. During the fieldwork in February 2008 the 
computer ethics course, which was entitled ‘Professional, Legal and Ethical Issues’, had 
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not been running since the inception of the university; however, in  2009, the course 
started to run for the first time and was taught by Dr. Mamood.  He was an Asian (non-
Arab) Muslim man.  
 
5.2.4 University (D) 
University (D) was established in 2001.  A course entitled ‘Information Technology in 
Society’ was found in this university.  The course was not running yet in 2008 but in 
2009 the course started to run for the first time and was taught by Mr. Ameer.  He was 
an Arabic Muslim man.   
 
5.2.5 University (E)
14
 
This study aimed to focus on separate computer ethics courses, as opposed to across-
the-curriculum themes. Computer ethics did not exist as a separate course in University 
(E) but Dr. Saeed, who was teaching in the computing department in this university and 
who was integrating computer ethics into one of his courses, was involving religion, or 
more precisely, involving Islam in his teaching. This teacher also promised full access 
to his course and students.  The researcher, as such, sought to investigate this study.  
However, when the fieldwork commenced, full access was never possible. (The reader 
can refer to the case of Dr. Saeed in Appendix 7.1 to examine the difficulty faced by the 
researcher in getting access to this case). The issue of access in general is discussed in 
the Methodology chapter (chapter 4) of this thesis. 
 
The computer ethics topics in Dr. Saeed’s course were allocated 2 weeks (6 hours) from 
a total of 16 weeks (48 hours).  On both visits (the 2008 and 2009 visits) Dr. Saeed was 
teaching the course.  He was an Arabic Muslim man.   
 
It is worth mentioning here that in February 2009 the researcher met the faculty head of 
the computer science department at University (E) and asked her whether the 
department was teaching or was planning to teach a separate course on computer ethics.  
She said that, although a separate course on computer ethics was not being offered, 
                                  
14 In order to protect the anonymity of the participants from University (E), the researcher decided not to 
mention the year of the establishment of this university. The omission does not affect the research 
outcomes or syntheses.  
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ethical issues were being discussed in every lecture by every teacher because ethics is 
central in people’s everyday lives.  The researcher tried to explain that there is a 
difference between computer ethics (the field of study) and morality but the faculty 
head did not appear to have grasped the difference. 
 
5.2.6 University (F) 
University (F) was established in 2003. When the computing programmes were 
examined, it appeared that there were no computer ethics-related courses at this 
university.  But, to make sure, the researcher asked to meet with the faculty head, Dr. 
Ajlan.  He said that, even though computer ethics was not being taught as a separate 
course, elements of ethics were being taught across the curriculum.  Dr. Ajlan appeared 
satisfied that since all of the teachers were covering ethics in their lectures there was no 
need for a separate course. To find out which topics were being discussed and how 
computer ethics was being integrated, the researcher asked Dr. Ajlan to arrange for her 
to meet with the teachers who, he thought, were most likely to discuss ethics or ethical 
issues in their courses.  A meeting was arranged with Ms. Amal.  The conversation with 
Ms. Amal revealed that she was not integrating computer ethics.  The teacher was not 
even aware that IT could have a negative impact.  The following is an extract from the 
conversation which the researcher had with her: 
 
The Researcher:   Do you discuss issues such as the effect of technology 
on society? For example, how automation replaced 
human labour, or what are the impacts of technology on 
people? 
 
Ms. Amal:  No, I don’t talk about automation from a negative 
viewpoint, I teach the students how computers evolved 
from mainframes to computers, how Microsoft started 
up, but not what you said.  
 
The Researcher:  What about the fact that information can be used to 
harm people in such cases as identity theft or internet 
stalking? Are there any reflections about ethical issues? 
 
Ms. Amal:  No, we don’t teach this stuff.  Actually, it never crossed 
my mind that we should view technology with 
suspicious eyes; I take it for granted that technology is a 
good thing (?). 
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Given the conversation with Ms. Amal, Dr. Ajlan had confused computer ethics (the 
field of study) with morality and this led him to think that computer ethics was already 
being integrated and discussed across-the-curriculum when it was not.  A search for a 
computer ethics course in the computing curriculum of this university was repeated in 
2009 but no computer ethics related courses were found.    
 
5.2.7 University (G) 
University (G) was established in 2002.  A course entitled ‘Professional Ethics in 
Information Technology Education’ was found in this university. Ms. Mona, who was 
teaching this course and who was also the head of the IT faculty, refused to participate 
in this study.  Access was re-negotiated on the 2009 visit but the teacher refused to 
participate.  
 
5.2.8 Universities (H, I and J) 
Universities (H, I and J) were established between the years 2001 and 2002.  When 
investigated on both occasions (i.e. on the 2008 and 2009 visits) it appeared that none of 
them were teaching computer ethics.  It is worth mentioning here that when the IT 
faculty head from University (J) was asked if computer ethics was being taught or not at 
his university, he said that he had never heard about ethics in computing and that his 
university was not teaching a separate course on this but since ethics is part of people’s 
everyday life and part of one’s own religion then it is inevitable that every teacher 
would talk about ethics in his/her lectures. 
 
5.2.9 A Synthesis 
The IT faculty heads from Universities (E, F and J) confused computer ethics with 
morality or religion. They thought that, since morality (or religion) is part of people’s 
everyday lives,  then computer ethics is part of people’s everyday discussions and so  
computer ethics was inevitably being discussed by every teacher in every lecture room; 
accordingly, they felt there was no need for a separate course on computer ethics.  This, 
however, is a fallacy because computer ethics is a field of study encompassing certain 
specific topics, issues and pedagogies and this bounded system cannot be reduced to 
morality, customs or religions.  When the researcher searched for computer ethics topics 
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at University (F), she found that computer ethics was not being integrated although the 
faculty head was convinced that computer ethics was being integrated into every lecture 
by every teacher.  The faculty heads of Universities (E and J) appeared to have 
maintained the same line of thinking and it is very likely that they too were not teaching 
computer ethics across the curriculum. However, this is not certain because the 
researcher did not investigate this further as she opted to focus on investigating the 
separate courses.  Nonetheless, it is possible to make an inference here, at least in 
relation to University (F).   
 
When computer ethics got confused with religion and morality, it faded away, not only 
as a concept but also as a subject for teaching.  In other words, when computer ethics 
had no identity or when computer ethics was not being perceived as an independent 
field of study that is separate from religion and morality, it lost its place in the 
curriculum and lost its importance as a subject for teaching.  
 
The descriptions of the universities which are mentioned above provide information 
about when computer ethics was introduced in Bahrain.  Computer ethics as a topic for 
teaching was only introduced in Bahrain with the inception of the new universities 
around the years 2001 to 2005.  When fieldwork was last conducted in February 2009, 
computer ethics as a separate course was being taught at five universities (A, B, C, D 
and G) from a total of the ten universities that were involved in this study.   This is 
illustrated in Table 5.1 below. 
 
 
Table 5. 1 
Universities which taught a separate course on computer ethics 
University 
Year of establishment 
of the university 
The title of the course 
A 2001 Professional Software Practice 
B 2004 Computer Ethics 
C 2005 Professional, Legal and Ethical Issues 
D 2001 Information Technology in Society 
G 2002 Professional Ethics in Information Technology Education 
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Universities which did not teach a separate course on computer ethics 
E 
Information is withheld 
to protect the 
anonymity of the 
participants 
- 
F 2003 - 
H 2001 - 2002 - 
I 2001 - 2002 - 
J 2001 - 2002 - 
 
Since only Universities (A, B, C, D, and G) were teaching separate courses on computer 
ethics, the focus in the fieldwork was on these universities and the focus henceforth will 
be on these universities but with:  
 
1. the exception of University (G) because it refused to participate;  
2. the inclusion of Dr. Saeed’s case from University (E) because the researcher 
considered it a special case.  
 
The focus, as such, is on (A, B, C, D, and E).  The following table (Table 5.2) lists the 
cases and their corresponding courses and teachers.   
 
Table 5. 2  
University The title of the course 
Fieldwork of 2008 
Teachers 
 (Pseudonyms) 
Fieldwork of 2009 
Teachers 
 (Pseudonyms) 
A Professional Software Practice Ms. Leena Dr. Fawzeah 
B Computer Ethics Dr. Jude Mr. Mustafa 
C Professional, Legal and Ethical Issues Course was not yet running  Dr. Mamood 
D Information Technology in Society Course was not yet running Mr. Ameer 
E 
Not a separate course but contained 2 
weeks of computer ethics teaching 
Dr. Saeed Dr. Saeed 
 
5.3 TEACHERS’ EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE 
The computer ethics teachers were asked six questions (questions 6 -11from the 
teachers’ questionnaire which is in Appendix 7.7) to identify their educational 
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background; the length of their experience teaching computer ethics; whether they had 
done any training or research; readings, seminars, conferences, courses or any other 
type of education or training in the area of computer ethics; and to find out if they had 
any training or education in teaching computer ethics. The following tables (Table 5.3, 
5.4, 5.5 and 5.6) display the findings:  
  
 
Table 5. 3 
University Teachers’ educational background 
A Ms. Leena Computer Science 
A Dr. Fawzeah Software Engineering 
B Dr. Jude Software Engineering 
B Mr. Mustafa Computer Science/Management of Information System 
C Dr. Mamood Computer Science/Engineering 
D Mr. Ameer Computer Science/Software Engineering 
E Dr. Saeed Computer Science 
 
 
Table 5. 5 
University Training or education in computer ethics?  
A Ms. Leena Yes   (Reading around the field of computer ethics) 
A Dr. Fawzeah No 
B Dr. Jude No 
B Mr. Mustafa No 
C Dr. Mamood No 
D Mr. Ameer No 
E Dr. Saeed Yes  (Reading around the field of computer ethics) 
 
Table 5. 4 
University Length of experience teaching computer ethics (in years) 
A Ms. Leena 4  
A Dr. Fawzeah 0 
B Dr. Jude 0 
B Mr. Mustafa 0 
C Dr. Mamood 0 
D Mr. Ameer 0 
E Dr. Saeed N/A (Information is Not Available) 
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Table 5. 6 
University Training or education in teaching computer ethics? 
A Ms. Leena No 
A Dr. Fawzeah N/A 
B Dr. Jude N/A 
B Mr. Mustafa No 
C Dr. Mamood No 
D Mr. Ameer No 
E Dr. Saeed N/A 
 
The above tables show that all of the teachers came from a computing background.  The 
teachers were new to computer ethics and had no experience with teaching the subject, 
with the exception of Ms. Leena who had taught computer ethics for four years and with 
the exception of Dr. Saeed who did not provide information about his experience.  In 
relation to teachers’ knowledge of the field, only Ms. Leena and Dr. Saeed said that 
they read around the field; the remaining teachers had no training or education in 
computer ethics. In relation to teachers’ training, four teachers stated that they had no 
training on teaching the subject whilst the remaining three did not provide information 
on this.  Furthermore, and based on personal communications with the teachers, all of 
them, with the exception of Dr. Mamood, asked the researcher for advice on materials 
for the course and expressed that they were not sure if they were teaching the course in 
the best possible way.  In addition, from a personal communication with the teachers, it 
appeared that all of them, with the exception of Ms. Leena, were given the course as 
opposed to them being interested in teaching it.   
 
5.4 TEACHERS’ ATTITUDE  
Teachers’ attitudes towards computer ethics varied.  Ms. Leena was asked in the 
interview how important she thought the course was; she said: “Very important”.  Dr. 
Mamood equally said in the interview that the course was important for the students and 
for society.  On the other hand, Dr. Saeed and Mr. Mustafa had a somewhat negative 
attitude, even though Dr. Saeed thought that computer ethics was very important.  Dr. 
Saeed, even though appeared interested in the field, expressed, in a personal 
communication, that he had shifted his interest from the practical to the theoretical side 
of IT because, in his view, computer ethics is easier to teach since it does not involve 
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being up-to-date.  This shows that computer ethics was not being valued for what it was 
but valued because it was perceived to provide benefits for the teacher.  Parallel to Dr. 
Saeed’s view was Mr. Mustafa’s.  He said: 
 
I don’t think I want to teach this course in the future because I am more 
interested in the technical side of IT than the theoretical side. Also, teaching 
this course requires a lot of lecturing and discussions with the students. 
 
Here the teacher was planning to avoid computer ethics because he thought it was 
difficult to teach.  A similar attitude existed in University (A).  Dr. Fawzeah mentioned 
that no one from the IT department at her university wanted to teach the course because 
they thought it was theoretical and very far from their main specialisation.  Ms. Leena 
also mentioned (Research Journal, 3rd March 2009, available in Appendix 7.1) that Dr. 
Fawzeah herself did not want to teach the course because she thought she did not have 
the experience to teach it.  However, Dr. Fawzeah and Dr. Jude expressed neutrality in 
their interview.  They did not provide a specific answer or view regarding the course but 
their attitude in the interview reflected their neutrality.  Nevertheless, they showed 
interest in learning how to improve their teaching.  It was not possible to capture Mr. 
Ameer’s attitude because the teacher did not agree to an interview.  
 
In conclusion, even though there was a willingness from the majority of the teachers to 
improve their teaching, there was a sense of disinterest in taking up the teaching of the 
course. Computer ethics was being perceived as an outsider to the computing discipline, 
as theoretical rather than practical, and as difficult to teach.  There was also this 
misconception: ‘computer ethics is easy to teach because it does not require being up-
to-date’.   
 
5.5 COMPUTER ETHICS IN THE COURSE OUTLINES  
The computer ethics teachers were asked to provide a copy of their course outline. Four 
teachers responded: Ms. Leena and Dr. Fawzeah from University (A) and Dr. Jude and 
Mr. Mustafa from University (B).  The following is an analysis of the course outlines.    
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5.5.1 University (A) 
Ms. Leena and Dr. Fawzeah provided identical course outlines. The only difference 
between the two was in the distribution of marks regarding the course assessment.  The 
remaining sections in both of the documents were identical. As such, both of the 
documents are considered as one and are referred to in the following paragraphs as one 
unless stated otherwise.  Appendix 7.14 contains the course outline.     
 
The course description and objectives of the Professional Software Practice course 
projected an emphasis on professionalism.  For example, the term ‘professional’ 
appeared more than once in the following relatively short course description: 
 
This course provides skills and knowledge involving legal, social and ethical 
issues involved in professional software practice.  It underscores rules of 
professional conduct to which professional software bodies subscribe to prepare 
students for a career in professional software practice.  (Emphasis added) 
 
The course objective also contained the term ‘profession’ and ‘professional’: 
 
Objectives: -  Learning the ethics of a profession 
-  Explore IEEE and BCS ethics with case studies. 
-  Study different issues of professional employment, rights and      
laws.  (Emphasis added) 
 
This, however, was not reflected in the list of topics: (see ‘Contents’ in the course 
outline in Appendix 7.14).  In the list of topics (the topics listed under the heading 
‘Contents’), there was an emphasis on organisational and legal topics rather than on 
professionalism or ethics.  For example, other than codes of ethics, there was no 
mention of ethical theories, professional ethics, philosophical concepts or skills of 
analysis anywhere in the list of topics although learning about the ethics of the 
profession and exploring cases were listed as objectives (see the objectives above).   
 
In credit hours terms, 56 hours out of a total of 59 were dedicated to topics which were 
centred on law and business, 3 hours out of the total 59 were dedicated to the history of 
the software engineering profession and codes of conduct, and apparently 0 hours were 
dedicated to philosophical concepts and skills of analysis (to examine this refer to the 
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list of topics in the course outline in Appendix 7.14).  If the legal and organisational 
topics were linked to professionalism and ethics during lecture discussions, then the 
course was about professionalism and ethics, even if these were not mentioned in the 
course outline; however, if the topics were not being linked, then the course perhaps 
was about organisation and law than about anything else.  Further analysis of University 
(A)’s case might provide some answers.  
 
As mentioned earlier, the teachers provided a largely identical course outlines.  The 
difference between them was a minor difference in the distribution of marks, as 
illustrated in the screen shots in Figure 5.2 below: 
 
Figure 5 .2:  Screen shots of the ‘assessment’ sections from the course outlines of Ms. 
Leena and Dr. Fawzeah. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In both of the documents there was, in general, emphasis on exams and tests rather than 
on constructivist activities since 70% of the marking scheme was dedicated to tests and 
exams. This reflects a behaviouristic pedagogy where emphasis is on the end results in 
education as opposed to the process of learning.  It is too soon, however, to make an 
inference in relation to the pedagogical philosophy used in teaching.  Further 
retroductions are needed to provide more insight into this.    
 
 
Figure 5 
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5.5.2 University (B) 
Dr. Jude and Mr. Mustafa provided identical course outlines and there was no difference 
at all between them; as such both of the documents are considered one and referred to in 
the following paragraphs as one (Appendix 7.15 contains the course outline).     
 
The course outline of the ‘Computer Ethics’ course taught at University (B) reflected 
contradictions.  For example, the course description quoted below implied that the 
course was aimed to develop students’ ability to make decisions: 
 
The course concentrates on the theory and practice of computer ethics.  The 
aim of the course is to study the basis for ethical decision making and the 
methodology for reaching ethical decisions concerning computing manners…  
 
However, there was no mention of ethical theories, analysis methods and there was no 
mention of case study/scenario discussions anywhere in the course outline.  Also, there 
was no mention of any other decision-making theories.  The Ten Commandments of 
Computer Ethics, however, was mentioned amongst the list of topics and this might 
have been the standard used for analysis.   
 
Furthermore, whilst the first half of the course description quoted above appeared in 
line with computer ethics, the remaining description quoted below implied that the 
course was to teach basic IT skills and good internet manners rather than computer 
ethics: 
 
[Students] will also learn about how to protect their information and computers 
from hackers and thieves.  They will learn about viruses, their types, the way of 
protection their files, and how to use ethical ways via Internet.  
 
However, good manners and good IT practices, as in avoiding viruses or observing Net 
Etiquettes, are not computer ethics domain-specific topics and are not why teachers 
teach computer ethics (given the review of the literature).     
 
When the course objective was examined, it appeared that computer ethics might have 
been perceived as a set of rules rather than a subject which can encourage thinking: 
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By the end of this course, the students will be able to know the ethical rules that 
have to be followed.  (Course objective, emphasis added) 
 
The quotation above also exposes something about the pedagogical philosophy which 
the teachers might have maintained.  The sentence “the students will be able to know 
the ethical rules that have to be followed” from the above quotation projects a 
behaviourist/positivist philosophy where knowledge of the ethicality of situations are 
assumed to exist ‘out there’ or rather exist as ‘rules’ and, hence, can easily be captured 
and known rather than the idea that students can learn or ‘construct’ knowledge of what 
is ethical/unethical.   
 
When the course topics were investigated in the course outline, it appeared that some of 
them related to basic IT skills whilst others related to compute ethics (to examine the 
course topics, refer to Appendix 7.15 and to the topics under the heading ‘Course 
Contents’).  For example, topics such as backing up the system, understanding the type 
of viruses and the core rules of Netiquettes were amongst the topics which reflected the 
view that the course was designed to teach basic computer practices and not necessarily 
computer ethics whereas topics such as the Ten Commandments of Computer Ethics, 
Privacy, Access and Security were within the computer ethics circle of topics.   
 
The course assessment depicted in the screen shot in Figure 5.3 below reflected an 
emphasis on testing rather than on constructivist evaluation methods: 
 
Figure 5 .3: A screen shot of the ‘assessment’ section from the course outline of 
University (B). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is too soon, however, to determine what the pedagogical philosophy was.  Further 
analysis is needed to elaborate on this.  
Figure 
6 
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5.5.3 A Summary of Meanings 
Table 5. 7 
University Meanings projected by the course outlines  
A 
 
 Emphasis on legal and organisational issues.   
 No mention of ethical theories or the skills of analysis. But codes of ethics mentioned. 
 Emphasis was on exams and tests. 
B 
 
 Computer ethics was either basic IT skills or a set of rules.   
 No mention of ethical theories or the skills of analysis. But the Ten Commandments of 
Computer Ethics mentioned. 
 Emphasis was on exams and tests. 
 
5.6 COMPUTER ETHICS IN THE COURSE MATERIALS  
The computer ethics teachers were asked to provide a copy of their course materials and 
provide the titles of any software or textbooks used.  The teachers from Universities (A 
and B) responded.  Dr. Mamood from University (C) did not provide any materials but 
said that the course which he taught was based mainly on the book “Ethics for the 
Information Age” written by Michael J. Quinn and the analysis standards which he used 
in his teaching were the ethical theories mentioned in Quinn’s book in addition to 
Islamic standards or what Islam deems as right and wrong.  The following is an analysis 
of the course materials of Universities (A and B). 
 
5.6.1 University (A)  
The textbook used by both Ms. Leena and Dr. Fawzeah was the ‘Professional Issues in 
Software Engineering’ book by Frank Boot, Allison Coleman, Jack Eaton and Diane 
Rowland published in 2001.  When the table of contents of the book was examined and 
compared with the list of topics in the course outline, it appeared that they were almost 
identical (Appendix 7.16 contains a scan of the table of contents of the book and 
Appendix 7.14 contains the course outline). This means that the contents of the course, 
and hence the discussions, were based on the textbook.  The textbook, however, drew 
heavily on UK and US legislation.  Since the book focused on legal standards rather 
than on philosophical ethics, much of the legal-related discussions were irrelevant to 
Bahrain because they either did not apply to Bahrain or were not yet introduced in 
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Bahrain. It is not clear if the teachers were localising or making relevant the topics 
during their discussions or not, but based on the information which exists thus far, there 
are no signs that they were making the material relevant.  Given this, there is a chance 
that professionalism (or computer ethics) was being taught as a foreign concept.      
 
The first chapter of the book contained philosophical concepts and how to analyse 
cases, in addition to a historical overview of professionalism in the UK and in the US.  
The philosophical concepts and how to analyse cases were, in particular, excluded from 
the course outline; only the historical overview was included.  This raised questions 
because the excluded parts are considered fundamental by computer ethics 
educationalists.  Ethical theories are thought to provide a foundation for ethical 
discussions and make ethics objective. Analysis skills, on the other hand, are thought to 
provide computer ethics learners with the skills necessary to formulate ethical 
judgments.  Yet if ethical theories and skills of analysis were excluded from the 
discussions, then what was the foundation for ethical discussions and how were the 
students being encouraged to think rationally or objectively about the issues?  The 
following pages might provide some answers.  
 
Other than the textbook, Ms. Leena and Dr. Fawzeah provided different sets of 
materials.  The following sections present the materials of each of the teachers 
separately.  
 
5.6.1.1 Ms. Leena’s Case  
Ms. Leena provided a copy of the following documents: 
 
1. The British Computer Society (BCS) code of ethics and the Software 
Engineering Code of Ethics and Professional Practice (identified by Ms. Leena 
as the IEEE code).  
 
2. An article from the internet by Knutson and Carmichael (2000).  The article 
discussed the importance of safety and testing of software.  The focus was on the 
technical rather than the ethical aspects. For example, the article discussed topics 
such as safety procedures, characteristics of software and hazard analysis rather 
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than, for instance, the consequential implications of not testing software or 
virtue/vices related concepts.   
 
3. An article by Mohamed (2004) describing how to use certain technologies to 
monitor employees.   The emphasis was on revealing the benefits rather than the 
drawbacks in the sense that the article revolved around the technologies and how 
they could be of benefit to employers as opposed to how surveillance could 
impinge on the privacy of employees.   
 
From the above list, documents number 1 provided a strong link to 
professionalism/computer ethics, document 2 was more in line with the technical side of 
IT than the theoretical/computer ethics side, and 3 was more business/profit-oriented 
than computer ethics-oriented since the main message was that surveillance 
technologies are good for organisations.   
 
5.6.1.2 Dr. Fawzeah’s Case  
Dr. Fawzeah provided a copy of the following documents:  
 
1. A case study entitled “Case Study 1: Who is Peter Ward?” (Available in 
Appendix 7.23).  This means that case studies were involved in the teaching of 
Dr. Fawzeah even though case studies were not mentioned in the course outline.  
It is not clear, though, how the teacher was encouraging the analysis of the cases. 
 
2. A document entitled “Assignment 1: Software Process Models” (available in 
Appendix 7.17).  The assignment contained two questions. One was to describe 
and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of two software development 
models, namely the Agile models and Rapid Application Development models.  
The other was to decide which of the models was suitable for systems such as 
university registration and online auctions.  There was no indication that the 
assignment was focusing on the ethical dimension of the Agile or the Rapid 
models; the focus, instead, appeared to have been on the technical dimension of 
software development.   
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3. A document entitled “Assignment 2: Professional ethics and S/W Engineering” 
(available in Appendix 7.18).  The assignment contained five questions.  In 
question 1 the students were asked to write a definition of the meaning of the 
term ‘profession’ then, in question 2, they were to discuss their definitions in 
pairs asking this question: “Do they [the definitions] capture what you want to 
capture?”  The question was obscure; what did the teacher mean by ‘do the 
definitions capture what the student want to capture?’ However, this proved not 
to be an issue because all of the subsequent questions followed this line.  For 
instance, question 3 requested that if the students found that their definitions 
were different, they should “keep both [definitions] and refine them, otherwise 
produce a single refined definition”.  Then question 4 instructed the students to 
form a group of four students to “combine the definitions into at most two 
definitions: main and alternate”.  Then the last question instructed them to form 
a group of eight students and yet in order to “combine [the definitions] into at 
most two definitions”.  It is not clear what the point of the exercise was and why 
there was a huge interest in refining the meaning of the term ‘profession’; 
however, the only thing that can be inferred from examining this document was 
that it was not involving the students in genuine questions of ethics or 
professionalism.  
 
4. A document titled “Quiz 1” (available in Appendix 7.19).  In the essay-type 
question (question 10 in the quiz) students were asked to list four points out of 
the total eight points that were relevant to the ‘Public Interests’ part of the IEEE 
code of ethics.  This means that the students had to memorise the entire code in 
order to anticipate such specific a question.  However, memorising the codes do 
not negate students’ need for cognitive thinking and the skill of analysis because 
codes of ethics do not provide straightforward answers to particular ethical 
problems because they are not lists of what to do/what not to do.  Indeed, even 
the IEEE code itself warned that: 
 
The Clauses should not be read as separating the acceptable from 
the unacceptable in professional conduct in all practical 
situations.  The Code is not a simple ethical algorithm that 
generates ethical decisions. In some situations, standards may be 
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in tension with each other or with standards from other sources. 
These situations require the software engineer to use ethical 
judgment to act in a manner that is most consistent with the spirit 
of the Code of Ethics and Professional Practice, given the 
circumstances.  (ACM/IEEE Software Engineering Code of 
Ethics, 2012, screen 2). 
 
The fact that the sections of the book which contained the skill of analysis were, 
in particular, excluded, and the fact that the students were encouraged to 
memorise the code rather than analyse a scenario in their quiz, supports the idea 
that the code was, perhaps, being used as an end in itself rather than as a tool for 
thinking.   
 
Another observation in relation to the quiz was that questions 6, 7 and 9 were 
almost identical to certain sentences that existed in the handouts. The handouts 
are a series of chapters prepared by Goldfinch (2008) (these chapters are 
available online).  For example, question 6 was as follows: 
 
The British Computer Society – BCS – is the professional 
Engineering Council body for Information System Engineers  
 
  T  F 
 
And the sentence in Goldfinch (2008, screen 11) was:  
 
The British Computer Society – BCS – is the professional 
Engineering Council body for Information System Engineers  
 
Question 9 was as follows, and its correct answer was expected to be “False” 
hence the minor alteration from the word ‘internal’ to ‘external’: 
 
The Technical Role is mainly external, for the benefit of members 
to determine new standards 
 
  T  F 
 
And the sentence in Goldfinch (2008, screen 8) was:  
 
The Technical Role is mainly internal, for the benefit of 
members.  
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Question 7 was: 
 
The Code of Conduct embraces the duties of care due by the 
professional to various areas of society... 
 
  T  F 
 
And the sentence in Goldfinch (2008, screen 11) was:  
 
The Code of Conduct embraces the duties of care due by the 
professional to various areas of society...  
 
Because the sentences were taken out of their context and were used with 
minimum alterations, they did not pose as meaningful questions in the quiz 
document. Therefore, the questions did not appear to have been testing valuable 
knowledge in the memory of the computer ethics students other than testing 
them for their ability to memorise or recognise sentences from their handouts.     
 
Further examination of the quiz revealed also that the quiz was not restricted to 
professionalism or computer ethics because questions 4, 5 and 8 were purely 
business related.  For example, question 8 was as follows: 
 
Employees Motivation characteristics:  Circle the correct 
answers(s) 
 
Self-Esteem 
Esteem of teammates 
Satisfaction of social needs 
Job security 
Financial rewards 
Application of code of conduct and code of ethics 
 
Question 4 was as follows:  
 
Centralization, decentralization, organization by product are types 
of organizing an organization. 
   
  T  F 
 
And question 5 was as follows:  
 
The role of the central quality management function is to 
establish a quality plan for the whole organization. 
   
T  F 
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5. A selection of chapters from the internet written by Paul Goldfinch (2008).  Dr. 
Fawzeah was referring to them as the handouts.  They carried the following titles 
and subtitles: 
1.  
I. Professionalism & the Engineering Institutions 
Professionalism 
Emergence of Professional bodies 
Engineering Institutions 
Role of Engineering institutions 
British Computer Society  
II. Company Structure & Management 
Introduction 
Management Structure 
Management Technique 
III. Basics of Company Organization 
Motivation 
Partnerships 
Companies 
Company Organization 
IV. Finance: Costing and Cash Flow 
Introduction 
Costs 
Pricing 
Investment Proposals 
other Considerations 
V. Finance: Funding & Legal Requirements 
Necessitates! 
Sources of Funding 
Legal Requirements 
2.  
The chapters contained business/organisation-related information for software 
engineers whether they worked independently as entrepreneurs or worked as 
employees in organisations.  This explains why there were business-related 
questions in the quiz.  However, whilst Goldfinch’s (2008) business-related 
chapters made sense regarding why they were integrated into the overall 
discussion of professionalism/computer ethics, the business-related questions 
which appeared in the quiz did not give the impression that they were relevant to 
the knowledge of a software engineer.    
 
Furthermore, the handouts had UK students in mind.  Specifically in chapter (I) 
there were a lot of references to places, institutions, individuals and incidents 
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related to the UK (to examine these handouts/chapters, refer to Paul Goldfinch’s 
site in the references under Goldfinch (2008).  This would not have been out of 
place if the chapters were being used in a course taught in the UK but the course 
was being taught in Bahrain.  Therefore, if the material was being used as it was 
and without any additional materials relevant to Bahrain then computer ethics 
was being presented as a foreign concept.   
 
5.6.1.3 A Synthesis 
Some of the supplementary materials which the teachers provided did not make it clear 
how ethics and professionalism are tied to the technical and organisational aspects of 
computing.  The materials focused on either the technological aspects or the 
organisational aspects and when it came to the ethical or professional aspects, genuine 
questions of ethics were not being asked.  Instead, the students were being involved in 
some superficial terminology-related type of questions.  This means that the teachers 
were struggling to make ethics or professionalism centre stage or tying ethics with the 
technological and organisational topics.   Moreover, fundamental topics, such as 
philosophical concepts and the skills of analysis, were eliminated from the discussion 
and codes of ethics, apparently, were being used as ends in themselves rather than as 
tools for thinking.  In general, there were traces of a didactic style of teaching in Dr. 
Fawzeah’s material.    
 
5.6.2 University (B)  
Dr. Jude and Mr. Mustafa provided different items of material; firstly presented is Dr. 
Jude’s material: 
 
5.6.2.1 Dr. Jude’s Case 
Dr. Jude provided a copy of a chapter named ‘Computer Ethics’ from a book entitled 
‘Computer Skills: Microsoft Windows XP/Office 2003- Hardware and Software’.  
When the titles of the topics contained in the chapter were examined and compared with 
the list of topics in the course outline, it appeared that the titles and the list of topics 
were the same and that the majority of the topics listed in the course outline were 
contained in or sourced from the chapter (Appendix 7.20 contains the chapter and 
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Appendix 7.15 contains the course outline).  This means that the majority of the topics 
discussed in the course were based on the chapter.  It is not clear whether or not Dr. 
Jude included information from other sources in his discussions but the researcher asked 
for all of the materials used for the teaching of the course and Dr. Jude provided her 
with one chapter only.  Therefore, it is not clear if materials other than the chapter were 
being used but if the teacher was depending on one single chapter for the teaching of the 
course then the course content was shallow.  This is because the chapter contained brief 
explanations rather than discussions in the sense that the entire chapter consisted of only 
12 pages.   
 
Furthermore, although the chapter was titled ‘Computer Ethics’, it was about computer 
skills rather than computer ethics, hence the title of the book: ‘Computer Skills: 
Microsoft Windows …’  For example, included in the chapter were issues such as 
‘Uninterruptible Power Supply’, ‘Protecting from Viruses’ and ‘Backups’; these are 
related to computer skills rather than computer ethics.  On the other hand, topics such as 
‘Privacy’ and ‘Software Copyright’, which were expected to contain discussions on 
computer ethics, actually contained the following:  
 
1. Short and to the point information, or rather more precisely, instructions on what 
to do/not do in matters related to technology, as in the following example:   
 
Software Copyright 
Commercial software is covered ... you have to pay for it and 
register to have the license to use it.  You should do the following 
according to the copyright principle: 
 
Software should be copied only for back up. 
Sharing or lending software is not allowed. 
Copying the software over the network should be under the terms 
of... 
 
2. Mere definitions of terminologies, such as the following:  
 
Computer Crimes 
Are the unlawful uses of any component of a computer system.  
The use of computer Fraud, Theft, Espionage, Forgery and 
Sabotage are types of computer crimes.  
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3. Material not relevant to Bahrain.  For example, the Data Protection Act 
mentioned in the chapter was relevant to Ireland:  
 
Data Protection Legislation 
The following is an extract from The IRELAND Data protection 
Act.  (Emphasis in the original). 
 
In general, the chapter either engaged the reader in terminology-related topics, or 
portrayed computer ethics as if it revolved around a set of rules or procedures.  Indeed, 
computer ethics was defined as follows: 
 
Computer Ethics consists of a set of laws which govern computer users and 
information produced by computers.  The Computer Ethics Institute (CEI) 
established the following laws: 
 
Do not use computers to harm people. 
Do not interfere in other people’s business and do not hack into other people’s 
files. 
Do not use computers for theft. 
Do not use computers to commit forgery. 
Do not use other people’s software without paying for it. 
Do not hack into other people’s machines without their permission. 
 
(The above is a translation made by the researcher of this study of the 
definition which was provided in the chapter for computer ethics). 
 
Certain inconsistencies were identified on the page which contained the definition of 
computer ethics. However, firstly the reader needs to know that the pages in the chapter 
were designed in such a way that they would provide descriptions in both the Arabic 
and the English languages, where the Arabic and English texts would simultaneously 
emerge next to each other discussing the same topics.  This, however, was not the case 
with the page which contained the computer ethics definition (this page is depicted in 
Appendix 7.21).  The Arabic and its equivalent English text were revolving around 
different topics.  The above quotation (the definition of computer ethics) was mentioned 
in Arabic only whereas its English equivalent discussed Data Protection Legislation.  
The Arabic text which provided a definition of computer ethics should have led to a 
definition of computer ethics but in English however this was not the case.  This implies 
inconsistencies, contradictions and a struggle to project one coherent conception of 
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computer ethics.  This means that computer ethics, as a concept, was vague in the 
understanding of the authors of the book and, as a result, computer ethics (as the 
computer ethics scholars know it) did not take centre stage in the discourse of the book, 
and perhaps neither in the teaching of the teacher.  
 
5.6.2.2 A Synthesis 
Based on the above, the chapter which Dr. Jude used for the teaching of his course, the 
chapter which apparently was the core material (if not the only material) used in his 
teaching, contained conflicting definitions of computer ethics and portrayed computer 
ethics as if it revolved around a set of rules and procedures; in addition, the chapter was 
inaccurate on some occasions.  Apparently, the authors of the material themselves, in 
addition to Dr. Jude, did not appear to have had a coherent or a stable view of computer 
ethics.  Computer ethics, as mirrored in both the course outline and material, was either 
a set of rules on computer manners or a set of topics on computer skills.  The book 
which contained the material was essentially about computer skills, as depicted in its 
title and contents, therefore the material was perhaps sufficient as computer skills and to 
guide IT users on what to do/what not to do with regards to technology however, it is 
doubtful that the material could, sufficiently, prepare the future generations of IT 
professionals for the ethical controversies which lie ahead them.  This is because 
computer ethics education, as illustrated in the review of the literature, strives to teach 
analysis skills and make the students aware of the existing points of view, issues and 
controversies so that they engage with them and think, independently and by 
themselves, about them and in due course be capable of making ethical judgments when 
faced with different competing moral choices.  All of these were ‘absent’ in both the 
course material and outline.  Furthermore, computer ethics discourses, as experienced 
through reading computer ethics books, strive to encourage ethical thinking rather than 
mere memorisation of procedures, strive to present competing arguments as opposed to 
one-sided arguments, and aim to present controversies for reflection; these were also 
‘absent’ from the material.  
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5.6.2.3 Mr. Mustafa’s Case 
Mr. Mustafa provided the researcher with PowerPoint slides.  The teacher did not say if 
the slides were prepared by him or not.  The diagrams in the slides appeared too well-
presented to have been made by the teacher himself.  The researcher searched for traces 
of the slides on the internet.  The search results revealed that the slides belonged to a 
CD which contained resources for teachers who teach from the book ‘Introduction to 
Information Systems’ by James A. O’Brien and George Marakas.  The slides were 
relevant to a chapter from the book: ‘Security and Ethical Challenges’.  The chapter and 
the slides aimed to discuss ethical issues related to the use of IT in businesses, as well as 
to discuss security measurements (Appendix 7.22 contains the slides).  Half of the 
chapter and a portion of the slides were dedicated to the technical issues of security and 
even though the slides included ethical concepts, these were business-oriented.  
Concerning the standards of analysis, these too were, in general, business-related.  The 
reader will notice the mention of business ethics and corporate social responsibility 
theories through referring to the slides (Appendix 7.22).  It is not clear if any other 
materials other than the slides, and presumably the chapter, were being used in the 
teaching of the course but if no other materials were being used then the course was 
shallow since it depended on one single chapter.  
 
5.7 COMPUTER ETHICS IN TEACHERS’ INTERVIEWS: TEACHERS’ PERCEPTIONS 
The following section contains teachers’ perceptions of the courses which they were 
teaching. Please note that it was not possible to capture Dr. Jude’s perception because 
the teacher did not agree to an audio recorder and a Net Book was not being used at the 
time when Dr. Jude was interviewed.  
 
5.7.1 University (A)  
5.7.1.1 Ms. Leena’s Case 
Ms. Leena said: 
 
The course covers more than just ethics, we first introduce the students to 
professionalism as a concept and then establishments of companies ... we do 
touch upon the legal aspects which are related to behaviour ... we cover 
finances...employee’s rights in companies, the laws that apply, so all of these 
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are taught beside the basis which is definitely to teach them about the codes of 
ethics and how even each company would have its own code of conduct... 
 
Ms. Leena’s description mirrored what was found from the examination of the course 
materials and outline.  They too indicated that the course involved ‘more than just 
ethics’.  And they too sent a contradictory message in relation to the ‘essence’ of the 
course.  In the course materials and outline, the focus was either on business, on law or 
on professionalism each individually and without tying ethics with the topics or making 
it central.  This is mirrored in Ms. Leena’s description; she mentioned a variety of 
different topics and these in general appeared more in line with the field of business 
than the field of computer ethics.  To make sure what the focus of the course was, the 
researcher asked: 
 
The course seems like it is more about organisations than anything else? 
 
Ms. Leena replied: 
 
Yes it is not only about ethics but ethics takes a big part of the course content, 
because at the end you can relate many topics; you can relate them back to 
ethics. 
 
If Ms. Leena was really linking ethics with the organisational and legal topics then the 
course was on computer ethics yet there are no evidence thus far that she was making 
the connection. Also, ethics did not make up a big part of the course content since, 
according to the course outline, it was assigned only three hours out of a total 59 hours 
of teaching.  Indeed, ethical concepts were eliminated from the course content and only 
a historical discussion of the concept of professionalism was included.  Therefore, and 
at this stage of analysis, only a tentative retroductive inference is possible: 
 
Ms. Leena valued computer ethics, as illustrated earlier in the Teachers’ Attitude 
section; therefore, in her description, she tried to portray that ethics was taking centre 
stage yet there are no evidence thus far to support this. On the contrary, evidence 
showed that ethics was not being tied with the course content.  Also, the description 
which she provided projected a sense of confusion in her understanding about the 
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essence of the course; she could not express what the focus of the course was; she was 
capable of pointing out that the course was ‘not only about ethics’, she said: “The 
course covers more than just ethics ... Yes it is not only about ethics”, yet she could not 
provide an answer to what the course was about.  She also reduced the entire field of 
computer ethics to codes of ethics; she said:     
 
... so all of these are taught beside the basis which is definitely to teach them 
about the codes of ethics ... 
 
Moreover, she could not identify the higher order purpose from teaching computer 
ethics.   She was asked, “what do you expect your students to know at the end of the 
course?” and she gave a general answer: 
 
I expect them to remember the essential concepts from the course.   
 
Yet computer ethics is typically taught to raise students’ ethical sensitivity, to make 
them aware of the ethical and social dimensions of computing, and equip them with the 
skills which can enable them to make better decisions in relation to IT.  Therefore, the 
teacher perhaps was imprisoned by her misconception and hindered by not knowing 
what computer ethics is; computer ethics the field of study which is interdisciplinary, 
revolves around IT yet focuses on human values rather than on business or on any other 
fields of study; computer ethics the discipline which cannot be reduced to mere codes of 
conducts.  Her misconception might have resulted in her inability to make ethics centre 
stage and resulted in her focusing on IT, business and codes of ethics, each separately.  
    
5.7.1.2 Dr. Fawzeah’s Case 
Whilst Ms. Leena’s description made a lot of references to the field of organisation and 
management, Dr. Fawzeah’s description made a lot of references to the field of software 
development, even though Dr. Fawzeah and Ms. Leena were teaching the same course 
and were following the same course outline.   
 
Dr. Fawzeah gave the following description and the reader can notice how many times 
the teacher mentions the word ‘software development’: 
 
The course discusses all of the concepts which are related to software 
development.  The course comes as a seal or a capstone to some topics which 
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were discussed in the earlier courses, such topics as methodology and other 
technical topics.  I discuss with the students the environment of software 
development and topics which are related to organisations, such as 
management and those which are related to software development.  Therefore, 
ethics take only 10% from the total topics discussed.  I am going to discuss 
with the students, later in the course, about the financial issues relevant to 
software development and human resources, then I will discuss intellectual 
property and safety and security.  (Emphasis added). 
 
Contrary to Ms. Leena, Dr. Fawzeah put it bluntly that ethics was not taking centre 
stage and that it accounted for only to 10% of the course.  The course clearly focussed 
on software development rather than on professionalism or ethics.   
 
On the other hand, given that Ms. Leena’s research interest (as she mentioned in a 
personal communication) was in Management and IT and Dr. Fawzeah’s educational 
background was in software engineering, the teachers, as evidenced (transfactualy and 
retroductively), were focusing on what they knew best or what they aspired to know 
rather than focusing on computer ethics.  However, teaching computer ethics (or 
perceiving it) as something else can nullify the teaching of computer ethics and this, in 
turn, can have negative consequences in relation to the education of future generations 
of IT professionals. 
 
5.7.2 University (B) 
5.7.2.1 Mr. Mustafa’s Case 
Mr. Mustafa provided the following description of the course: 
 
The course is related to ethics and Information Technology.  We discuss such 
topics as privacy, intellectual property, security related procedures, business 
ethics, computer crimes and types of crimes such as hacking, electronic theft 
and unauthorised uses. 
 
The description above does not give an indication of the focus of the course and 
whether the topics were discussed from a broader computer ethics perspective or from 
the perspective of a particular business information system.   Also, it is not clear if the 
security-related topics were discussed from an ethical dimension or from a purely 
technical dimension.  This is because, in the course material, the focus appeared more 
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towards business information systems.  Further analysis of Mr. Mustafa’s case might 
provide some answers.  
 
5.7.3 University (C) 
Dr. Mamood’s view of the course was similar to the Literature Review’s view of 
computer ethics and his description was relevant to the field of computer ethics.  He 
said: 
 
The course deals with some specific questions that are related to the problems 
in the information age, issues related to e-mail, spam, wireless connections, 
copyright materials which are related to Computer Science.  Therefore, we 
address these issues in the context of Information Technology.  
 
He also said:  
 
We cover theories such as subjectivism, cultural relativism, the divine 
command theory, Kantianism ... Divine command theory... 
 
To Dr. Mamood computer ethics did not appear confusing or overlapping with other 
fields of study.  Computer ethics, however, was not separate from Islam.  The 
incorporation of religion in the teaching of computer ethics is discussed in a separate 
section. 
 
5.7.4 University (D) 
Mr. Ameer provided his answers to the interview questions through a questionnaire.  
The teacher did not agree to an interview; therefore, the interview questions were 
incorporated into the already existing teachers’ questionnaire.   
When the answers in the questionnaire were examined and compared with what Mr. 
Ameer said in the informal conversation with the researcher, contradictions emerged.  
In the informal conversation (Research Journal, 3rd March 2009, available in Appendix 
7.1) Mr. Ameer expressed that he did not understand why the researcher was 
investigating the teaching of ethics in relation to his course; he said that the course 
which he taught was  technical. When asked about standards of analysis and if he was 
using any, he said that the course had no specific standards of analysis but he used 
common sense, the standards of Islam and legal standards.  When asked whether or not 
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he incorporated philosophical theories in his teaching, he said he did not use 
philosophy.  However, Mr. Ameer’s description of the course in the questionnaire was 
of a course on computer ethics or at least on social impacts.  He even mentioned the 
word ‘ethical’ when he wrote the following: 
 
The aim from the course is to introduce the students to the impacts of 
technology on institutions, individuals, society and the quality of life and the 
ethical and social considerations including security, privacy, piracy and 
freedom.  The students will also learn about regulations and IT and laws, 
computer crimes, intellectual property rights, software standards, protection of 
information, health and safety at work ... (Emphasis added). 
 
In the informal conversation, Mr. Ameer did not say much about the course and did not 
exhibit such an understanding of what his course contained; his description also was not 
of a course which covered social impacts or computer ethics.   In fact, he said that the 
course was technical and not related to ethics.   
 
Mr. Ameer’s answers in the questionnaire did not give the impression they were written 
in an expressive free way but rather gave the impression that they were bits and pieces 
of computer ethics-related jargon that were put together to form sentences.  He wrote 
the following, and it is possible to notice that the parts which are marked in italic in the 
description below make no sense to the text that comes before it:  
 
The aim from the course is to introduce the students to the impacts of 
technology on institutions, individuals, society and the quality of life and the 
ethical and social considerations including security, privacy, piracy and 
freedom.  The students will also learn about regulations and IT and laws, 
computer crimes, intellectual property rights, software standards, protection of 
information, health and safety at work.  Information Technology and this 
includes the internet, the world wide web, search engines such as (Google, 
Yahoo, Lycos) and information retrieval systems, electronic publishing and 
distribution on media including newspapers, books, music and how to adopt 
and adapt technology in creative ways. (Emphasis added). 
 
It is worth mentioning here that Mr. Ameer kept telling the researcher (Research 
Journal, 3rd March 2009, Appendix 7.1) that she would not benefit from his 
participation, that he had a busy schedule and therefore he could not participate in an 
interview, even though the researcher offered to meet with him at anytime, anywhere, 
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for only 15 minutes.  Also, when the researcher asked if it would be possible to attend 
his lectures for the purpose of observation, he said he had finished covering the content 
of the course although the semester was at its mid-point, not at its end.  When asked 
how it was that he was capable of covering the material in such a short amount of time, 
he said he had a small number of students and that the course was not heavy.   
 
The teacher appeared not wanting to participate but did not make this explicit, this 
casted doubt on the information received from him. To eliminate inaccuracies, the 
answers which he gave in the questionnaire, henceforth, are going to be excluded and 
considered invalid because they could have been copied and pasted from the internet 
and the analysis will rely on what was said in the informal conversation.  Given this, the 
course, as described by Mr. Ameer, was a technical course, not related to ethics, and 
had no specific standard for analysis other than general common sense, legal standards 
and the standards of Islam.  The course was also perceived not to be heavy since it was 
possible to cover it in half a semester; a description which contradicts the typical 
(literature review) view of computer ethics.  Computer ethics courses are viewed as 
heavy because they are interdisciplinary; they are seen as revolving around ethics, or at 
least social impacts, rather than being technical in nature.  This means that the teacher 
did not maintain the typical view of computer ethics.  Computer ethics was being 
perceived as something else and, as a result, was not being taught in the sense that some 
other subject was being taught, some other subject with some other meaning, and 
possibly also with some other aims and objectives for the students other than developing 
their ethical judgment.  
 
5.7.5 University (E) 
Dr. Saeed was asked what sort of topics he discussed in the two weeks of computer 
ethics.  In the interview of 2008, he said he starts with the topic ‘what is ethics?’ then 
introduces topics related to ethics in the work environment, then discusses ‘research 
ethics’.  This means that what he dubbed computer ethics was not exclusively computer 
ethics since business and research ethics are not domain-specific to computer ethics.  
However, in the interview of 2009, the teacher said he starts with ‘what is ethics?’ then 
introduces computer ethics scenarios and encourage the students to think about them 
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using the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) code of ethics.  It is worth 
mentioning here that on 2008 Dr. Saeed asked the researcher for guidance or materials 
on how to teach computer ethics and the researcher sent him a list of key papers and 
links after the interview (Appendix 7.5 contains the list). This might have shaped his 
decision on which topics to involve and perhaps also shaped his perception of the field 
of computer ethics.  However and even so, computer ethics was still being perceived as 
something else in 2009.  The teacher thought that computer ethics was business ethics.  
He said in the interview of 2009: 
 
The course focuses on business ethics in relation to IT to make the students 
aware of what they are going to produce and their effect on the organisation 
and customers. (Emphasis added). 
 
It is worth mentioning here that Dr. Saeed’s students were majored in computer science; 
they were not business or Information System students.   
 
Perceiving computer ethics as business ethics can have implications for the identity of 
the field of computer ethics in the sense that, if computer ethics continued to be 
perceived as ‘something else’, then computer ethics will no longer exist in the curricula 
and this absence, in turn, could have implications for the education of future generations 
of IT professionals.  
 
5.8 COMPUTER ETHICS IN TEACHERS’ INTERVIEWS: STANDARDS AND METHODS OF 
ANALYSIS AND THE INCORPORATION OF RELIGION IN COMPUTER ETHICS TEACHING 
The following section contains what the teachers said about standards and methods of 
analysis, as well as what they said about the incorporation of religion in their teaching.  
It is worth mentioning here that Islam was the only religion that was being referred to in 
the interviews in the sense that the teachers used the words ‘religion’ and ‘Islam’ 
interchangeably. 
 
5.8.1 University (A) 
5.8.1.1 Ms. Leena’s Case 
Ms. Leena was using case-based analysis as the analytical method in her teaching. 
When asked which methods she was using she said: 
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I let them read the case many times, try to list the actions taken, describe each 
event and what was the action taken, then for each action analyse and study if 
they were ethical or unethical, based on, or referring to specific categories or 
principals which are in the codes of ethics.  
 
When asked about the analysis standards, she said, “It was mainly the codes of ethics”.  
The term ‘mainly’ implied that there were some other standards other than the codes. In 
order to identify these other standards, the researcher asked if the teacher was using any 
legal standards in her teaching.  The teacher said: 
 
We didn’t have access to any Bahrain related legal documents... the course 
was based on Brunel programme and probably it was taught based on the 
British law and I taught what was presented in the book.  Of course we tried 
to link it with the current country, but we did not have any documentation of 
the local laws.  (Emphasis added) 
 
Prima faciely, the above implies that, in the absence of Bahraini legislation in relation to 
IT, the teacher was left with no choice but to adhere to the book and teach British 
legislation to Bahraini students.  However, computer ethics courses are essentially about 
human values as opposed to legislation.  The contents of the course could have been 
taught from an ethics-related perspective rather than from a legislation-related 
perspective.   
 
Ms. Leena could not make ethics take centre stage.  This might have led her to, strictly, 
adhere to the book and this, in turn, introduced a didactic style of teaching where a 
textbook posed as the main source used for knowledge construction and teaching.  This 
also must have resulted in a waste of resources since the students were taught legislation 
which they will never use.  This, also, might have had an impact on how they perceived 
the course and how relevant they thought computer ethics is to them as Bahrainis.   
 
With regard to ethical theories, Ms. Leena said she was not using them.  When the 
researcher probed further and asked more specifically if she was using such theories as 
Deontology or Utilitarianism, she said she had never heard about them.  This explains 
why ethics or human values in general were not taking centre stage.  This also explains 
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why the philosophical concepts were eliminated from the course outline.  The teacher 
perhaps did not know what they were and this might have led her to exclude them.  
 
As for the involvement of religion, Ms. Leena said: 
 
I use Islam to introduce the concept of ethics to the students but I don’t use it 
all of the time.  It helps because it is something which they are familiar with 
and when ethics is tied to Islam the course becomes more appealing to the 
students.   
 
Ms. Leena was using Islam, the dominant religion in Bahrain, to make the subject more 
appealing to the students but was not using it as a standard for analysis; she said: 
 
They [the students] already come with religion at the back of their mind to 
judge situations or people, but I try to make it of more professional 
judgments, since we are dealing with professional situations here ... 
 
This means that ethical theories in general, including the religious ones, were not being 
involved in the subject.  This leads to the conclusion that codes of ethics were indeed 
the main, if not the only standard used in analysis.  Given this, the ‘professional 
judgment’ which Ms. Leena referred to in the quotation above was then most likely 
based on the codes of ethics since no other obvious standards were being used. 
However, since there was no variety in the standards used for analysis, since ethics was 
reduced to mere codes of ethics, and since there was a focus on the codes (as illustrated 
earlier from the examination of the course outline and from the description of the 
teacher), then these codes, which served as the ‘be all and end all’ standard, were most 
likely enforcing a didactic style of learning/teaching where there was a focus on only 
one source for knowledge construction.  
   
As for the role of religion in teaching computer ethics, Ms. Leena said:  
 
I felt that participation of the students and their input came directly from their 
religion ... whenever we discuss a case, most of the students take it back and 
relate it with their religious belief of ethics.  
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This means that religion had an important status in the mind of the students or a 
powerful influence on the students since they were prioritising it as a standard for 
analysis.  Ms. Leena, however, was not in favour of this; she said: 
 
Because we live in a culture or a region where religion is really interfering 
with every aspect of our life, socially, politically and sometimes 
economically, we do really focus on religion ...  I try to encourage them [the 
students] to look at the big picture than a narrow point, some students are 
more receptive but religious students probably would need longer time to 
convince. 
 
Ms. Leena thought that religion represented a narrow point of view.  She said she tried 
instead to encourage the students to look at the big picture.  She thought that religion 
could dominate students’ thinking.  She gave an example: she said that she once brought 
a case study to the students and the lengthy discussion between her and the students 
surrounding the case made it clear how religion was dominating students’ thinking.  The 
case, in short, was about an IT professional who worked for Tesco and who deleted his 
grandfather’s account from Tesco’s databases in order to prevent the grandfather from 
receiving extra discounts on drinks.  The grandfather was supposed to reduce his 
consumption of alcohol to recover from a drinking addiction.  Ms. Leena said that the 
students argued that the IT professional did the right thing since the consumption of 
alcohol in Islam is forbidden and Muslims are obliged to change the Munkar (i.e. wrong 
doings) as part of the Islamic golden rule ‘Commanding Right and Forbidding Wrong’, 
but Ms. Leena argued that what the IT professional did was wrong because, according 
to codes of ethics, deleting the grandfather’s account without his permission was an 
intrusion of his privacy.  The teacher said:  
 
We had a lengthy discussion on that day and the only way out was that the 
grandfather was not a Muslim hence it would not be possible to apply the 
Islamic standards to him! 
 
Firstly, the teacher appeared to have assumed that it was necessary for her to reach a 
consensus with the students or to reach a judgment with them in the form of what was 
right or wrong.  Yet computer ethics education, as understood from the literature, is 
essentially about ethical or social analysis and the process of reaching judgments rather 
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than about the judgments themselves since different competing ethical theories can 
provide different answers to the same moral problem.   
 
Secondly, the teacher, as mentioned above, avoided incorporating religion because she 
thought they represented a narrow point of view and because she wanted her students to 
look at the big picture.  Yet the example which she gave illustrated that she appeared to 
have fallen into the same narrowness trap when she focused on what the codes could 
say about the case without recognising or referring to the context of the case and those 
features which related to culture/religion and which appeared important and worth 
stressing to the students.   
 
Thirdly, the religion of the students was indeed dominating their thinking.  The 
students, in focusing on what their religion could say about the case, overlooked the 
importance of people’s right to privacy, which could also have come from their religion. 
An analogy could have been drawn from the story of the Islamic Caliph, the ruler of the 
Islamic states, Umar who was a religious figure and who once, when he was touring the 
roads of Bagdad at night, heard a man singing.  Umar suspected that the man was 
drinking so he jumped over the fence and confronted the man, but the man said:  
 
O ruler of the believers, do not pass a judgment in haste.  If I have committed 
one sin, then you have committed three!  
 
Umar asked how and the man said: 
 
[God] ... says one should not spy ... and you have spied on me.  Then, [God] 
... says enter houses through the proper doors ... and you jumped over the 
wall.  Finally, [God] ... says enter houses of others only with the permission of 
the householders ... and you came in without asking permission.  Umar said: 
You have spoken the truth.  If I forgive you, will you repent? [The man] said: 
Yes. (Al Qaradawi, 2012, screen 46)  
 
This analogy might have helped the students to assimilate and accommodate
15
 the 
teachers’ preferred standard of analysis (the codes of ethics) and accept them as 
                                  
15
 Assimilation and accommodation are knowledge adaptation processes through which people make 
knowledge their own, in the sense that through assimilation and accommodation students are not passive 
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valuable and applicable; or they might have assimilated and accommodated the concept 
of privacy with their own familiar or preferred standard of analysis (their religion).  
This, however, did not take place and the students and the teacher, instead, continued to 
view the case from their own preferred standards.   
 
Fourthly, the teacher in declaring that, 
 
... the grandfather was not a Muslim hence it would not be possible to apply 
the Islamic standards to him!  
 
sent contradictory messages to the students because, what if the grandfather was a 
Muslim? Would it then be permissible to infringe on his privacy?  Also, in taking this 
route, the teacher gave the impression that the case which was being discussed and the 
codes of ethics which were being used were not relevant to the students since they were 
applicable only to non-Muslims.   
 
5.8.1.2 Dr. Fawzeah’s Case  
In relation to Dr. Fawzeah, it is worth mentioning at the outset that the interview was 
conducted in a hurry.  The teacher appeared hesitant to participate; the interview, as 
such, was carried out in ten minutes in the lecture room and without prior arrangement.  
Due to this, the researcher had little chance to ask for elaboration. The short answers, 
therefore, resulted in shallow meanings.  Also, there is no information about the 
methods of analysis that were being used, if the teacher was using any.   
 
In relation to the standards of analysis, the following dialogue took place: 
 
The Researcher: How do you encourage the analysis of the ethical cases?  
What are the standards? 
 
Dr. Fawzeah:  The standard is the ACM code of ethics.  
                                                                                                 
receptors of knowledge but rather creators of knowledge; they receive new knowledge and accommodate 
it to fit their own mental schema.  This is part of Jean Piaget’s developmental theory.  Piaget studied the 
development of children’s understanding and his theory became influential in the field of educational 
theory. (Mcleod, 2009) 
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The Researcher: What about religious standards? Do you encourage the 
students to use them? 
 
Dr. Fawzeah: I instruct them to not follow this path and to rely only on the 
codes.  
 
The Researcher: The religion of the students, is it having a good or a bad 
impact? 
 
Dr. Fawzeah: It is having a very bad impact, and sometimes a good impact; 
bad because it does not allow them to make the correct 
decisions but sometimes it can give quality to their answers.  
The Researcher: What about the legal standards?  Do you refer to any local 
legal standards? 
 
Dr. Fawzeah: Only in the Intellectual Property topic and the legal standards 
are general standards.   
 
The above dialogue confirms that the codes of ethics were the only standard used for 
analysis in Dr. Fawzeah’s teaching besides some general laws on property rights.    
With regard to the involvement of religion, Dr. Fawzeah said, “I instruct them to not 
follow this path and to rely only on the codes”. This means that the students either had a 
tendency to use their religion for analysis or attempted to use their religion and that is 
why the teacher was instructing them not to ‘follow this path’.  Furthermore, the teacher 
thought that students’ use of religion could have both negative and a positive impact; 
she thought students’ use of religion could prevent them from making the correct 
decisions yet it could also add to the quality of their answers.  Dr. Fawzeah did not 
elaborate on how such impacts were taking effect.    
 
5.8.2 University (B) 
5.8.2.1 Dr. Jude’s Case 
Dr. Jude did not agree to the use of a digital recorder therefore little information was 
possible to retain from his interview.  Information does not exist in relation to the 
methods of analysis if any particular methods were in use.  With regard to standards of 
analysis, the teacher was encouraging the use of general shared values, cultural values 
and the values of Islam.  Dr. Jude, as such, appeared in favour of using Islam in his 
teaching. However, information does not exist about the role of religion in his teaching 
and how this incorporation impacted on students’ learning. 
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5.8.2.2 Mr. Mustafa’s Case 
When Mr. Mustafa was asked: ‘How are the ethical issues analysed in your lectures? 
What sort of methods are you using?’ he said: 
 
Through discussions; we discuss from a human perspective, from the 
perspective of society, from the Islamic perspective.  
 
In relation to the standards of analysis, the following dialogue took place:  
 
The Researcher: Do you use philosophy or philosophical theories in your 
teaching? 
 
Mr. Mustafa: No, the course is short; it is one credit hour only. 
 
The Researcher:  Do you use legislation or law? 
 
Mr. Mustafa: No, I don’t discuss the topics from a legal perspective.  
 
The Researcher: Then do you use religion in your discussion? 
 
Mr. Mustafa: No, I don’t think that religion has a connection to the course. 
 
The Researcher: Is it a technical course?? 
 
Mr. Mustafa: Yes, it is a technical course.  We are supposed to teach some 
legal standards but...   
 
The above tells that the method of analysis was to rely on discussions of shared values 
and to examine issues from an Islamic point of view.  This, however, contradicts with 
the fact that the course was being perceived as technical.      
 
Other representations of the nature of the course also existed.  In the course material, the 
course appeared to be focused on business information systems.  Yet another 
representation was that the course was being associated with business ethics but 
business ethics is not computer ethics as per the understanding of the concept of 
computer ethics in this study.  
  
Mr. Mustafa’s educational background must have influenced his choice of material and 
this, in turn, must have shaped the identity of the course.  Mr. Mustafa’s Master’s 
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degree was in the management of information systems.  The material was business 
information system-oriented.  The course, as a result, was being identified as technical, 
information system-related or business ethics-related.   
 
As for the involvement of religion, Mr. Mustafa, as shown in the dialogue above, was 
not sure if religion had any connection to the course, yet he also said that he used Islam 
in the analysis of computer ethics issues.  In general, the above reflects contradictions.    
 
5.8.3 University (C) 
Dr. Mamood was using case study analysis as an analysis method and the secular ethical 
theories and the ethics of Islam as analysis standards. The teacher was aware that the 
author of the course textbook which he was using for his teaching was not in favour of 
using religion as a standard for analysis but Dr. Mamood, nonetheless, thought that the 
incorporation of Islam was important; he said:  
 
The methods or the methodologies which are being used by the western 
institute are not perfectly suitable for Bahrain because they have different 
religions and different values ... the subject can be taught in a better way if we 
have our own moral values incorporated into the text and syllabus ... 
 
It is not perfectly clear what Dr. Mamood meant by the term ‘methods’ and the term 
‘methodologies’ but, since the conversation was about standards of analysis, there is a 
chance that he was referring to either one of the following or both of the following:  
 
 The ethical theories that were mentioned in the textbook because they were 
western (an example of which is the Kantian theory).   
 
 The ethical analysis method mentioned in the textbook because it required that 
religion be kept separate from the analysis process, an idea which clashed with 
Dr. Mamood’s understanding of ethics: 
 
Ethics is religion ... we cannot separate ethics from religion 
especially for Muslims (Dr. Mamood, Interview Transcript) 
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Dr. Mamood, when asked about the impact of the incorporation of Islam, said:  
 
It had a good impact, I think [because] they [the students] would have a 
theory then so that they can come up with a conclusion.  They do not have to 
be confused with what theory to use.   
 
The teacher, in the quotation above, thought that the students were better off using one 
single theory or one single ethical view (the Islamic view) instead of wrestling with a 
number of theories.  Yet it was mentioned in the review of the literature and in one of 
the above sections, that students’ ethical sensitivity and their skill of analysis cannot be 
sharpened if they depend on one single source of knowledge construction and if they are 
presented with straightforward answers or are asked to look up answers from a code or a 
set of rules. Only behaviourists would encourage focusing on the end results in 
education (i.e. focusing on the answers) as opposed to focusing on knowledge 
construction and the process of learning.  On the other hand, what Islam deems to be 
right or wrong is not as straightforward as Dr. Mamood might have thought.  Many 
issues in Islam fall within a gray area and, as such, require Ijtihad, which means 
reasoning and interpretation.  Cognitive thinking and the possibility of facing confusion 
and struggle in trying to reach ethical judgments, as such, are inescapable, even when 
Islam is used.  The actual impact of the incorporation of Islam in the teaching of Dr. 
Mamood remains unknown since full access to students and lecture rooms was never 
possible.  
 
When Dr. Mamood was asked about his students’ reaction to the incorporation of Islam, 
he said: 
 
We had no problems; all of them or most of them were following Islam and 
practicing Muslims, so they preferred the Islamic point of view when they had 
to choose between the different theories. 
 
He also said: 
 
They prefer to use the Islamic theory because they have a background in 
Islamic Hadith and Quran and understand what are the Islamic views are 
about these issues.  
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If the students were really being offered the choice between Islamic standards and 
secular ethical theories and they were willingly choosing Islamic standards, then this 
means that religion has a strong link to computer ethics.  However, there is a chance 
that the reason why the students preferred the Islamic standards is because their teacher 
preferred them or prioritised them.   
 
5.8.4 University (E) 
Dr. Saeed, in the interview of 2008, said that he uses codes of ethics and Islam as 
standards for analysis.  The teacher did not mention any particular method of analysis. 
However, in the interview of 2009 he said he uses codes of ethics and the Bahraini Data 
Protection Act; he also mentioned scenario discussions.  However, the researcher found 
that a Data Protection Act does not yet exist in Bahrain (Personal communication with 
Mohammed Al Amir, The Undersecretary of the Bahraini Central Informatics 
Organisation, 11 March 2010).  It is not clear, as such, what sort of document was being 
used or confused with what was assumed to be a Data Protection Act.   
 
In relation to religion, the teacher in the interview of 2008 said that he used Islam in his 
teaching but in 2009 he said: 
 
No, I don’t use Islam in a formal sense and do not include it as part of the 
content yet it emerges on the surface whenever verses from the Quran or 
Hadith are used in explanations.   
 
It is somewhat likely that Dr. Saeed’s answer, as quoted above, was perhaps influenced 
by the researchers’ question in 2008 regarding the effect of the incorporation of Islam 
on students’ learning and whether the incorporation alienated certain groups of students.  
It is possible that the teacher in 2009 attempted to demonstrate that Islam and religion in 
general were no longer the formal standards of analysis.  However and even so, Islam 
was still ‘emerging on the surface’ of discussions, as he put it, and this indicates that 
Islam had a strong presence in the teaching of the subject (or was important to the 
teacher) whether that presence (or preference) was intentional or unintentional.  
 
Concerning the role or impact of the incorporation of Islam, the teacher said: 
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The incorporation of Islam makes the students interested in ethics and it has a 
positive impact even on those who are not religious because I noticed that 
they are open to the idea of using verses from the Quran or Hadith.  
  
The teacher also added that the students liked “the idea of tying ethics to their religion”.  
This supports what was mentioned in the literature in that ethics, in the conception of an 
Arabic person, is tied to Islam.  How the incorporation was impacting the pedagogy of 
computer ethics is not clear, though.  Information in relation to this is not available.  
 
With regards to ethical theories, the teacher was asked if he was incorporating them in 
his teaching; he said: 
 
No, because there is not enough time for this, the focus in the course is on the 
theoretical rather than anything else. 
 
The teacher in the above quotation appeared to have assumed that ethical theories are 
not theoretical.  He said he did not incorporate them because "the focus in the course 
[was] on the theoretical rather than anything else"; but ethical theories are theoretical. 
This may indicate that the teacher perhaps did not know what ethical theories were or 
that he was focusing on some other theories other than the ethical theories, and this 
means that the focus, perhaps, was not on ethics but on some other theories or topics.   
 
5.9 COMPUTER ETHICS IN LECTURE OBSERVATIONS, IN STUDENTS’ QUESTIONNAIRE 
AND IN THE ENCOUNTERS WITH THE STUDENTS 
The researcher tried to gather information about computer ethics teaching through 
lecture observations, questionnaires and through informal conversations with the 
participants; however, access to lecture rooms and to students was extremely difficult.  
The following is an analysis of what was possible to access. 
 
5.9.1 University (A) 
5.9.1.1 Ms. Leena’s Case  
In Ms. Leena's case, it was possible to conduct only one observational session because 
the fieldwork visit coincided with the University’s mid semester break.  One session 
appeared enough at that time since this was the first round of data collection and the 
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researcher was planning for a second extended round.  But then in the second round Dr. 
Fawzeah was teaching the course.   
 
Nevertheless, the session attended for Ms. Leena yielded interesting data.  The topics 
mentioned during the session were purely management-related.  Also the topics were 
not being linked to ethics or professionalism.  The teacher talked about organisational 
structure, ISO and quality management, motivation, promotion and training.  This 
supports the inference reached from the previous findings: that Ms. Leena was teaching 
computer ethics as some form of management course where ethics was not being made 
central. 
 
 In Ms. Leena’s case, it was possible to distribute a questionnaire to explore students’ 
opinions of the course (a copy of the questionnaire is in Appendix 7.8).  Six students 
were present when the questionnaire was distributed and they all participated but some 
of the questions were left blank.  Please note that the total number of students who were 
attending this course was seven. 
 
In the questionnaire, the students were asked to describe their course; only three 
students provided an answer.  The following is what they said: 
 
 The course is about ethics at work and how to treat each others at work.   
 The course provides ideas about ethics at work ...  
 I thought at first it is common sense but I have learned many new things 
and how to deal with difficult situations at work. (Emphasis added). 
 
The above demonstrates that the students thought that the course was about ethics at 
work.  This confirms, once again, that the course was management-centred.   
 
The students were asked how much important they thought their course was: five 
students answered; they said: 
 
 It is very important and very interesting but ... 
 I think it is an interesting subject and important to have ... 
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 I don’t think that the course is important.  It should not be taught as a 
course, perhaps only as lectures for students who are interested in 
attending them.  
 I don’t think it is important. 
 I don’t think that the course can add anything new. 
 
There were differences in opinion about the importance of the course.  What is 
significant here is that half of the students thought that the course was not important.  
This means that the course, and consequently computer ethics as a concept, was being 
underappreciated.   
 
In the questionnaire, two students made comments about some sort of disconnection 
between the course and their cultural or religious backgrounds; they said: 
 
 It is very important and very interesting but it lacks reality in terms of 
the cultural society that I am living in. 
 
 I had some different opinions when certain cases were discussed and I 
don't think I will change my opinions. The reason perhaps is because I 
am a Muslim. 
 
It was evidenced from the examination of the course materials that irrelevant UK- and 
US-related legislation were being involved in the teaching of the course.  Also, the case 
study which was discussed with the students and which was mentioned earlier was 
being made irrelevant to the Muslim audiences.  The students, in the above quotation, 
perhaps were referring to such irrelevances, and, perhaps, that is why one of them 
thought that the course was disconnected from the reality in which they were living.   
 
5.9.1.2 Dr. Fawzeah’s Case  
In Dr. Fawzeah’s case, the circumstances surrounding the case which were documented 
in the Research Journal, suggest that Dr. Fawzeah did not want to participate in this 
study and was trying to separate the researcher from her students.   This gave an 
indication of fear.  The teacher did not tell the researcher that she did not want to 
participate and so the researcher continued trying to get access to information and 
participants but this proved to be difficult.  The following is an extract from the 
Research Journal demonstrating the context of Dr. Fawzeah’s case: 
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24th March 2009 
As agreed with Dr. Fawzeah, I visited the university today to attend her 
lecture.   When I reached the class I asked the students who were in the class 
to confirm if I am in the right place (i.e. attending the course taught by Dr. 
Fawzeah) but it appeared that I was not! I called Dr. Fawzeah … she told me 
she gave me an incorrect number for the lecture room by mistake...  she then 
told me that she is giving her students a quiz today therefore it might not be of 
benefit for me to attend the lecture, but I said I wanted to attend, at least to 
meet the students.  I felt from the tone of her voice that she is not comfortable 
with me attending her lecture (?)  When I reached the lecture room, I met the 
students and introduced myself and sat at the back of the room.  Then Dr. 
Fawzeah entered the room.  She distributed the papers then asked me to sit at 
the front of the room and insisted that I sit on the teacher’s chair (?) I was not 
happy with this arrangement because I was afraid that this might send a 
negative message to the students - that I am not one of them but one of the 
academics - which, in itself, could make my attempts to approach them 
difficult, but I had no choice!  I sat where I was told to … Then I asked to 
leave on the hope to attend the next session. Dr. Fawzeah said that she is 
cancelling the next session because the students are ahead of their schedule.  
The next observation, then, automatically is to take effect on 29th March. 
 
29th March 2009 
Dr. Fawzeah called me on the phone prior to the session starting and asked if I 
could come to her office.  When I arrived she said that she had bad news for 
me.  She said the registrar sent the faculty a letter; they are warning that no 
one other than the students registered in the course should attend the lectures 
and that any one wanting to attend should get permission from the registrar.    
I asked who I could contact to get permission from.  She said she will contact 
the people in charge and will call me (!)   
 
I have the feeling that Dr. Fawzeah does not want to participate in the study 
but for some reason is not telling me so.  I have had experience with teachers 
not wanting to participate and making all sorts of excuses yet trying to look 
cooperative... 
 
14th April 2009 
After many phone calls and 2 weeks of waiting for permission to access the 
lecture room of Dr. Fawzeah, I went personally to Dr. Waleed’s office in 
University (A).  The secretary said she just got the answer.  She told me that I 
can attend only 3 sessions and if I want to attend more than 3 sessions I have 
to register and pay for the course. (??)  I left shocked... 
 
In Dr. Fawzeah’s case, the researcher was allowed to attend only three observational 
sessions.  This, of course, was not enough to gain an insight into how computer ethics 
was being taught.  Nevertheless, these few visits and encounters yielded interesting 
insights when viewed in the light of the previous findings. 
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In the first and second sessions
16
 the teacher talked about Cash Flow, Budgeting and 
Return on Investments.  The topics were not relevant to ethics, professionalism or social 
impacts.  Also, the topics were not being linked in to ethics or professionalism.  
Moreover, although the researcher of this study, whose Bachelor’s degree was in 
Management, was familiar with such topics as Cash Flow and Return on Investments, 
she could not understand the explanations of them made by Dr. Fawzeah.  The students 
also appeared puzzled.  This strengthens the inference reached in relation to Dr. 
Fawzeah's case: that ethics was not being made central.  This was also demonstrated by 
the fact that Dr. Fawzeah struggled with teaching computer ethics and this struggle, in 
turn, had an impact on the students. The impact on the students is demonstrated in the 
following extract.  The extract is from the Report of Observation which related to the 
first observation session, the first one which occurred after securing permission from the 
management: 
 
I arrived 2 minutes early and there were students sitting there.  I started some 
general conversations with them. 
 
I asked: So how do you find this course? Are you learning 
anything interesting or new so far?   
 
One student said: I feel it is all about reading and memorising. We want 
some case studies and activities. I like thinking and 
searching on the internet.   
 
I said:   So no new information so far?!   
 
She said:  Not really, I mean ethics is easy, isn’t it, every one 
knows what is right and wrong, so basically the course is 
providing some general information.  
 
Another student said:   I don’t know. We are now at the middle of the semester 
with this course but I still don’t know what this course is 
all about and what is the purpose or the meaning of this 
course!  And we have been given only one case study yet 
                                  
16  There was no third session.  For more information on this, refer to Appendix 7.1 and to the entry made 
on 23rd April 2009.  
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we were not given the answer for that case, so we don’t 
know what would be the right answer.   
 
Firstly, what the student said about the course in being mainly about memorisation 
mirrors what was found earlier.  There were traces of memorisation in the course 
material.  What the student said supports that the teaching methods were limiting 
students’ independence as learners.   
 
Secondly, the students appeared to have had a misconception.  They thought that ethics 
was a matter of common sense.  This misconception must have led the students to 
underappreciate the importance of their course and consequently the importance of 
ethics in computing.    
 
Thirdly, the students did not know why they were studying the course or what the 
course meant, even though they had reached the middle of the semester.  This meant 
that computer ethics was not being made central or its importance was not being made 
clear.   
 
5.10 FINAL SYNTHESIS: POWERS, STRUCTURES AND CAUSAL MECHANISMS 
The following table (Table 5 .8) which is on the next page and which extends to the next 
few pages was used to help in the construction of the final synthesis provided in the 
following sub-sections.  
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5.10.1 A Synthesis of University (A) Cases  
Because computer ethics, as a concept and a course for teaching, was not clear in the 
minds of Ms. Leena and Dr. Fawzeah, the teachers adhered strictly to the book to the 
point that they were teaching irrelevant UK/US legislations to Bahraini students.  They 
also taught the course based on what they knew from their background experiences 
evidence to this is Ms. Leena’s focus on business and Dr. Fawzeah’s focus on software 
engineering.   However this resulted, not only in portraying computer ethics as a foreign 
concept, it also introduced traces of didactic teaching because there was a focus on one 
single source to knowledge construction (the textbook, and in analysis, the ACM codes 
of ethics).  The teachers’ misconception of computer ethics led to several disadvantages 
and the most important of all was that ethics was not taking centre stage in their 
teaching.     
 
Ms. Leena’s case, as an example, can be visualised through the Layers of Reality 
Diagram which is on page 69.  A number of transfactual conditions were identified in 
Ms. Leena’s case (and in all of the other cases).  They appeared to must have had a 
chain of reactions (or interplay of cause and effect) where certain transfactual conditions 
must have led to other conditions and perhaps, in some cases, both of the conditions 
were aggravating each others.   For example, Ms. Leena’s inability to make ethics take 
centre stage led to a strict adherence to the book and this, in turn led to three conditions:  
(a) teaching irrelevant materials (UK and US legislations), (b) refusing to make the 
material culturally relevant to the students as in the case of focusing on what the codes 
could say about privacy than what the religion of the students could say about privacy 
and (c) relying on one source for knowledge construction and analysis.  Point (c), in 
turn, led to a behavioural learning environment where the students had a lesser chance 
to draw on different sources to formulate their ethical judgments.   
 
For a diagram of the transfactual conditions that were pulled in to provide synthesis for 
Ms. Leena’s case, refer to Figure 5.4 on the next page (page 193).  The transfactual 
conditions relevant to Dr. Fawzeah’s case are depicted in Figure 5.5 on page 194.   The 
transfactual conditions, however, are only indications or symptoms of underlying 
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powers, and causal mechanisms that are governed by a structure, a structure which 
maintained poor conditions and negated improvement.     
 
Figure 5. 4: A diagram of the transfactual conditions which were isolated from Ms. 
Leena’s case (the structure of Ms. Leena’s case).   
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Figure 5 .5:  A diagram of the transfactual conditions which were isolated from Dr. 
Fawzeah’s case (the structure of Dr. Fawzeah’s case).   
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5.10.2 A Synthesis of University (B) Cases 
Mr. Mustafa and Dr. Jude’s course materials and outline reflected contradictions.  
Computer ethics had no stable identity, and possibly no real presence, in their courses.  
In the case of Dr. Jude, computer ethics was, at times, about basic IT skills and at other 
times was a set of rules while, in the case of Mr. Mustafa, computer ethics was either 
about basic IT skills, business ethics or was a technical course related to business 
information systems.   
 
The teachers claimed that they were using general shared values and the values of Islam 
as standards for analysis but there were no traces of scenario discussions or ethical 
analysis in the course materials or outline.  The course materials of both of the teachers 
were shallow and ethical theories which encouraged ethical deliberations were absent 
from both of the cases.   
 
This all indicates that the teachers were confused, they were not teaching computer 
ethics, the one which is capable of building students’ ethical analysis.  The evidence or 
the transfactual conditions extracted from examining the cases of Mr. Mustafa and Dr. 
Jude point to an obvious underlying power.   
 
Mr. Mustafa and Dr. Jude were confused; they didn’t know what computer ethics is nor 
how to teach it.  They taught, instead, what was familiar or convenient to them but this 
resulted in a shift in the core of the course; computer ethics and its concepts were 
substituted by other subjects or entities.   
 
The transfactual conditions related to Dr. Jude’s case are depicted in Figure 5.6 and the 
ones related to Mr. Mustafa’s case are in Figure 5.7; these are in the following pages.   
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Figure 5 .6:  A diagram of the transfactual conditions which were isolated from Dr. 
Jude’s case (the structure of Dr. Jude’s case).   
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Figure 5. 7:  A diagram of the transfactual conditions which were isolated from Mr. 
Mustafa’s case (the structure of Mr. Mustafa’s case).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.10.3 A Synthesis of University (C) Case 
In Dr. Mamood’s case, computer ethics was not separate from religion.  The teacher 
thought that the incorporation of Islam was important because of the cultural differences 
between countries of the west and Bahrain.  However, the teacher appeared to have 
encouraged the use of Islam as the only source of ethical judgment and, although the 
teacher mentioned using ethical theories, he appeared not in favour of them.  This 
means that the teacher was possibly restricting his students’ cognitive thinking and 
introducing didactic learning because his students would draw from one single source 
(Islamic standards) to form ethical judgments.  Moreover, the teacher’s inability to 
separate ethics from religion shifted the core of the course from the realm of science to 
the realm of faith where ethics is a set of rules that are not open for questioning.  Also, 
in perceiving computer ethics as a set of rules, students’ cognitive abilities is substituted 
with a mechanical application of the rules to the cases and this imposes a behavioural 
philosophy/pedagogy.  It was not possible to capture the extent of the impact of the 
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incorporation of religion on the teaching of computer ethics due to a shortage of 
information but some predictions that are based purely on theory than on empirical 
evidences are possible here for reflection.   
 
For instance, teaching computer ethics as a religion nullifies computer ethics (the 
discipline) because ethical analysis and judgments will then be the domain of religious 
scholars as opposed to the domain of philosophers or computer scientists.  Furthermore, 
when reducing computer ethics to the ethics of one single religion, ethical judgements 
are never going to be inclusive because no one single religion is universal.  The 
transfactual conditions related to this case are in Figure 5.8 below.   
 
Figure 5. 8:  A diagram of the transfactual conditions which were isolated from Dr. 
Mamood’s case (the structure of Dr. Mamood’s case).   
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The teacher's 
misconception of 
the field of 
computer ethics 
Technical course, not related to 
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not heavy and possible to cover in 
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but was using common sense 
and Islamic and legal standards 
Contradicts with the fact that 
the course was described as 
technical, not related to ethics, 
not relevant to philosophy 
Computer ethics was being 
taught as something else 
5.10.4 A Synthesis of University (D) Case 
Mr. Ameer was not teaching computer ethics even though the course was entitled 
‘Information Technology in Society’.  The teacher identified the course as: technical, 
not related to ethics, not relevant to philosophy, having no specific standards of 
analysis, not heavy and possible to cover in half a semester; a description which 
contradicts the typical computer ethics, or ‘computers and society’ type of courses.  
Such courses are portrayed in the literature as heavy because they are interdisciplinary 
and they revolve around human values; as such, they are theoretical in nature.  The 
teacher claimed that he was using common sense, legal standards and the standards of 
Islam for the analysis of ethical issues. However, there was no evidence to support that 
ethical discussions or scenario analyses were taking place.  In Mr. Ameer’s case, the 
computer ethics course was being perceived as something else.  The transfactual 
conditions related to this case are in Figure 5.8 below.   
 
 
Figure 5 .9:  A diagram of the transfactual conditions which were isolated from Mr. 
Ameer’s case (the structure of Mr. Ameer’s case).   
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5.10.5 A Synthesis of University (E) Case 
In Dr. Saeed’s case, even though the teacher was using case studies and codes of ethics, 
computer ethics was being confused with business ethics.  The transfactual conditions 
are in Figure 5.10 below.   
 
 
Figure 5 .10:  A diagram of the transfactual conditions which were isolated from Dr. 
Saeed’s case (the structure of Dr. Saeed’s case).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.11 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER 
Computer ethics was introduced in Bahrain around the years 2001 to 2005.  It was being 
taught (as a separate course) at 5 universities out of a total 10 that were relevant to this 
study.  During the initial searchers, when the researcher was trying to find out if the 
universities maintained courses on computer ethics or not, the researcher found that the 
IT faculty heads, whom she met in the universities, did not grasp the difference between 
computer ethics (the field of study) and morality/religion.  They did not see why ethics 
would need to be allocated a separate course when ethics (i.e. religion/morality) is part 
of our everyday life/discussions.  They thought that their teachers are already involving 
ethics in their teaching.   Misconceiving computer ethics led the faculty heads to think 
that ethics is not wroth involving in the computing curriculum.   
 
The review of the literature demonstrated that the involvement of ethical theories in 
computer ethics education is fundamental.  Ethical theories make ethics objective, they 
Figur
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provide a platform for ethical thinking and provide a ground for constructionist 
approaches to education.  This is because when there are multiple sources to knowledge 
construction, as in the use of ethical theories, students are encouraged to use their 
cognitive thinking and view the process of ethical decision-making as knowledge 
construction.  However, if there is only one source to knowledge construction, as in the 
case of depending on one single ethical theory, the cognitive thinking of the learner is 
restricted.   At University (A), ethical theories and philosophical concepts were 
excluded.  At University (B) there were no traces of ethical theories.  At University (D) 
the teacher said he was not using such theories. At University (E) the teacher did not 
know what ethical theories were. And at University (C) ethical theories were not being 
utilised properly.   This absence or under utilisation of ethical theories was linked in this 
study with the teachers thinking that the ethicality of situations existed ‘out there’, in 
codes of ethics, in the legal standards, in Islamic laws, in the ten commandments of 
computer ethics, but not constructed by the learners themselves.  This could impede the 
development of the future generations of IT professionals as independent thinkers.  This 
could also shift the identity of computer ethics; computer ethics will no longer be about 
cognitive thinking and analysis but rather about the memorisation of codes and 
standards.   
 
Certain fundamental elements were absent from the courses examined.  Ethical theories 
were not being taught and there were no evidences that the teachers were involving the 
students in proper ethical analysis.  On the other hand, certain other evidences showed 
that the teachers struggled with teaching the course.  There existed contradictions in the 
course materials provided by the teachers of University (A) and (B) in the sense that 
ethics did not appear to have been the central issue.  The observations showed the 
teachers were teaching topics irrelevant to ethics.  The majority of the students involved 
in this study underappreciated the importance of learning computer ethics and some had 
no clear understanding of what the course was really about.  Some of the teacher put it 
bluntly that they were not teaching ethics.  All of the teachers had little or no experience 
with teaching computer ethics, and had little or no education or training in the field of 
computer ethics.  And almost all of them asked for advice on materials and expressed 
that they were not sure if they were teaching the course in the best possible way.  This 
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all indicated that the teachers did not know what computer ethics was, to begin with, 
and so they struggled with teaching it.  The issue, as such, was not of a (conception) but 
rather of a (misconception and struggle).   
 
Computer ethics was being perceived as a set of rules, confused with religion, confused 
with business ethics or was not being perceived at all.  At University (A) computer 
ethics was reduced to codes of ethics.  There was a focus on the codes and the students 
were to memorise them.  At University (B) computer ethics was reduced to the Ten 
Commandemends of Computer Ethics.  At University (C) computer ethics was reduced 
to Islam.  Islamic ethics were the preferred standards and Islam was perceived as a set 
of clear cut rules.  At University (E) computer ethics was confused with business ethics.  
And at University (D) the teacher said that he was not teaching compute ethics, hence 
computer ethics was not being perceived at all.  
 
With regards to religion, it was clear that religion was important to both the teachers 
and students.  Islam was being mentioned, or identified as a standard for analysis, even 
when the teacher, as in University (D), claimed that he was not teaching computer 
ethics, and even when the teachers, as in (A) and (B), did not want their students to use 
religion in analysis.  Religion was ‘emerging on the surface’ as one of the teachers has 
put it even when there was no intention of involving it.  How the involvement of 
religion impacted the pedagogy is not clear though.  Empirical data were short on this 
due to the problem of access.  However certain reflections are possible and these are 
provided in the next chapter but further research is needed to measure the impact of the 
incorporation of religion on the teaching of computer ethics and to ground any theories 
into the empirical.   
 
In general, computer ethics did not appear to have been taking a central position in 
teaching in Bahrain, not even in their own dedicated courses.  And the teachers who 
were assigned to teach ethics did not appear to have had a good understanding of what 
computer ethics was.  This misconception or confusion seemed to have impacted the 
teaching of the subject.  Pedagogical impacts were not possible to ground empirically 
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though due to shortage of information.  But the consequence of confusing computer 
ethics with other subjects was possible and these are provided in the next chapter.  
 
A pattern which can be traced here throughout this study is that computer ethics can run 
the risk of disappearing from the curriculum (as in the case of the IT faculty heads’ 
perception of ethics) or disappearing from its own dedicated course (as in the perception 
of the computer ethics teachers) if misconceived or confused with other subjects.  
Computer ethics educators and policy maker might want to reflect on such an inference 
reached from this study.     
 
5.12 REFLECTIONS 
The application of retroduction (moving from knowledge of one thing to knowledge of 
another) made organisation and presentation of the findings unsymmetrical.  The 
findings and discussion chapter materialised as a story.   This might cause confusion to 
the reader who is accustomed to the more traditional approach of presenting the findings 
and discussion.     
 
The fragmented pieces of information that were gathered from multiple cases did not 
help build proper structures and did not help solidify the transfactual conditions and 
causal mechanisms.  The inferences, as a result, might appear more speculative than 
grounded.  It was mentioned elsewhere that proper conceptualisation requires a balance 
between empirical evidences and interpretations.   Proper conceptualisation was not 
possible in this study due to the problem of access.  The reader need to consider this 
when reading the conclusions reached in the following chapter.    
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6. Conclusions and the Way Forward 
 
This thesis was written at a time in which the Arabs are revolting against their 
oppressive governments and in the course of this the meaning of freedom and 
democracy is questioned; this study is an extension of this political atmosphere.  The 
researcher thinks that Arabs need an intellectual transformation; one which will enable 
them to dare to question concepts that are strongly related to their religion; the concept 
which was being questioned in this study was ‘ethics’.   
 
This study should not be taken as a war waged against Islam or the Arabic culture.  The 
researcher of this study herself is a Muslim and an Arab; what she aspires for is 
‘improvement’, but this, in her view, cannot happen unless the traditional ways of doing 
things, including the traditional way of perceiving ethics, are questioned.  This study 
was fuelled by the researcher’s view on the importance of philosophy to emancipate the 
Arab mind from rigid thinking and from the restricting approaches to education.   
 
The problem which instigated this study was that ethics is understood and interpreted 
differently in each of the Arab world and in the west.  In the Arabic literature ethics is 
very much tied to Islam or to what Islam deems as right/wrong whereas in the western 
literature ethics is a form of practical philosophy which encourages exploring a variety 
of different moral standards (including religious ones) to reach ethical judgments.  With 
the former, ethics is reduced to a set of rules on what is forbidden and allowed.  With 
the latter, ethics is much wider a concept, it emerges as a cognitive tool which sharpens 
one’ own moral awareness and, in doing so, enables independent and free ethical 
thinking.  This contrast in the understanding of ethics introduced the assumption that, in 
much the similar way, computer ethics might have a different meaning in the Arab 
world and this difference in perception might have introduced a different pedagogical 
style to computer ethics education in the Arab world.   
 
The literature was short of papers on how computer ethics is being perceived and taught 
in the Arab world.  This study set about to remedy this through examining computer 
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ethics’ perceptions and teaching practices which were occurring in universities in 
Bahrain (Bahrain is an Arab country).     
 
When the data were examined the researcher realised that the issue was not about a 
particular perception through which computer ethics was being taught, but rather it was 
about the basics.  The courses were not designed properly because the teachers did not 
know what a course on computer ethics could entail and how computer ethics could 
possibly be taught.  Topics which were about basic computer skills, net etiquettes and 
how to protect computers from viruses paused as computer ethics whilst ethical 
theories, skills of analysis and philosophical concepts were absent from these courses.  
Also certain evidences showed that there were inconsistencies in how the teachers 
perceived computer ethics and how they were teaching the subject.  The issue, as such, 
was of a misconception and a struggle to comprehend a coherent conception of compute 
ethics.   
  
Whilst the literature highlighted a certain problem (the problem that Arabs perceive 
ethics as religion and hence computer ethics teaching might be different in Bahrain), 
reality put forth a totally different answer (with the teachers not knowing what computer 
ethics is to begin with).  The reader, as such, might have noticed a fracture between the 
first part of the thesis, where the researcher dwelled passionately on the research 
problem, and the second part, where the empirical findings were forcing unexpected 
answers to questions which were not asked in the first place.  A lesson to learn from this 
is that research problems need to emerge from the real world, from the concerns of 
society and individuals, their questions and struggles, their worries (i.e. from the 
empirical), than from inferences emerging from reading around the literature (i.e. from 
the theoretical). 
 
This study demonstrated that computer ethics was a concept that was misunderstood in 
Bahrain even by the teachers who taught computer ethics.   This misconception resulted 
in the teachers not knowing how to teach computer ethics and not knowing how to make 
ethics central in their courses.  Pedagogy might have suffered because the teachers were 
not involving the students in proper ethical analysis and were not incorporating a variety 
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of ethical theories in their teaching.  Pedagogical impacts were not possible to ground 
empirically though due to shortage of information.  But the consequence of confusing 
computer ethics with other subjects was possible to present here. 
 
The IT faculty heads whom the researcher met during her initial searches did not grasp 
the difference between computer ethics and religion.  This made them think that ethics 
is already being discussed by every teacher in every class and hence there is no need for 
a separate course on ethics.  The researcher thinks that the misconception of compute 
ethics could threaten the existence of the subject in the computing curricula.  Computer 
ethics might disappear from the computing curricula and the ethical sensitivity of the 
future generations of IT professionals might suffer.  Bahrain, in particular, is working 
towards establishing an information society and important to any information society is 
the ethical sensitivity of its members. Policy makers, faculty heads and teachers from 
Bahrain might need to re-think about the importance of avoiding confusing ethics (the 
scientific discipline) with religion (a particular standard). 
 
In perceiving ethics as religion, ethics is forced to become a relative concept and hence 
alienating to groups who might not agree to the set of rules/codes that are being held as 
ideals.  Religions will always enforce a culturally relative version of ethics on students 
who might come from a variety of different backgrounds and faiths.  This could be in 
particular a problem in Bahrain because Bahrain is a multicultural society.  But 
empirical data from this study was short on whether religion was in reality alienating 
certain groups of students or not, therefore further research is needed to investigate this.   
 
The researcher had a chance to attend classes on computer ethics for a course taught at 
De Montfort University, UK.   In the UK, in a class which consisted of students from 
different backgrounds and faiths, religion appeared irrelevant and offending to both; 
Muslims and non-Muslims.  Muslim students from the UK, however, are living in a 
cultural, political and social context that is different from that of the students from 
Bahrain.  Indeed, whilst the students from the UK were capable of separating ethics 
from religion, both, students and teachers from Bahrain were not being able to do so 
even when they deliberately were attempting to set aside religion when discussing 
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ethics.  Students from Bahrain voiced their disengagement with the course and 
attributed it to the fact that they were Muslims.  Ms. Leena from University (A) wished 
if she could encourage her students to think outside of the boundaries of their religion 
but she did not know how.  She kept focusing on what the codes of ethics could say 
about the ethical issue at hand but without integrating other ethical standards and 
without, at least, involving Islam or trying to reconcile it with the codes.  The answer 
might have been in introducing other sorts of ethical theories in addition to the codes 
and trying to reconcile them with Islam in an attempt to assimilate and accommodate 
new ethical perspectives with what the students perceive as sacred or ideal.  This, 
however is a hypothetical solution therefore further research is needed to know how 
best to teach computer ethics to Muslim/Arab audiences and how to encourage the 
students to think beyond their religion, and at the same time, to not feel disengaged 
when using other sorts of standards/theories.  But the issue of involving or not involving 
religion would remain.  The involvement of religion might offend certain groups of 
students but this might be different in different countries.  A reconciling approach is 
therefore needed and perhaps also an Action Research through which the teacher would 
document the actual teaching approaches and study what suites the students best.  
 
The literature demonstrated that the status of education in the Arab world was not up to 
the expectations of the Arab educationalists; shallow and out of date curricula with 
didactic teaching as the mainstream; one of the main objectives which they were 
striving for was to promote cognitive thinking.  The teachers who participated in this 
study did not demonstrate that they were promoting cognitive thinking.  Rather in 
contrary, the students were being asked to memorise the ethical codes and in one of the 
cases the teacher thought that his students are better off identifying what is forbidden 
and allowed in Islam than struggling with a mired of theories.  The researcher attributed 
this to ‘confusing ethics with ethical standards’ (i.e. confusing ethics with religion; 
confusing ethics with codes of ethics, etc.).  Or in other words,   this was the result of 
the absence of a proper conception of computer ethics; the conception which is capable 
of building students' cognitive thinking. 
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Religions, morality and codes of ethics are mere standards; they provide straight 
forward answers to what is right/wrong.  These standards, if used mechanically and on 
their own, can foster didactic teaching/learning because knowledge of ethicality of 
situations in this case is assumed to exist ‘out there’; in codes of ethics, in books, in the 
minds of certain individuals.  The cognitive activity of the learner, as a result, is 
restricted.  On the contrary, the philosophy-based conception of computer ethics is 
aimed at fostering cognitive thinking and analysis.  In a class where ethics is considered 
a science, students practice drawing from a mired of different ‘competing’ ethical 
theories as opposed to drawing from one single ethical standard to reach ethical 
judgment and in doing so students learn that ethical judgment is not a matter of locating 
right/wrong from an ethics code, but rather ethical judgment is a knowledge that is 
constructed.  This should work on building students' ethical thinking and provide, in the 
same time, a more democratic learning environment.    
 
The literature demonstrated that computer ethics scholars were against the idea of 
indoctrinating the students into a set of moral, political, personal or religious beliefs.  
Essential to this then was the idea of democracy and free thinking; in giving the students 
the space and tools to use their cognitive thinking and this all was perceived possible 
under the constructionist philosophy in education.  The Arab nation in particular is 
trying to emancipate itself from all sorts of domination and oppression.  Adopting the 
free more democratic conception of ethics; one which separates ethics from ethical 
standards, as such, would serve its aspirations to a more democratic and free society.   
 
It was mentioned earlier in this thesis that Arabs have in their capacity to view ethics as 
separate from religion without having to feel that this is an imposition on Islam.  Ibn 
Rushd the Arab philosopher and theologian thought that philosophy encourages 
reasoning and this is essential even in trying to find the truth about God or to better 
understand concepts in life (Knight, 2009).  He argued that philosophy alone can enable 
us to make ethical decisions and this need not to be taken as an imposition on Islam 
because both can lead us to truths while each has its own way (Knight, 2009).  Ibn 
Rushd’s view is thought to have been the precursor of the secular thought and 
enlightenment in Europe during which the Islamic Empire was starting to regress 
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(Pasnau, 2011).  This means that Arabs will only have to revive what is good in their 
tradition in order to face the intellectual and political challenges which lay ahead them.     
 
The literature demonstrated that Arab educationalists are searching for clues on how to 
improve education in the Arab world.  This study, as such, is not an emancipatory 
project imposed on them or on their culture but rather a critique of the traditional ways 
of doing things/perceiving things in an attempt to engage educationalists in reflection 
and hopefully empowering them to improve their methods of teaching and emancipate 
themselves from the restricting approaches to education.  Emancipation in this study, 
therefore, is not an actual act of changing the realities of the people through an actual 
interference.  The simple act of writing up this thesis and publishing it and making it 
available to the public is emancipation in action. 
 
In summary, both, misconceiving and not perceiving computer ethics may lead to 
computer ethics disappearing from the curricula and this could impede attempts to 
develop the moral thinking of the future generations of IT professionals.  Further, 
computer ethics can run the risk of being a repressive tool if continued to be confused 
with religion, morality or personal opinions.  Computer ethics teaching, therefore, 
should not be a tool in the hands of those who aspire to indoctrinate the masses or be a 
synonym to religion, morality or personal opinions.      
 
A practical solution to counteract the problem of misconceiving computer ethics in 
Bahrain is to educate the teachers, to spread awareness of the proper conception of 
computer ethics and to engage in a dialogue with the teachers and the public on how 
best to teach ethics in Bahrain.  The researcher is planning to contribute to this with 
disseminating a summary of this study’s findings and with holding seminars in 
universities around Bahrain to engage in discussions about ethics, religion, morality and 
computer ethics and how these could fit into the question ‘how best to teach compute 
ethics in Bahrain?’ However, in the meantime, policy makers and faculty heads need to 
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train their teachers in how best to teach computer ethics and source the information 
from the literature because the literature provides a cogent source since it provides 
arguments that are backed by evidences and empirical studies on what researchers 
perceive are the best methods for teaching ethics.  Furthermore, faculty heads and 
policy makers need to make their teachers aware of the conception which would 
empower them and empower their learners and ultimately empower their society; this 
conception, as far as this study is concerned, is that ethics is philosophy-based.     
 
The surrounding context and conditions of this study surely must have shaped the 
outcomes of this research.  For instance, this study might have been different if; the data 
collected for this study were richer, if the researcher was ideologically and culturally 
different.  This, however, does not mean that research outcomes are purely subjective 
and that there is no research claim that is better than the other.  Researchers need to hold 
steadfastly with the aim of getting it right on the hope that what they are providing are 
advancing understandings of what is true, valid, correct and fair for human flourishing.   
 
This research adopted the philosophy of critical realism.  Critical realism enables 
researchers to maintain a stance towards what is perceived best for social and individual 
transformation; the interpretive and positive approaches were perceived incompatible 
with the critical project in this respect because critiques requires some form of realism.  
From the point of view of critical realists, research aims to transform and improve; 
accordingly, it is inherently or inescapably evaluative and critical; not merely 
descriptive (Mingers, 2009).  However, the normative stances and the grounds which 
support them are all socially and historically constructed and hence subject to error.  
The researcher believes in the complexity of the social world and that research does not 
provide mirrors to reality but rather provide an image of the reality in question.  
Sometimes the images emerge as distorted and incomplete   and more often than not 
research provides fragments of information and partial pictures about the phenomenon 
under study. 
 
Access to research participants especially to students and lecture rooms was difficult.  
This had an impact on the quality and richness of the analysis and the conclusions 
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reached in this study.  For instance, the researcher could not identify clearly the role of 
religion in the teaching of computer ethics.  Opinions came from the teachers only and 
this gave one sided view of the issue.  Also, in some of the cases information about the 
teaching cases in general was limited, the diagrams of the structures which emerged at 
the end after analysis, as a result, were lacking complexity.  This all means that critical 
realism requires rich data and good amount of access. Those who want to adopt critical 
realism might want to reflect on such an issue. 
 
Yet another limitation is that critiques by their nature compel the researcher to evaluate, 
question and disagree with certain situations/performances.  This can give the 
impression that the researcher is arrogant or judgmental and this in turn can halt any 
attempt of improvement because even if the research was to provide valuable 
recommendations, the audiences of that research might reject it at face value.  A lesson 
which can be learned from this and from going through the PhD Viva correction stage is 
that reflexivity can lessen the appearance (and perhaps also the actual effect) of bias and 
arrogance in critiques.  However, normativity in research might still remain 
objectionable; researchers therefore need to consider how to present their critiques to 
their audiences.  
 
Furthermore, the application of retroduction (moving from knowledge of one thing to 
knowledge of another) made organisation and presentation of the findings 
unsymmetrical.  The findings and discussion chapter materialised as a story.   This 
might cause confusion to the reader who is accustomed to the more traditional approach 
of presenting the findings and discussion.  Those who want to adopt critical realism 
need to bear in mind that their presentation will be different and perhaps objectionable 
to those who are accustomed to a certain method which they might consider as more 
scientific or valid.    
 
The fragmented pieces of information that were gathered from multiple cases in this 
study did not help build proper structures and did not help solidify the transfactual 
conditions and causal mechanisms.  The inferences, as a result, appeared rather more 
speculative than grounded.  It was mentioned elsewhere that proper conceptualisation 
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requires a balance between empirical evidences and interpretations.   Proper 
conceptualisation was not possible in this study due to the problem of access.  The 
reader need to consider this when reading the conclusions reached from this study.   
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7. Appendices  
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Appendix 7.1  
 
A scan of the Research Journal pages (the pages relevant to the fieldwork). The 
comments in the margins are made by the researcher of this study.  All of the names 
mentioned in the Journal are pseudonyms.   
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Appendix 7.2  
 
Observation Sheet (a sample):  this document contains information relevant to 
University (A)’s case.  This was used in the second round of data collection.  Appendix 
7.31 contains a sample of the Observation Sheet used in the first round.  
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Appendix 7.2  
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Appendix 7.3  
 
Report of Observation (a sample):  this document contains information relevant to 
University (A)’s case.  This instrument was used in the second round of data collection.  
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Appendix 7.3  
 
Continuing from the previous page 
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Appendix 7.4  
 
Access Letter (a sample):  letter sent to university gatekeepers and teachers to negotiate 
access.  The sample on the next page is the Arabic version of the letter.  
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Appendix 7.5  
 
A list of resources for teaching computer ethics sent to the teachers who participated in 
this study.    
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Appendix 7.6  
 
A scan of the Research Journal pages (the pages relevant to the initial stages of the 
research involving plans, ideas and literature search results). 
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Appendix 7.7  
 
The English version of the teachers’ questionnaire 
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The Arabic version of the teachers’ questionnaire 
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The English version of the students’ questionnaire 
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The Arabic version of the students’ questionnaire 
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Appendix 7.9  
 
The English version of Mr. Ameer’s questionnaire 
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The Arabic version of Mr. Ameer’s questionnaire 
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Appendix 7.10  
 
Interview Schedule used in the first round of data collection 
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Interview Schedule used in the second round of data collection 
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Appendix 7.12  
 
The English version of the Informed Consent Sheet 
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The Arabic version of the Informed Consent Sheet 
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Appendix 7.13  
 
An example of memos written in the margins 
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Appendix 7.14  
 
The course outline used at University (A). 
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